




T 
here's nothmg QUite like the patn of a broken 
promise. it's a feeling every gamer IS fam1har With. 
whether you've fallen for it once or a hundred 

t1mes: seamless enwonments! destructible terra1n! realtStiC 
water 1 Over the last decade, game after game has made the 
cla ms and most have disappointed, as well-tntent,oned 
developer ambition gives way to technical hm1ta\10ns, t1me 
constratnts and tightened budgets. 

And there's a double bitterness to these let-downs. They 
don't JUSt ta1nt the games that produced them, they ta1nt 
the games that aren't yet made- the games that are 
throwtng around the same grand cla1ms, the same 
enthus1ast1C ambitions. it's perhaps part of the slight ennu1 
that seems to cloud the new generation of hardware 11 may 
be more powerful than ever, but its software IS mak1ng the 
sa~re old promises. banging the same old drums 

But somethmg's about to change. Technology has 
r.10 ed on. game design has evolved Suddenly, those games 
L'la" ia ed to deliver on their promises don't seem (,ke 
·a res but stepping stones- crucial expenments on the 
roa:J ~o success. Suddenly, those promtses are becom1ng 
rea " a. cracture (p66), and rather than rolling your eyes at 
-~eo a cams about deformable terra1n, you're w1demng 
- em as you bullet-chip stairways out of cltff-faces. Witness 
H_vd·ophob a (p48) and that yawn provoked by the prom1se 
of r'"al' u d oynamics turns mto a Jaw-drop as torrents bo1l 
and sv.eep around you. Play Colm McRae· DIRT(p40) and 
yoor ooredom about damage models turns to fascmatton as 
you oasn your lmpreza into a needle-nosed concept car. 
!. -er so many disappointments it's impossible not to be 
wary m;~ t seems that the hallmark of the new generation's 
ga~es s that they're finally ready to make good on the 
promses of the last. And there's nothing qu1te like 
;he exc tement of a promise f1nally fulfilled 
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The blue sky group 
Six years after Dreamcast, the 
sun is shining for Sega Sammy 

he last.t•me Sega made headlines this 
often was 1n 2000, when 1t was losing 
everything The underperformance of 

Dreamcast. the overspend on sales and market1ng, 
the 5400 mllhon losses, and the res1gnauon of 
presodent Shoochoro lnmajlrt Signalled dore stra•ts for 
a company wtth two other loss makers m 1ts recent 
n story - ts amusement arcades and the Saturn. 

dominance. Its traditional model of recru1tment and 
development was insular and Japanese; now it 
wanted a world of talent on its payroll. 

it 's taken more than s1x years for that new Sega 
to emerge, stJII in transition but clearly once again 
in control. The severest cutbacks - the layoffs of 
almost a th•rd of its Tokyo workforce m 2001 and 
the shedding of unprofitable ISP operat1ons 

SegaNet and Dreamarena in 

Headlines over this past year, once again 
swamped by news of Sega and its unlikely 

endeavours, have seen something more than 
the return of Sega's money - its confidence 

2002 - helped turn the forst 
profits in three years w1th•n a 
few months. And when arcade 
g1ant Sammy acqu1reo al of 
Sega's stock in 2004, creattng 

Then came announcements: Dreamcast 
d1scont1nued, inventones to be exped1ently sold, 
cutbacks to be made. and Sega the platform-holder 
to be reborn as Sega the platform-agnostic 
content-prov1der. Its presence in the v•deogame 
software market had slumped to a low of 4.2 per 
cent; now its goal was to achieve 25 per cent 

holdtng company Sega Sammy, 
profits for the year tnpled to ¥8.76 billion ($76 9 
million or £38 mill1on). But headlines over th1s past 
year, once again swamped by news of Sega and 1ts 
unl1kely endeavours. have seen something more 
than the return of its money- its confidence 

Sega Sammy, like Bandai Namco, is a un1on 
built to survive a storm. Totalling over 60 different 



compan1es, 1ts subsidiaries handle far I'Tl()(e tnan 
just videogames, pachislot mach1nes and arcade 
halls Real estate company Reope, Top One toys 
(aka Sega. Toys), Telecom An1mauon F1lms. Sega 
Sammy Golf Entertainment (owner of Hokka1do's 
North Country Golf Club) and XYZ C1nemas are all 
examples. as are operators of Tokyo's popular 
electronic darts games and venues. Between them, 
they're theoretically capable of responding to every 
enterta,nment trend, antic1pated or not. that arises. 

And they have to be. The prolonged 
precariousness of Japan's amusement trade has 
chequered Sega's past w1th opposing losses and 
gains. One announcement might herald the 
steadiness of 1ts videogame div1sions. to cite 
February's nine-month financial reports, wh1le at 
the same t1me notmg a 23 per cent drop 1n prof1ts 
thanks to the decline of the pach1nko machine 
market, Sammy's once-lucratitle monopoly. 
Meanwh1le, Sega's Ryu Ga Gotoku 2, a CERO 
D-rated roammg brawler, ships over 500,000 units 

and dominates the Japanese charts. DS dating sim 
Oshare Ma,o: Love And Berry repeats the success 
and fends off Nintendo's Jump Ultimate Stars, and 
the Wi • a qu1rky, unapologeucally toy1ike console 
bu ton last-generat1on technology, outsells PS3 
three-to-one and conquers the gammg world. You 
wouldn't like to put money on any one aspect of 
the mdu~try 1n whiCh Sega has to invest. 

So t s nvestlng 1n them all In a bid to exploit 
the un1que growth potent1al of the Western arcade 
scene. GameWon:s. the arcade cha1n founded by 
Sega, Dreamworl<s and Un111ersal1n 1996 and now 
wholly owned by Sega Sammy, has been 
reinvented. While Sammy oversees Japan's faCilities, 
managing the ascend.ng IC -card and outgomg 
(or so it would seem) pach.nko markets, 
GameWorks is explonng the broader 
entertamment traditionally offered by 
bowl1ng alleys and le1sure complexes. 
Several Sites now feature flatscreen
dominated sports cafes (dubbed 
Arena Sports Bar & Grill) alongs1de 



Movers and Segas 

A who's who of the men who have 
been at Sega through the ages 

The migration of Sega's key players over the years 
might seem like a game of musical cha irs played to 
the music of Aphex Twin, but it's actually quite 
intellig ible. Departures aside, most of i ts luminaries 
continue to work in a similar capacity to the way they 
did pre-merger, many in the company of their 
original, albeit renamed, teams. 

Name: Yu Suzuki 
Works include: Hang-On (arcade), Space Ha"ier 
(arcade). Virtua Fighter (arcade), Daytona USA 
(arcade), Shenmue 
2000: President, AM2 
2007: Department manager, New Entertainment 
R&D2 

Name: Toshihiro Nagoshi 
Works include: Daytona USA (arcade), F-Zero GX, 
Super Monkey Ball, Ryu Ga Gotoku/ Yakuza 
2000: President, AM4 (Amusement Vision) 
2007: Department manager, New Entertainment 
R&D 1 

Name: Tetsuya Mizuguchi 
Works include: Sega Rally Championship (arcade), 
Rez, Space Channel S 
2000: President, AM9/UGA 
2007: COO, Q! Entertainment 

Name: Akinori Nishiyama 
Works include: Phantasy Star, Sonic Adventure, 
Sonic Rush 
2000: Designer, Sonic Team 
2007: Department manager, Global Entertainment 
Division R&D 1 

Name: Yuji Naka 
Works include: Phantasy Star, NiGHTS Into Dreams, 
Sonic Adventure, ChuChu Rocket! 
2000: President, Producer, Sonic Team 
2007: Chairman, Prope 

Name: Takashi lizuka 
Works inc.lude: Sonic & Knuckles, NiGHTS Into Dreams, 
Sonic Adventure, Sonic The Hedgehog 2007 
2000: Director, Sonic Team 
2007: President, Sonic Team USA 

Name: Makoto Uchida 
Works include: Altered Beast (arcade), Golden Axe 
(arcade), Dynami te Cop (arcade) 
2000: Designer, AM1 (WOW Entertainment) 
2007: Department manager, Sega Studio China R&D 

Name: Mie Kumagai 
Works include: Virtual On Marz, Astro Boy: Omega 
Factor, Virtua Tennis (arcade) 
2000: Producer, AM3/ Hitmaker 
2007: Department manager, Amusement 
R&D3 •• 
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tradrlional gamE> floors. and parent company Sega 
Amusements USA continues to trial eastern 
mports, such as Mush Kmg, 1n the hope of build1ng 
t< heavdv merchar<l sed genre a western audrence 

Sega's balance of home and arcade 
de ~ vpment 'las oeen heavily scrut1msed ever 
s .... e Sammy boss Hajime Satomi, at the b1rth of 
Se9a Sa mm;•, \"'teed a desire to sh1h Sega's focus 
from home development to low-cost com-op 
manufacture Sammy's JAMMA-compatible 
Atom1swave board was to be the platform, and 
Satom1 warned 'hat If Sega drdn't cap1tulate on 
such key 1ssues tlleP Sammy would buy up a 
control ng number of shares. " lt's true that our 
ong nal merger proposal was reJeCted," he told 

stockholders. · and that some Sega execut1ves have 
been opposed to the stock acquisition." Whether 
Rikiya Nakagawa, the ch1ef of arcade subsidiary 
WOW, who qUit a week mto the merger, was 
among them rs unknown 

Though 1t's some way off owning 25 per cent 
of videogames, those early fears of Sega turning 
into some lond of super-Sammy have been allayed 
Its operatmg effKrency, meanwhile, has vastly 
improved. Conunued support of ·ts mob1le games 
divis1on and the 1mmed1ate embrace of Wii's Virtual 
Console have made a portfolio current that might 
otherw1se be extinct, or worse confined to the 
ever-lacklustre Sega Ages senes. As we went to 
press, there were 19 of Sega's class1c t1tles on the 
UK VC, w1th Sega Mob1le resusotatmg lP such as 



One of Sega's main moves into the maonstream. the adaptation of 
Philip Pullman's The Golden Compass (there's no sign ~t of a 
return for the UK title Northern lights) is a mutuplatfonn Goliath. 
it's also the comeback project for Shiny Enteruonment, 
recovering from both the resignation of founder Qavid l'erTy and 
a poor reception to The Matrix: Path Of NN llas ~ SHn the 
talent beyond the reputation? We'll find out dvs Chns1mas 

Puyo Puyo, Wonder Boy and Space Hamer. a~c a 
freshly announced wave of Saturn tn es h::ao "9 ~a 
onilne PC subscnption seMce Garr~eTap E'sE.-..ne·e 
the benefot of having wide-rang ng avenues 'or re
launchmg franchises is clear Wothout Ah:r Burre• 
Climax on arcades, there might st have bee" 
potentoal for PSP's After Burner Black Falcon, bvi 
would there have been the tmpe<JS or ~1 

Opportuntsm and tnsoght. not brand·rr.a a ax 
doggedness. def ne the new Sega :s Sega .c es 
Your PSP' campaogn. launched at a t me when 'ew 
publishers seem to share the sentoment. rs a or :ne 
example. Of the six titles promoted- Black Falcon, 
Full Auto 2: Battlelines. Virtua Tenn1s 3, A e'l 
Syndrome, Crazy Taxi and Crush - love ar<> ether 
ports or franchose revivals. 

And Black Falcon developer Planet Moon was 
among several new Sega collaborators odea y 
chosen for their assignments. Others ncluoe u•oan 
act1onlhorror maestros Monolith (Condemned). ana 
cross-platform wizards Sumo Digotal (OutRun 2006. 
Coast 2 Coast, Virtua Tennis 2 and 3). Upcomong 

titles mclude Universe At War: Earth Assault, by RTS 
boutique Petroglyph, Crush, by Kuju's innovative 
Zoe Mode outfit, and RPG and FPS games based on 
the Aloens franchise by Obsidian (Neverwmter 
Nights 2) and Gearbox (Brothers In Arms). A ~reshly 
announced par:nershop wtth comoc pubhsher 
Marveloncludes licensed characters such as Iron 
Man, Captain America, The lncredoble Hulk and 
Thor. and while a developer has yet to be 
announced for any associated games. it would 
follow that an action specialist will land the JOb 

Not every star of Sega's western expans1on has 
been recruoted in such a bespoke manner. Two of 
ns htgh·profile acquisotlons- CreatiVe Assembly on 
2004 and Sports Interactive 1n 2006 - seem better 
desagned to secure certaon strongholds in this 
·o.~mu tuous market. Creative's Toral War and Sports 
ln<erac< ~e·s Football Manager series are both 
proven ambitoous stars woth assured futures and 
cross-pla~orm potential, as shown by Spartan: Total 
Vlamor and Jpcomong MMO Football Manager 
l.Ne The ·n d acquos1toon, of San Francosco-based 
Secrt>t L, e n 2006, seems more an investment 1n 
L~ sti.Jd:o's "&D talents than ots portfoho. Prior to 
·t~e announcement of a Golden Axe remake. slated 
'or sorr.et me th s year, its resume included the 
unremarbb!e Karaoke Revolution and controversial 

recn .. otment shooter Amenca's 

The restructuring of Sega's internal studios 
in late 2003 inspired as much concern as it 

did intrigue, with many hallowed games 
seen as pet projects of their creative teams 

Army: R1se Of A Soldier. 
Yet desp1te coverage of 

a most every modern genre, 
a nole s• I exosts on Sega's 
cata ogue, once filled by second· 
party stud•o Vosual Concepts. Its 

The resurgence of both PC and RTS has inspired Universe A t War: 
Earth IUuult developed by Westwood successor Petroglyph. Its 
Tactical Dynamics s~tem allows units to be ret,ined over time 

sale to 2K Garres n 2005 IS often toed to Satom1'> 
aggressNe stance towcmfs loss makers, and its 
departure has eft tt" appa ent appe:.te w1thon 
Sega 1or f..mner sports srm developmem Who 
shares tile our ook s unknown. ;;spec a )' grven the 
dos ocatoon of se. era vooces woth 'l ttoe company 
The restructurong of Sega·s onterna studoos 1n late 
2003 onspored as much concern as 1t did ontrigue, 
with many hallowed games seen as pet proJects of 
thetr creatove teams. Behtnd Some. Phanrasy Star 
On/me and Nights there was YUJI Naka's Sonoc 
Team; behind Rez, Sega Rally and Space Channel 5 
was Tetsuya M1zuguch1's UGA, and so t yo,ent on 

Put s1mply, the new 'Sega East' reorgan1sed 
those studios into three pnmary d1visoons, des1gned 
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to focus internal talent on key areas of mterest. 
Global Entertainment Software R&D, compns1ng 
six departments and headed by Naka pnor to h1s 
departure last year, handles the bulk of Sega's 
home console development, though Sonic Team 
remains notably detached. New Entertainment 
R&D, headed by former Amusement Vision 
president Toshihiro Nagosh1 and Suzuki, generates 
fresh lP. such as Ryu Ga Gotoku, and games for 
new technologies. such as L·ndberg's OutRun and 
After Burner Climax. Amusement Entertainment 
R&D incorporates the old AM stud1os, produc1ng 
games such as Virtua Fighter 5 for the arcade 
market, while the Solihull -based Raong Stud10 
handles iterations of series such as Sega Rally. 

At face value, rt looks like very little has really 
changed, at least when it comes to autersh1p. 

Shenmue Online continues its journey to PC under 
Suzuki, Nagoshi oversaw both Ryu games as well 
as Super Monkey Ball: Banana Blitz, and the 
forthcoming Nights: Journey Of Dreams for Wii 
is in the hands of the original game's lead designer, 
Takashi lzuka, albeit at breakaway studio Sonic 
Team USA. But the merging of UGA with Sonic 

Team in 2003, which inspired 

The importance of mascots for new Sega is 
b~yond doubt, but its readiness to exploit the 
characters hasn't sat well w ith those who see 
them as some kind of listed gaming property 

Mizuguchi's departure to form 
Q!, is a perennial sticking point. 
And somehow, despite Naka's 
best intentions (before he 
himself left to form the Sega
sponsored Prope last year), the 

The collapse of the Sega Sports brand has pushed Sega to the periphery of the genre, titles such as World 
Snooker Championship 2007 and Touch Darts for OS vying for largely uncontested markets. There's little 
competition in the above screenshot, either, unless sitting behind your chair is a new addition for this year 

world was still treated to the HD rebirth - some 
would argue re-death -of Sonic. 

The importance of mascots for new Sega is 
beyond doubt- Sonic Heroes sold over a million 
copies in Europe alone - but Sega's readiness to 
exploit the characters hasn't sat well with tho~e 
who see them not as the marketing phenomena 
they clearly are but as some kind of listed gaming 
property. Good luck to said people, then, as they 
contemplate Mario & Sonic At The Olympic Games, 
a watershed Wii showdown described by SOA 
president Simon Jeffrey as a move towards the 
reinvention and reaffirmation of Sonic as a brand. 
Had Robert De Niro and AI Pacino passed up their 
opposing roles in Heat and picked Smokey And The 
Bandi t 3 instead, the response from fans would 
have been similar. 

Mario & Sonic could be brilliant. of course. Fans 
of WOW's Friday night favourite Sports Jam will 



know the value of a good sports party game, and 
1f these two distant warlords can 'nalty bury the 
hatchet aptly and charismatlcalty n each other, in 
other words) then what better way to bnng them 
together? lt might not make a great game every 
t ime. but Sega has rediscovered how to make the 
righr games. Mario & Sonic should arnve 1n good 
time for the 2008 Beijing Olympics; Sega Rally 
moved sensibly to Britain following the p1t1ful Sega 
Rally 2005; Aliens is due a renaissance; the PC s 
thundenng; arcades are recapturing a sense of 
identity Sega Sammy has it covered. 

The exciting unknown is just how far it's 
prepared to go. Will it seek revenge on EA for the 
outcome pf NFL2K3 versus Madden 2003, a 
thrashing so severe as to drop Sega of America's 
profit forecasts by 70 per cent and prompt then
president Peter Moore to resign? Will it start flexing 
its increased purchasing power and honour a plan, 
voiced by marketing vice president Charles Bellfield 
in 2002, to start buying the competition? Publicly 
traded companies with strong teams and game 
franchise rights were identified as candidates - only 
EA was ruled out. One thing seems certa in: it 
won't be looking back. 

Speaking in October, Sega Europe boss Mike 
Hayes predicted the acquisition of "two or three" 
more studios to finally complete Sega's Western 
portfol io, although nothing official has yet been 
announced. "Who they would be and when that 
will happen is based on the market and the 
opportunities that arrive," he said. "so we're ~ 
constantly on the lookout." ~ 

START~ 

The development studio responsible for Prey and 
Rune was the unfortunate victim of a fire on Friday 
20 April which consumed the back portion of its 
building and did damage in the region of 5750,000. 
No injuries were reported. The Madison, Wisconsin, 
based firm. located Inside a converted railway 
roundhouse, was able to salvage some computers 
from the remains of its offices, which were partly 
protected by a firewall. However, the extent of 
smoke damage remains to be discovered at the 
time of writ ing, and it's hard to know how severely 
this will delay Human Head's development 
schedule. The cause of the fire is as yet unknown. 



Newswire 

Abertay, meet EA 

The nature of Justin Hall's passively 
multiplayer on line game means that there's 
not much to look at, but the above status 
bar gives you a flavour of how it all works 

Student game contest Dare to be Digital's growth 
continues with a new centre in the south-east EA 
is offering the use of its Guildford studio. As with 
the other centres in Dundee and Belfast, i t will 
host four teams of five students from June to 
August while they construct a game prototype. 

While it's great to see Dare expanding, a more 
financial and less advisory role for big game 
companies may make encouraging innovation 
more difficult. Having said that, any investment in 
gaming's grassroots has to be applauded, and the 
games can be seen, played and voted on at Dare 
Protoplay from 12-14 Augurt in Edinburgh. 
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Playing passive 
What if sending emails and buying 
new shoes could level you up? 

ames can be difficult, requiring hours of 
hard work and financial investment in 
hardware and software. But what if you 

could play them passively? What if your day-to-day 
activrties- the emails you send, the web pages you 
visrt, the items you buy or the journeys you make -
became the inputs for a game, rather than joypad
presses and mouse-clicks? 

Justin Hall, a graduate student at the 
Univers,ty of Southern California's Interactive 
Media Division, is collaborating on a passively 
multrp!ayer online game. it's a Firefox extension 
that monitors your web-browsing and rewards you 
with experience, levels and items to encourage 
greater web literacy among its players. Why does 
he thmk passive gaming is important, and what 
does he see as its pitfalls' 

Can you explain a bit about the game? 
Passively multi player online games look at the 
collisron of personal data and gaming and take a 
small slice to work on: web surfing. All of the 
pages on the web are a vast data source, a sort of 
infinite playing field. So that's our game design 
challenge- how to parse what you surf, and how 
you partiCipate in web pages, into a character 
profile and skills and tools and currency and items 
and so forth. We're anchored in RPGs for our 
design, because they attempt to keep a record of 
character history, growth and development in a 
character profile. We believe it will be fun to see 
a rich profi le of your web-surfing character take 
shape. Is your character you? Somewhat, 
sometimes. But sometimes it's just someone 
playing a game. 

How do you respond to concerns that turning 
real -life activ it ies into a game could be 
dangerous - that it might change people's 
behaviour for the worse? 
These are meaty questions. In fact, you've put your 
finger on a number of the concerns we have
making a game out of everything is great, because 
I don't have time to play World Of WarCraft, but 
wouldn't it be nice to level up for anything I do? 
I spend so much time on the computer, I want XP 
for that - even if I'm not stabbing small mammals 
and collecting pelts for a dwarf somewhere. What 
if the game was complex enough to map to what 
all my on line activities were? Levelling up in emai l, 
in web browsing. What if that game continued 
offline? Levell ing up in exercise? Or relationships? 
Or kindness? 

lt starts to get a little scary, or capitalistic 
perhaps: 'Sorry I can't talk to you, my talking-to
journalists score is too high this week already.' 
Quantification could quickly become insane, driven 
by my own fondness for videogames and my desire 
to have a HUD for daily living! 

Points are potentially evil - someone who 
contributed canned foods to a food bank before 
m1ght stop and say: 'Am I getting points for this?' 
We now have loads of standardised testing in the 
United States for young kids and I wonder 
sometimes, are they learning to score high or to 
think thoroughly? Perhaps those are incompatible 
- independent thought versus externally structured 
goals with rich feedback. Still, there are folks who 
use pedometers to force themselves to get a 
certain doctor-recommended level of exercise each 
day, and that's probably fantastic. 



Why do you think this project is important? 
What do you say to people who think it 
sounds like academic noodling? 
We're increastngly surrounded by data clouds. ~t's 
both fvn and tmportant to make those data clouds 
vtstble, so we know what mformaliOn we are 
sloughing off, and so we can take control of our 
data. Nothing's better than playing, and games 
gently give people a chance to experiment w1th 
Information mantpulat1on. 

This is a good time to begin experimenting wtth 
games built on our personal data, because as the 
data piles grow, we should establish players' rights, 
users' rights. I have the nght to see my data, own 
my data, parse my data. play with 1t, exchange tt, 
or delete it. 'Play with my data' is an important 
nght, because tt wtll help all of us understand 
tdentrty and permanence tn the wildly expanding 
stores of electromc human history. 

Plus, it should be fun to live in these data 
clouds; if all our .nformatton ts purely a marketing 
profile, how can we joke or pretend or 11irt or 
tnterpret? We want to see more human-to-human 
uses of data trails. Using them to communicate 
begons to make explicit the kind of 'presentation of 
set' n online SOCtety' that we see on MySpace and 
other social networks. We may soon be surftng 
something because we want our friends to know 
we're looking at tt. 

These ideas have potential in the workplace. 
How well do you think game mechanics are 
understood as a motivational tool? 
There are some attempts to bnng MMO dynamiCS 
mto the workplace, and 1t makes immed1ate sense: 
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Hall cites other proje<ts likt ltty Bitty RPG (above), Padcer Garden 
(middle lth), and Seriosiry (far I eh) as comparisons for PMOGs, 
based on the way they encourage and reward virtual activities 

watch a h1gh-level ra1d group m World of WarCraft 
and you'll see a small team orgamsed to solve fake 
problems lt's not a far leap to see 'the workers of 
tomorrow' expecting the realttme HUDs from 
MMOs for thetr work environment. 'What are my 
eo-workers doing nght now? What tS their health 
or energy or attention leveP What problems are 
comtng my way) Where is my nearest ally?' 

But realttme feedback on group problem
solvmg could be problematic, because we're used 
to betng able to hide our distracttons, to take 
breaks and chit-chat, to sneak in Stde-projects 
on the tob. What tf we could see realtime 
vtsualisattons o1 the tasks each of us were 
undertaking? And the people we were each 
taking to? Right now we rely on human cues, 
conversatton, gesture, to fill the gaps tn our pr nted 
charts. Who's powerfuP Who's on the nse? Do we 
really want games to track our 'level' and 'top 
eight friends' in the workplace) There had better 
be a sptnt of chanty and co-operatiOn as games 
meet work, or else we'll see a sad perverston of 
the pleasure that comes from play 

If this style of game catches on, do you think 
work will ultimately become indistinguishable 
from play? 
That's the ulttmate prob em VIe have wtth a deep 
oes.gn of PMOG the p easure o• most vtdeogames 
comes rrom sattsfy ng tang ble ot>,ectrves. Savtng 
the world, freetng the pr ncess. reachtng the htgh 
score But life doesn't have c ear metncs. 

Good passive games Wl need to balance 
ambtgu ty and sh ft ng me~ncs wtth clear rewards 
a'ld a sense of progress n fe you progress 

"There had better be a spirit of charity 
and co-operation as games meet work. 
otherwise we'll see a sad perversion of 

the pleasure that comes from play" 

enough to be successful, pernaps spawn, and then 
your body starts fat long and then your mmd and 
then you die. I guess t s sorta I ~ reachmg level 60 
and realising that's a there s If you be eve tn 
god(s), maybe that's the equrva ent of an expanston 
pack. Otherwise. we can play tnftntte games whtle 
we lrve, but then eventually we a I do de. I want to 
play as much as posstble before that t me• So why 
not budd m games to as much of tfe as we can? 
Computers and networks make that possible, 
obvious. mevttable 

Socrates famously decried the tmpaa of wntmg 
on memory. How w•ll scores, HUDs, progress bars, 
health meters, gold cotns, levels. sktlls and ratd 
parttes layered over life affect our relationshtps and 
productrvtty) lt sounds potentially ternble but ...., 
also qutte exciting. ~ 

1t looks like fan-art Is becoming chic again, thanks 
to the efforts of funky collectives such as 1 Am a
Bit (whose work you can see in Edge Presents The 

Art of Videogames). lt's difficult not to be 
charmed by the idea of recreating the 

digital in much lower-tech media, 
and the juxtaposition of gaming 

tropes with their real-world 
counterparts highlights how 
endearingly odd certain 
COI'Keits are. An overworked 
pen dr-ing of Mario 
ldorning a toilet seat (as seen 
on eBay) might make you 
wonder about the bright 

green pipes he descends. 
The Paper Art Gadgets blog 

goes one step further, reueating 
not games, but miniature replicas 

of the consoles themselves. A recent 
post details the process of turning a few 

sheets of card into a three-inch·high Xbox 360 
and a similarly scaled HO DVD drive. Do they 
really need a reason 1 

Packet Garden creates a landscape based 
on your web browsing habits. lt's not a 
giant leap to imagine it as a level 
generator for something like Darwinia 
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Reviewing 
the ratings 
The BBFC has found in a new study that it may 
have been classifying videogames too harshly 

he t_ragic events_ at Virginia Tech ~ave once 
agam caused cnt1cs to cast susp1c1on at 
videogames for possible I inks with violent 

behaviour. But a new British Board of Film 
Classification study into why people play games 
has confirmed that the relationship between 
depictions of violence and inter activity are more 
complex than such critics might assume. 

We spoke with BBFC spokesman Sue Cl ark 
about the project and how it will affect the way it 
will classify games. 

Why did you conduct this research? 
We haven't reviewed the way we look at 
videogames since we started classifying them 
under the Video Recordings Act in 1984. Over 

Doom {above) is perhaps the most famous controversial game after rumours l inked it to 
Columbine high school massacre shooter Eric Harris. who had made levels for the game 

the last couple of years we've seen a significant 
increase in games coming to us, because games 
distributors would rather have a BBFC than a PEGI 
rating, or because modern games have more v1deo 
clips, or simply because there are more games out 
there. So we thought it would be useful to see 
how we should look at v1deogames and whether 
we're lookmg at them correctly, and wanted some 
research to feed into that. 

Art based on games is increasingly common, and 
online familiarity breeds contempt after yet another 
anime Cloud Strife waving his big sword. it's a 
refreshing change, then, to come across 20 Forever, 
the website of Tom Waterhouse. The illustrations are 
extensive and range from Bomberman looking 
confusedly at a humanoid Bomberman (it has to be 
seen really) to Solid Snake aging between Metal Gear 
Solids, as well as several non-gaming images. 

The sheer verve of the pictures means you can 
easily forgive the odd typo and the sl ightly clunky 
navigation, especially when each comes with a 
snippet of textual insight that ranges from funny and 
irreverent to profound. 

-:e: 
20 Forever 

""'· http://www.2dforever.com 
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What was the thinking behind basing it on 
interviews w ith garners? 
Well, if you want to know why people play games 
you have to ask the people who play them, and 
this is research that people haven't done before. 
Nobody has actually sat down to ask why people 
play them, what they get out of playing them and 
whether or not they think games influence them. 

Sex in games. such as in BMX XXX, is a less common occurrence 
than violence, a good thing if it's handled as clumsily as above 

Manhunt, a game wi th a BBFC 18 rating that was removed from 
shelves after being linked to a murder, still holds first place in 
terms of its graphic violence and sadistic ki lling that can blind 
critics to its humour and commentary on the use of violence 

What are the principles by which videogames 
are currently classified? 
Videogames carry the same classifications that film 
and DVD do. The idea behind that is that people 
understand those ratings. They also follow the 
same guidelines except for the additional 
consideration of interactivity. The assumption is 
that because you are interacting with the game 
you are more involved, and that's always been our 
position. In the past it has meant we were coming 
down harder on games than film. 

Has the research affected this view? 
Part of what we were looking for was whether the 
interactive element actually makes a difference, 
and if it did, which way. But it has actually shown 
the exact opposite. Because you have to interact. it 
allows you to distance yourself from the game 
activity. If you take your thumbs away from the 
button the game stops, but a film continues 
play1ng and you're carried along with it until you 
acwely walk away or switch it off. So you're 
constantly reminded a game is a game. 

Wi ll this f inding change the way you look 
at games? 
We will bear it in mind when we will sit down and 
look at the way we classify them So if we've given 
a game a high rating before. we will review 
whether it needs that rating. But we're in the early 
stages of the process. 

The way you look at games rather contrasts 
with mainstream media. 
Well yes, that's because we play them. We employ 
examiners that are games players, and they play 
each title for up to five hours, using cheat codes to 
access everything. So the decision we reach is 
based on as much information as possible. it's 
classification that's probably unique, certainly in 
Europe. And we're sympathetic - we know what 
the attraction is. and we bel ieve the work should 
reach the target audience. We're not in the 
business of saying 'no', we're in the business ~ 
of setting the appropriate rating. ~ 



"lt's so sad. These massacre chasers 
they're worse than ambulance chasers. 
They're waiting for these things to happen 
so they can jump on their soapbox." 
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Jason Dell a Roca of IGDA tn an MSNBC tntervtew. on Jack 
Thompson's response to the shoottng at Vtrgtnia Tech 

"This jackass who would say to you and 
the American people that I'm chasing 
an ambulance- I've sat in rooms with 
people whose loved ones are now in 
the ground. I'm trying to save lives 
and I'm not going to be embarrassed 
about it." 
Jack Thompson's unusually restrained response to Jason 
Della Roca·s response to h1s response 

"last t ime, I wrote about why, after 
decades of enjoyment, I have come 
to hate fantasy role-playing games 
(RPGs for short). The kind people at 
popular website Slashdot linked to 
it, and a lot of people read it. Many 
people left comments, most of 
which said in great detail what an 
idiot I am. I fed on their hate, and 
it made me strong. 

"Boy. I tell you. If it wasn't for 
the fact that I am right and they 
are wrong, I'd be pretty nervous 
right now." 
Exile creator Jeff Vogel returns to the subJect of 
why he hates RPGs on his blog 

"We are re-examining our [PS3] 
budgeting process in terms of 
pricing and volume. Sales 
assumptions change and the 
market is competitive. We are 
in the midst of revisiting our 
strategy for the PS3." 
Sony president Ryo)l Chubachi draws 
the collective ire of the PR> r<'>ponStb e 
for draft1ng the 'no planned price cuts' 
press statem<'nts. 
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n April 20 Sega made an announcement 
that will mean imminent divorce for 
some garners, but will barely register with 

others: Football Manager is going on line as a 
massively multlplayer online game, with a beta 
test beginning this month. We spoke to Miles 
Jacobson, the director of developer Sports 
Interactive Studtos, and asked about playing 
with the beauttful game. 

Football Manager becoming massively 
multi player online might seem a natural 
step, but what does it offer that's not 
already in the series? 
What we've tned to do with Football Manager Live 
ts make a game that's more accessible. We want 
to appeal to peop e. and perhaps lapsed fans of 
the senes, who would like the chance to play 
compettttvely w1th some mates once or twice a 

"Creating a framework and letting others 
run with it is fantastic. People have grown 

up with games: why not give them the 
chance to make them the way they want?" 
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week, as well as to those people who want to play 
very regularly. 

Football Manager has always had a 
community of dedicated fans helping with 
content - is that social aspect fundamental 
for Football Manager Live? 
Definitely. As more and more people come into 
the alpha test. it's clear that a core component is 
having people to help other users starting out, 
to set up the competitions and to be a part of a 
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This design of Football Manager Live will be instantly familiar to fans of Football Manager and its stat·heavy interface. Though it looks 
forbidding, after a brief tutorial it's second nature to begin setting filter parameters and establishing your standard team line·up 
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community. And it's one of the reasons that we'll 
have different types of gameworld for d1fferent 
types of user, because what the FM senes has 
taught us is that different people like to play m 
different ways. 

Is there a concern that perhaps some of FM's 
greatest strengths - the depth of research, t he 
level o f detail in things such as youth teams
might be lost in the movement towards a 
more accessible experience? 
If you don't want a youth team, that's 'ne, but 
you can have one if you do. Your taaJCs from 
Football Manager can be imported into Football 
Manager Live, so in terms of team tactiCS noth1ng's 
changed. But you can do what you want Wlthm 
the game using the competition set-up, and 
that's one of the beauties of user-generated 
content. Creating a framework then letting other 
people run with it is a fantastic thing, because 
people have grown up with games - why not 
give them the chance to make them the way 
they want them? 
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W hat's the argument for FML charging a 
monthly fee - what can subscribers expect 

to see for their money? 
Football Manager Live is a ong-term proJect, and 
when subscript ions were f1rst moo;ed we asked 
ourselves the same quest1ons. We'll offer constant 
development and updatmg Wl;n new 'ea;ures, and 
react to users and what they wam to see Our a1m 
is to del iver the best customer sen. ce t/1at there's 
ever been in an online game of any descnptlon, 
because we're focused on mak ng sure our user is 
happy. That's essential: 1f you buy FML it will be 
constantly updated, but we won t release 
expansion packs and charge you. ' new features 
come in, then if you're paymg your subscnption 
you'll get it. You'll get everyth ng. I don't think 
there's such a thing as a free MMO. but what w e're 
trying to do is make it as cost-e"ect1ve as possible. 
We're very aware of making 1t value for money as 
well as great fun. 

In terms of a huge on line gameworld with up 
t o 1,000 teams, how do the players balance? 
After all , there's only one Ronaldo. 
In Football Manager 2007 there are over 5,000 
teams. There's still only one Ronaldo. There are 
a lot of good players around the world, and our 
database currently contains over 50,000. People 
are always f inding young stars and players from 
other leagues - and because of the limits on 
wages, you won't end up w ith a team of famous 
superstars, but can build a really, really good team. 
it's all part of the fun of the game - my only advice 
would be: don't use auto-select! 

There are superfic.ial similarities with its standalone brethren, but 
FML's human interaction adds a whole new level of compulsion 

To read an extended version of this interview. and 
for a chance to be a part of Football Manager._, 
Live's beta test, visit wvvw.edge-online.com ~ 

The player search (left) has a level of depth that can mean you spend hours finding that 
perfect fit, or simply have a quick look for a left-winger with good control, pace and 
crossing abilities. As for the matches themselves (below), the 20 top-down interface of 
Football Manager remains, with game stats and team tactics easily accessible as well as 
tweakable options for smoothness such as variable speed, emergency timeouts and, of 
course, the chat box: essential for mocking those that try to conquer your team of titans 

_..} 

We've all seen the neon-industrial case-mods 
with transparent windows displaying the glowing 
entrails of the machine, draped with fibre-optic 
cabling and papered with holograms of skulls 

wearing gasmasks, etc, ad nauseum. 
However, one enterprising 

'artist', Kasey McMahon, has 
put together a beast of a 

machine. literally. 
Compubeaver houses an 

lntel Core 2 Duo processor 
and a gigabyte of RAM. 
The corpse of this large 
water-dwelling rodent 
makes a more impressive 
piece of desktop furniture 
than most beige PC tower 
cases. An 80mm fan, located 

above the majestic animal's 
tail, ensures that components 

don't overheat within their 
furry shell. Just don't ask where 

the USB port is. 
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Gears Of Wd(s new muhiplayer mode 
is not dissimilar 10 Unr~al Toumamenfs 
DomiMtion gametypt. in wllich players 
fight to maintaon possession of a number 
of nodes. gaining points for the length 
of time they remain in their possession 

The two new Halo 1 maps. Tombstone and Desolation, 
are actually re·~nvisioned maps froj.T' the original Halo, 
Hang 'Em High and Derelict, respectively. They're not 
simply ports though; the changes are substantial 
enough that many players might not recognise them 
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Pay the man 
Downloadable content debacles ensue as Bungie 
offers new maps and Epic fights for freedom 

_g ntiCS of MICrosoft's micropayment policy 
were up m arms last month over the 
dec1sion to charge for additional content 

from the 360's two heavyweight development 
stud1os, Epic and Bungie. Epic, in a magnammous 
gesture towards Gears Of War's online community, 
chose to release a new game mode for free. lt 
seems, however, to have been a hard-fought 
battle wtth Microsoft for them to do so, and 1t 
was announced wuh regret that future content, 
such as the upcom•ng map pack, would have to 
be pa1d for Prev•ous maps had only been released 
to the commun1ty for free because they had found 
sponsorship with the Discovery Channel. 

"They're trying to build this business model 
around selling additional content for games," 
said Epic's founder, Tim Sweeney, recently. " it's 
a valid idea, but there are a lot of good busmess 
reasons for releas1ng free content for games. 
You want to mcrease the player base, you want 
to keep the game ahve." Releasing content at 
a cost can also nsk fradunng a communrty 

Makong the new maps available on the original Xbox means you 
can't use Markelj)lace to purchase them, even on the 360, so you 
have to enter your credit card details via the game's interface 

between the people who have chosen to purchase 
it and those who have not. 

lt's a nsk that Bung•e has dec1ded to face, 
however, charging the nommal fee of $4 (£2) for 
two new Halo 2 maps Ongmally planned as a 360 
exclusive, a carrot to tempt doehard Xbox fans on 

to the new console, the two 

"There are a lot of good business reasons 
for releasing free content for games. 

maps were released on April 17 
for e1ther console, avo1ding the 
need to split the matchmaking 
playhst 1n two However, since 
Apnl 24, the maps have been 
integrated into matchmaking, 

You want to increase the player base, 
you want to keep the game alive" 

meaning without them Halo 2 fans will simply not 
be able to play, except m custom games. 

However, 1t's perhaps faorer to JUdge th1s latter 
decision in the 1ght of Bung1e's cont1nu1ng generosity 
m supporting a game from 2004 at all . Four dollars is 
a plffhng amount to pay, and though the 'death by a 
thousand cuts' argument IS often band•ed about in 
relation to micropayments, Bungle's releases have 
been rare and substantial. And mak1ng the release 
free after a few months should take a litt e of the 
sting out of the initial charge- an idea that Epic, 
too, has adopted for its future releases. 

lt's also wise to consider the effect of free 
content on other developers. While not in direct 
competition with franchises such as Gears, t1tles 
that rely on premium content as a source of 
revenue, such as those appeanng on L1ve Arcade, 
beg1n to look like gluttons m the hght of EpiC's 
generosity - a company that can afford to be 
generous. Microsoft 1s faced w1th a complex issue 
1n appeasmg the needs of those develop1ng for its 
console while making the1r marketplace an ~ 
attract1ve place to do busmess. ~ 



PS2 still rules 
the roost 
Old tech still triumphs as 
sales of PS3 rise slowly 

ith stock shortages being the only cap on Wii sales, which 
shifted 259,000 units in America during March, it seemed 
there was a winner amongst the latest console generation. 

The truth is, however, that all three were losers; it was Sony's last
generation machine that came out on top, with US sales in the region 
of 280,000 - over twice the number of P53s sold in the same period. 

Sony's PS2 continues to sell well despite 
heavyweight competition, boosted by 
high-profile games such as God Of War 11 

... 

continuing success of the PS2 might be seen to 
support. 

Although up by two per cent over previous months, Sony blamed 
the relatively slow P53 sales on the European launch: 'We continued 
to find ourselves supply constrained in March due primarily to the Shift 
in manufacturing focus to the PS3 PAL version to support the launch 
of the system in Europe' it said m a statement that raised some 

eyebrows, contradicting anecdotal suggestions of a 
glut of unsold hardware. But Sony's disappoinment 
about initial sales will surely be mitigated by its 
planned ten-year lifespan for the console, which 
obviates the need for high sales early on - as the 

Of course, all home console sales were dwarfed 
by the DS - with Nintendo reporting a 90% sales 
surge over the last fiscal year, shortly after Sony 
announced a price-cut for the PSP. Easy 
comparisons are not altogether fa ir, however: the 
PSP doesn't sell to the same demographic as the 
DS, and the price-cut might easily be to make 
space for the recently confirmed - but still 
undated - new model. 
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PS3 tackles disease 1 
Next stop: wortd hunger 

Even if the sun is too 
bright for outdoor DS-ing 

Why is it so hard to shake 
the tunes you hate7 

Too many bargain hunters. 
not enough bargains 

THE LAST WISH 
Cynical monster-hunter The Witcher 
stalks in English for the first time 

The books-on-which-games-are-based bandwagon continues to pick up 
pace. Following on from last month's re-release of Stalker-source 
Roadside Picnic, more Eastern European inspiration arrives in the shape 
of a f irst English translation of Polish fantasy author Andrzej Sapkowski; 
a world which receives its game homage in CD Projekt's The Witcher. 

A collection of short stories, w ith a linked underlying theme, The 
Last Wish concerns the doings of monster-hunter Geralt. Raised from 
childhood as one of the mysterious Witchers, Geralt walks a lonely road, 
being paid to kill the monsters that inhabit the medieval villages and 
castles of Sapkowski's Tolkienesque landscapes. Yet his world is much 
more morally ambiguous than Middle-earth. Shunned almost as much as 
the creatures he kills by the people who ask for his help, Geralt slowly 
realises he's becoming his own nemesis. "The better you are at your job, 
the less job you have to do," points out his friend Dandilion the poet. 

And it's this world-weariness, combined with his battle-honed 
powers, that make Geralt such an interesting character. He's not 
invincible, as the wounds from his encounter with the striga demonstrate, 
and it's his sharp wits, as much as his silver sword, that keep him alive. 
And it's also combined with a gleam in his eye for the ladies, and those 
who merely take women's form. Here's hoping The Last Wish is merely 
the opening chapter in his English language adventures. 

GAME DESIGN: FROM BLUE SKY TO GREEN LIGHT 
Dip your brain in the deep Wilters 
of game brainstorming and design 

Most contentious of all game development disciplines, design remains the 
one role many people in the industry consider can't be taught. Maybe 
someone should warn the hundreds of students who annually enrol on 
game design courses. In such a context it seems a little harsh to point out 
that despite its title, this isn't the book to turn novice wannabes into 
useful practitioners. Nevertheless, it is one of the better books that's been 
published about some of the processes involved in game development. 
Part of the reason is Deborah Todd's decision to take an anecdotal rather 
than a procedural approach. Combined with some pacy, intelligent writing 
and clean design, the overall package works well. Herself a veteran 
designer, writer and production w ith over 15 years of experience, Todd 
also has the industry contacts to provide insight into the ways different 
companies approach tasks such as brainstorming, level design, focus 
testing and pitching. Those helping out include's id's Tim Will its, Silicon 
Knights' Denis Dyack, Nihilist's Rob Huebner and Backbone's Chris Charla, 
each of whom talks in a reasonable amount of detail about how specific 
projects have been approached. Another good resource are the end-of
chapter exercises - not rocket science, they do provide opportunities to 
ponder some of the disciplines discussed. And despite some chapters 
tailing off into slabs of talking head quotations, this provides a good 
overview of subjects such as design, story and characterisation. 
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Transformers 

Autobots! Throw something! If Activision's all·singing, all·format 
version of Michael Bay1

S movie isn't a bonanza of button combos 
and vehicle tosses we'll be stunned. Traveller's Tales is developer 

Harvey Birdman Attorney At Law 
FORMAT: PS2, PSP PUBLISHER: CA!'<: OM 

I 

As PIH>Mix Wright tops the ch'rts in Japan, Capcom oncourages 
further legal action by adaptating this Adult Swim cartoon. Each 
level is ' self·contained interactive story, if you can believe that 

Lost Planet: Extreme Condition 
FORMAT' 1'<: PUBLISHER· CAPCOM 

1'<: becomes the most powerful console on this planet as Capcom 
unveils an unlikely port. Expect improved texture., richer lighting, 
higher resolutions and hotly contentious mouse-driven controls 

New games, and updates on games already on the radar 

Sins Of A Solar Empire 
FORMAT: PC PUBLISHER: STAROOCK 

Having invented what developer Ironclad calls the 'RT4X' genre, 
blending epic space strategy with close tactic' I combat, Sins is 
offering pre·order beta accen in advance of Its August release 

Obscure 11 
FORMAT: PC. PS2 W• PUBLISHER PLAYl OGIC 

The discovery of a ·be~M but str.nge plant• set.s up a sequel 
to 2004's teen horror The ongrnal's co-op mode is back but its 
giant enemy crab has SIIICe ,_td on to bogger 'nd better things 

Wipeout Pulse 
FORMAT: PSP PUBLISHER: SCEE 

The Mag·Strip is Wipeoufs lattst leap of science, the sequel to 
one of PSP's best games ontroduclng loop-the-loops and vertical 
plunges. Not quite so Pu-.. then, buta5 mind·bending as ever 

Nights: Journey Of Dreams 

A journey of courage, hope and inspiration, says Sega. The hope 
here is that Wii gets itself another bona fide game to join Super 
Paper Mario, not a gimmick, party prop or technical experiment 

Super Puzzle Fighter 11 Turbo 
FORMAT: 360, PC, PS3 PUBLISHER: CAPCOM 

The Udon-sketchtd backdrops look a damn sight better than the 
hardware-scaled sprites, but PSN and Live users shouldn't moan: 
Udon's next is a complete 1080p redux of Super Str~t Fighter 11 

Beautiful Katamari 
FORMAT: 360, PS3 PUBliSHER: BANDAI NAMCO 

The loading times shrink as the game world explodes. On line play 
features in both versions, though visual comparisons should be 
quite academic; neither looks any more radical than you'd expect 

One of the early nars of Flash game porul Kongn!9'1te, 
Boomshine is tranquil, pretty, stimulating and elevant - almost 
everything you wouldn't expect from a game with the word 
'boom• in the title. The premise is simple. A fixed number of 
coloured dots bounce around the Kreen. You have at your 
disposal one detonation. which swells to a circle before 
quickly shrinking away. Any dots that hit that explosion will 
swell themselves, setting off a potential chain reaction, and 
your task is to detonate enough of them. 

The pleasure comes from the process of tracking the 
trajectory of the dots -the zen rule of thumb Is that it's best 
to clkk where they aren't rather than where they are - and in 
the aesthetics. There's a hint of Electroplanlcton in the way 
each dot chimes a different note as it blooms. and the 
overlapping pastel disks are continually pleasing. But the 
satisfaction Isn't just skin·deep: Kongregate diverts some of 
its ad revenue back to the game-makers, so a lunch hour spent 
on this really is feel-good gaming at its best. 



Where did the trcditioncl gcmes go? 
An anonymous ex-pot developer considers Japan's move toward 'non-games' 

traditional videogames? 
One of the pleasures of 

being an ex-pat in a different 
gaming culture is thinking of 
what old friends and colleagues 
have to suffer with the same 
old, same old. Whereas UK 
garners will have a summer 
focused on wringing the last 
dregs from the admittedly fine 

games of spring and the festive period, and awaiting autumn for the 
next AAA titles. in Japan the beginning of the summer season is also 
the time for the Golden Week of national hol idays - from greenery 
day to constitution memorial day - that coincides with a traditional 
sales spike in the industry and many new games. Let us eat cake 1 

The DS alone will see over 20 titles, but fighting for space with the 
guaranteed gold of Final Fantasy XII: Revenant Wings and the more 
traditional Tetris Attack OS are several games in the new puzzling and 
tuition genres: the likes of OS Business Manner. which teaches you the 
way to behave properly in formal situations. to I Did it! Mama!, a 
simple touch game designed for younger garners and coming in both 
boys' and girls' varieties. lt's not a OS-exclusive trend either Wii 
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owners will have to decide between Super Paper 
Mario and Gentle Brain Exerc ses. wh•le the PS2 
sees another host of karaoke, rr~us c and quiz t itles. 

it's a growing trend, and the ast year has seen 
a great deal of debate, and even concern, amongst 
garners about whether trad tonal styles of game 
are being sidelined by publrs~ers 1n favour of this 
so-called 'non-game· phenomenon. 

enthusiastically playing Monster Hunter as brain 
training themselves. If nothing else, it's a deal more 
soothing than a sea of newspapers. 

But despite th is many retailers, possibly in an 
attempt to make the traditional gamer more 
comfortable. have sectioned off 'adult game' 
sections (a term that, for these wholesome 
purposes, refers to the brain training, manner 

The lost year has seen a great deal of debote1 and even concern1 

amongst garners about whether traditional styles of game ore being 
sidelined by publishers in favour of this so-called 'non-game' phenomenon 

The good news for these worried garners is that 
Japan doesn't seem to be forsaking traditional 
gaming to accommodate 1ts new obsession with 
cooking titles and Wii Sports. Since the launch of 
Blue Dragon, even the historically overlooked 360 
has seen a (relatively) large improvement in sales, 
and titles like Gears Of War and Lost Planet have 
even finally seen Xbox Live beginning to catch on. 
The latest in the series of Phoenix Wright 
courtroom adventures recently stormed the DS 
charts. and it's very common to travel to work 
of a morning and see as many commuters 

teaching and cooking software). which keeps the 
middle-aged woman playing Animal Crossing over 
the free w1fi hotspot away from the technology 
evangelist hovering a round the PS3s. 

But this is less of a cynical separation than it 
might seem: more like keeping the rock CDs away 
from the classical CDs, and vice-versa. than 
enforcing hierarchies of gamer. As the industry 
matures and moves towards this more accessible 
and, hopefully, customer-oriented approach it 
should be welcomed by us all. After all. m Japan as 
elsewhere the first generations to grow up with 



D 

home console and portable games are getttng 
older, with responsibilities that rarely dovetail w1th 
marathon sessions on the latest RPG Older garners 
won't forget or forsake older genres, of course, but 
the laUer must survive alongside the new gam1ng 
tastes that are borne out of lifestyle requirements. 
And while.it must have been surprising for 
specialist game retailers, so tailored to their equally 
specialised audience, to see octogenarians 
dragging their grandchildren in to point out the 
'proper games' amongst the racks of shooters and 
RPGs, now the market seems to be settling into a 
much more comfortable state. 

Elements of the traditional remain in the sense 
that the launch of Final Fantasy Xl/'s first DS spin
off is still guaranteed to bring in more yen than 
Choco-Dog's Sweet Department Store. But there's 
a new and complementary state where parents are 
going into a games store to buy a puzzle game 
collection or Mr Tights' Manners for themselves, 
rather than just something anonymous with 
Gundam in the title to keep the kids quiet over the 
holiday. Gaming- it's becomif19 fun for 
all the fami ly. 

Brick Bardo is away ~ 

• • • 
• • • 

The high-calorie adventures of 
Choco-Oog are the perfect standard 
bearer for the changes that the 
enormous success of the OS has 
wrought on Japanese gaming 
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The future of electronic entertainment 

Material worlds 
Edge's most wanted Physics gets more pervasive 

The Club 

Can the score attack-heads at 
Bizarre Creations reinvent the p hysics are growing up. No These new features promise 
thirdperson shooter woth thos 
pinball-influenced 'beat 'em up longer content to invest the to give players' actions greater 
with guns'? Finding out looks fun odd crate here and barrel meanmg. A car becomes a record 
300, PS3, Pc. SEGA there with physical properties, of a race, a history told through 

Pokemon Diamond/Pearl 
games are applying them more a torn fence r~bbon caught in the 
broadly to create more cohesive wheel arch. a buckled door panel 
and dynamic worlds to play n. and a caved-in front. A trail of 

:''za~ ~ it's not hard to understand the tectonic upheaval, or tidemarks 
allure of such closely simulated and scattered flotsam, become 
environments. Half-Life l might paths of progress through Fracture 
have animated some of the objects and Hydrophobia. They might still 
that occupied its world, but they be fundamentally ephemeral, gone 
sti ll remained essentially separate once the player has moved on. but 
from it. They would roll across its until then dynamic environments 
sl ick surfaces, leaving little trace of such as these offer chances for 

New strategies, on line battling, their passage and reminding us that interaction beyond fixed geometry. new monsters to catch and the 
same old ball to put them in I But for all City 17's aesthetic richness it They offer the promise of more 
why make us wait until the end of was still a film set, a facade to engaging and evolving scenarios. 
June, Nintendo7 We'll only import it frame the act ion and storyline. That's if, of course, developers 
OS ~ NfENDO 

This month we've seen three can make them work. Six years 

Nights: Journey Of Dreams games that are attempting to give ago, Red Faction illustrated the 
more life to the worlds in which problems of allowing players to 
they're played. Fracture will allow destroy the game environment by 
tts environment to be torn apart heavily restricting where they could 
with an array of ground-shaping do it. And Hydrophobia will have 
weaponry. Hydrophobia's world to show that water, which might be 
might be a little more static, but it dynamic but isn't very interactive. 
introduces a whole new substance can provide more than creeping 
to games: water, with the power to tension or awful, rushing panic. 
wash the player, and every other And don't we, sometimes, want 

lt should be a natural fit for the h)ose object, away with it. And a shallow world? One in which we 

Wii Remote, and it's high time Colin McRae: DIRT features cars and don't have to be so creative, where 
there was a sequel. So please, trackside objects that are splattered our hands are held and we 
please, please don't mess this one with mud, and that deform and can enjoy the sights w ithout 

~ up (and see Time Extend, page 94) 
Wu, SEGA break with mesmerising f idel ity. having to get so involved? 
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Colin McRae: DIRT 
360, PC. PS3 

Overlord 
360, PC 

Flatout Ultimate Carnage 
360 

Resident Evil: 
The Umbrella Chronicles 
Wii 

Resident Evil 4: Wii Edition 
W1i 

Pirates Of The Caribbean: 
At World's End 
360, PS2, P$3, Wll 

TimeShift 
360 

Heist 
360, PC. PS3 

Ninja Gaiden: Dragon Sword 
os 

Wii De Yawaraka Atama Juku 
Wii 

Kyotaro Nishimura Suspense 
os 

Osu! Tatakae! Ouendan 2 
os 
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FORMAT: 360 
PUBLISHER: MICROSOFT 

DEVELOPER: TURN 10 
ORIGIN: US 

RELEASE: JUNE 

Forza Motorsport 2 
Microsoft goes for evolution rather than 
revolution with an update to its driving si m 

I 
t's been dubbed Microsoft's answer 
to Gran Turismo, but 2005's Forza 
Motorsport always trod its own path 

through the console racing sim field. Packed 
with well -implemented, thoughtful ideas, it 
gained an enthusiastic following for its 
simulation-heavy yet lively racing style. 
Through helpful features such as braking 
lines that faded in from transparent to red 
depending on corner entry speeds and 
driving aids that didn't neuter handling mto 
boring subm1ssion, the Forza experience was 
deep yet welcoming. 

Fans will therefore be pleased that Forza 
Motorsport 2 is more an update than a 

Just to drive home the point that this is a 
simulation game, there's an in-race telemetry 
option for those aiming to tweak settings 

reimagining of its predecessor's template 
The braking lines return untouched, as do lap 
time penalties for dinks, damage and off
track excursions. The focus is once agam on 
encouraging realistic behaviour from its 
players, even if damage modelling is 
forgiving - a full-speed crash won't 
incapacitate your ride on the normal damage 
settmg (but certainly will in 'simulation' 
mode), and in-pack jostling will rarely throw 
1t m to a sp1n. 

Car model damage is dramatiC but not as 
detailed as that found in Colin McRae: DIRT 
(see page 34). However, bumpers and w1ng 
m1rrors will hang and fall off to remam as 
debns on the track for the rest of the race. 

Forza 2's physics model makes even the 
lowest class with all driving aids activated 
fee skitt•sh and nuanced. Visual, aural and 
rumble feedback is responsive and refined 
so •t"s easy to feel confident about what each 
wheel's domg. Though the steady and fast 
framer ate- a great improvement over its 
predecessor's - has a lot to do with it, much 
of th1s ach1evement is down to the 
superlative sound design, which captures 
engine roars, throbs and rattles 

And just to drive home the point that th1s 
is a simulation game at heart, there's an in
race telemetry option, which brings up 
detailed figures on suspension and wheel 
settings, tyre heat and g-forces, for those 
aiming to tweak car settings to perfection. 

Driver and car experience levels, which 
influence access to and discounts for car 
manufacturers, models and upgrades, also 
return. The original Forza's respectable roster 
of 231 cars has been boosted to 310, and 
each one can be customised through tuning, 

bodywork and decal design. Forza 2 offers 
a greater range of bodywork options and an 
expanded decal design tool, which supports 
more than 4,000 layers of paint for each car. 

it's the custom1sation options tha t best 
expose Forza 2's ma1n development from its 
onginal outing. Players are able to trade their 
handcrafted cars in an online marketplace for 
1n-game currency, and the cars also feature 
pers1stent owner histories and stats. The 
depth of the decal system means that 
part1cularly creat1ve designers won't need to 
also master the technicalities of tuning to 
amass the1r fortunes. 



Other than by selling or grvrng cars away, 
Turn 10 has prov1ded a coupe more places to 
show off objects of pnde Natura ly there's 
on line racing, wh1ch supports a vers on of 
clans, called car clubs, to sh eld o ayers 
aga1nst onhne 1rntants. W\th 12 payers per 
race. Much of the onhne exper ence has 
benef1ted from what M1crosoft has learned 
from PGR 3. 

Indeed, PGR's developer, B1zarre 
Creations, has also lent forza another way of 
showing off treasured cars - 1ts photo-taking 
kit. Working 1n almost exactly the same way 
as it did in PGR 3, and w1th the same 
imaging opt1ons, the photo-takrng option 1S 
available-whenever a race 1s paused. Players 
are also able to display and down load the1r 
pictures from Forza's webs1te, JUSt as they 
could from PGR's. 

The srngleplayer game, compnsrng Career 
and Arcade modes. IS complete but little to 
shout about. The Career mode is the usual 
earn-and-buy-slog through events specrf1c to 
car and player level. Arcade includes an 
unlock-slog through 15 one-off exhibition 
races, and there are 25 time trials with 
predefined cars. 

W1th the cont1nued absence o' a nval 
simulatron-based racer on consoles, Forza 2 
will probably stand proud. Its careful renewal 
instead of re1nvent1on m1ght not preach to 
anyone but those already converted to the 
genre's charms, but it's doubtful it'll 
get anything wrong in the process. 

Many of the tracks from the original 
game return, including the banked 
corners of the Nurburgring (pictured 
here), Silverstone and Laguna Seca 

The Drivatar feature from the first For:a has 
been cut from its successor. Instead. you can 
employ several AI drivers to drive for you 

Livery aid 

Fona 2's de<al system is far 
expanded from its original 
incarnation. A standard 
range of shapes can be 
applied with a series of 
effects - shading, reslzing, 
stretching, spinning - to 
over 4,000 JN~int layers on 
a car. One thousand layers 
can be applied to each of 
the two side paMis. plus 
the bonMt, boot and roof, 
with 500 to each bumper 
and 100 to the wing. The 
system promises to be 
flexible enough to ensure 
players c.n treate some 
remarkable paint jobs. 
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FORMAT. 360, PC, PS3 
PUBLISHER· EA 
DEVElOPER: EA 

ORIGIN; US 
RElEASE: SEPTEMBER 

Medal Of Honor: Airborne 
A new perspective for EA's troubled series, 
where things are looking up as well as down 

No quantum leap, Airborne still takes just about everything famoloar to Medal Of HOtlor up a notd1 Weapons 
and POV bob differently when running. crouching and zooming, and the ragdoll physics are more convincing 
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T 
he perpetual declone of Medal Of 
Honor must be one of EA's most 
naggong otches. Sonce Allied Assault 

stormed the beach at Normandy, the senes 
has been reduced woth every campa gn, as of 
that one moment of morb1d nornage nore 
to Sa111ng Pnvate Ryan than the . etera'1s of 
D-Day) was fadong away (l(e tJnn hJS Put 
somply. the seroes shot 1ts bolt fr.e ~ ears ago 
and has laboured ever sonce 

But as Patrick Gilmore, the producer of 
this latest versoon explaons. Medal Of Honor: 
Airborne is more than JUSt the next casualty: 
"When I first came back to Electronoc Arts, 
I really dodn't want to be involved, but as we 
started talkong about the aorborne concept I 
realised there was stoll some meat there. The 

Airborne's tone os as conflicted as that of any post·Saving 
Private Ryan slloottr Mossions might begin with soltrnn 
prose and weamong. but they sure perk up on<e the 
bullets stan flying Helmets ping high into the air with 
every hudsho~ the HUO exulting every standout kill 

• No, Aitbomt will not have an adrenalone IMttr. • laughs 
Gilmort. •rt's not going to make up sonwthong to layer on top 
of the ~play. That's anifKial; it creates a fake veneer over 
the experience. I have a low tolerance of that kind of thing• 

franchrse had become genenc World War 
2 and rt was really exciting to be able, once 
agarn, to focus it on somethong • 

A level in Medal Of Honor: Atrborne, 
like any another, is just a box full of objects, 
people and structures with a fake honzon 
wrapped around rt. But here you spawn 
above t rather than wothon, your parachute 

Gilmore. "They were stoll thinking in terms of 
scriptrng and you JUSt can't scrrpt all of this. 
So we started to use real-world methods of 
controlling the battlefreld. levels of threat 
that mean you can't just bum-rush enemy 
strongholds, and we realised that actually 
there's a lot of onherent strudure on what 
we' re trying to do.· 

Do you head straight for an objective and into the lion's 
den (suicidal), or do you find a quieter entry point for a 
more subtle, tactical assault (moderately suicidal)? 

mobile enough to reach any rooftop. 
alleyway or town square wothout ever 
overshooting the map. Allied and Axis 
troops, of which there are hundreds, f1ght 
over dynamically drawn battle-lines that 
immediately pose a dilemma: do you head 
straoght for an ObJectflle and onto the loon's 
den (suicrdal), or do you frnd a quieter entry 
poont for a more subtle, tactrcal assault 
(moderately suiCidaO? 

"When we proposed the non-lrnear 
approach, the frrst readron from a lot of the 
designers was: ·we can't manage it'." says 

There's a lot that's familiar as well. The 
iron sight of a Thompson submachine gun 
has become such a symbol of MOH's routine 
that to see rt rn Airborne is to desparr. But 
there's a twist to the actoon thos trme. 
Introduced by the recent Medal Of Honor: 
Vanguard, Airborne uses analogue postural 
controls to keep you out of harm's way. 
They're an excellent, ontuotrve feature. You 
clutch the trigger and hold the stick 
downwards to crouch. teasrng rt left and 
right for varyrng degrees of lean. Vanguard 
had featured its own airdrops. too. but 



Gilmore denies its use was some form of test 
bed for th1s. 

"Vanguard and Airborne share s1milar 
themes because they were in development at 
the same time," he says, "but Vanguard was 
made to leverage the European Assault 
engine, which was actually very linear. lt was 
more a bubble-type game, all battlefield· 
chokepoint·.battlef•eld-chokepoint. lt had 
more open spaces and more enem1es than 
previous Medal Of Honors but as a des•gner 
you still knew that the player was coming 
across this or that bridge before the game 
could open up, so the flow was st1l from A 
to B. lt was one of our productiOn phases for 
Airfxxne to ensure that the battle f1ghts well 
Ill a Single direction, and another to ensure 1t 
!1ghts well1n every conceiVable d1rect10n. • 

Airborne's AI systems. wh1ch G1lmore 
descnbes as crafty enough to dramatiCally 
prolong the life of a wtual sold1er, were 
nspired by those of FEAR. But 1f they've 
reached that game's standard, they're yet to 
prove it in ad1on. FEAR was an 1nt1mate 
combat environment, full of tense and 
coherent standoffs; Airborne is someth1ng 
else entirely. You couldn't accuse 1ts maps of 

overpopulation -this is war, after all, not The 
A-Team - but the sheer number of troops 
leaves little room for ebbs and flows, wh1ch 
is a shame The demo level has one volume 
and one pace: ear-splitting and frenetic. 
Great 1f you want to simulate shellshock, not 
so great for drama or the head. 

There'll be some downtime, at least, 
during the sw1sh m-engine cut -scenes and 
bnef1ngs. And surpnsingly, Gilmore doesn't 
duck the quest1on of whether anyone 
actually cares about Medal Of Honor's 
nondescript characters. who never used to 
be this prominent. "That used to worry me 
but 1t doesn't any more; you just realise the 
need to gJVe personal stakes to all of th1s. 
On a s1de note, for a long t1me there was this 
feehng that Hollywood could get involved 1n 
v1deogames, that 1t knew how to tell stones 
And whenever someone whose pnmary 
background involved mak1ng moVJes came 
in. they'd d1ctate everything on those terms. 
So defensiveness sprung up within gam1ng 
with people saying 'no, 1t's about gameplay 
and not about that story stuff.' But we're 
through that now. The industry's matured 
and a lot of our competitors have started to 

embrace storytelling for the role 1t should 
properly serve 1n v1deogames • 

So the politiCS are settling down wh1le 
Medal Of Honor. exc1tJngly enough, IS not. 
Atrborne 1sn·t hkely to have the same 1mpact 
as AI/Jed Assault, whiCh has only ·tself to 
blame for tr ggenng such an arms race 
With n the genre Attent1on spans and 
eardrums have suffered far too much for 
another ons aught to do much damage But 
th1s 1s a d fferent game. a progressive game, 
and a d ffiCu tone to get nght So 1n that 
sense 111sn t what the senes used to ....._, 
be, but what 1t needs to be ~ 

In Operation Market 
Garden, Churchill's attempt 
to prize open Nazi Germany 
with one epic airdrop, 
Airborne has found its own 
Omaha Beach. Planes 
replace boats, flak batteries 
replace fortified howitzers, 
and once again only a 
handful of allied ttoops 
survive the assault. 

The gM~e's Operation 
Neptune levels w ill still 
touch upon D-Day itself, 
while Operation Varsity 
takes it through to the 
war's end. The dimax will 
be a siege of the infamous 
flak towers surroundlnt 
Bertin, giant antHircraft 
blockhouses that made its 
skies impenetrable. Each 
mission will, as always, 
have its own introductory 
words of wisdom from 
Ben Franklin and others, 
the unifyint theme being 
the capacity of ordinary 
men to achieve 
extraordinary things. 

Airborne's lextures and lighting stand up to all kinds of scrutiny. Shader and post·processing effects 
ensure that the odd grubby texture blends in, an efficient new engine drawing high levels of detail at the 
greatest distances. At present, though, there's a notable lack of destructibility to the game's environments 
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Many games rely on the horizon to excite 
visual interest, but OIRTs tracks have been 
recreated with a sense of authenticity that 
allows them to remain visually engaging even 
when the tree· line doses in around the road 
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Although the game offers a 
number of viewing angles, 
the variables of the surface, 
suspension and the overall 
dynamic of 1he trac1t often 
make it advantageous to 
remain In thirdperson -
giving you a better sense of 
vital information: the track 
ahead, how much durance 
you have, and how much 
your back-end swings out 
when you attempt to 
power-slide round a hairpin. 
The different cameras don't 
totally go to waste, though 
-they're .a1 in the dnematic: 
replay, .c:companied by 
uncommonly palatable 
music:. In this one way, at 
least. DHfT rully does buck 
thennd. 

u ,K< « » e • - ~ 

Colin McRae: DIRT 
Current generation consoles finally get 
a taste of serious rallying - or do they? 

the pack once the mcoomum 
graph1cal ftdehty for that generat1on of 
technology IS matched by all contenders 
Whereas Forza has pursued user-generated 
content as a means of extending the life of 
the game, other tnles, such as the TOCA 
senes. have moved away from specialisation, 
m the hope that cramm,ng as many d1fferent 
types of motorsport into one game as 
posstble wtll attract a broader aud1ence. 

The Colm McRae franchise has always 
had the advantage over other racing games 
of offenng an 1nna;ely d1fferent expenence; 
1ts emphaSIS on pomt-to-pomt racing setting 
it apart from the dtrect competition and 
repet1tious lap-count of most motorsport 
s•mulators Nonetheless. recent tera!lons 
have seen 1t distance 1tself from 1ts ongmal 
Singular focus on rally ractng, IntroduCing a 
w1der range of off-road vehicles and sports, 
and, with DIRT. Codemasters has created a 
more accesstble expenence that consciously 
avoids the often unforgivtng realism of 
prev1ous games. 

The rally modes are now equalled in 
number by s1de-by-side races. lt is in these 
events that the move away from realism is 
most palpable, certainly, the Rally Ra1d mode, 
whiCh sees multiple opponents vie for 
pos1t1on, encourages a degree of bumper-to
bumper jostling that would not be tolerated 
by a more stnctly accurate damage model. 

As w1th previous games your eo-driver is vital, and here the 
brusque advice has enough variety that it doesn't grate too 
much. If only the same could be said for the explanatory 
voiceovers on the otherwise stunningly slick menu-system 

lt's a good job that OJRTveers away from the severe 
realism of its pred«essors - your opponents are never 
reluctant to trade paint with you, and so races would be 
over pretty quickly if the odd shunt totaled your car 

Even 1n the solo events, you can plough 
through a f atr amount of scenery before 
your vehicle IS taken out of commission. 
Compoundtng th1s is the Introduction of 
the Champ,onshrp Off-Road Raong buggres, 
the energettc handling of whiCh adds a 
considerable burst of colour and variety. 

Underneath the graph1cal gloss and 
spnnkling of new features. however, 1t's 
apparent that the heart of the game IS still 
the 'Just you and the road' rally mode
evidenced by the amount of attent1on the 
road itself has been g1ven The enwonments 
are varied, challenging and. as you m1ght 
expect, beaut1ful. As you m1ght not expect, 
however. they also sound fantastic. The nois( 
of grass stems whipp1ng against the mud 
flaps and gravel peppering the unders1de of 
the chassis adds such personality and 
•mmersion to the tracks that you never find 
racing solo to be any less d1verting than 
when raong alongside others. 

As a deluge of motoring games threaten~ 
to shower down upon us. DIRT still dares to 
be a little d1fferent. When most other games 
make the car the star, DIRTs equal emphasis 
on the track, almost treating it as a 
competitor m its own right, might be 
enough to keep the franchtse in 
contention for pole pos1t1on. 



Overlord 
In which the fantasy genre is sent 
up, and sir plays as an evil badass 

I 
t m1ght not look 1t at f1rst g ance, bu~ 
Overlord IS almost certa1nly the 
sp1ritual successor to P1km n The f!y 

elements of the game are almost 10entJCa as 
you control the eponymous evildoer and 
d1rect an ever-expanding team of m•n•ons to 
do your bidd•ng -and even the structure 
shares notable s•m•lant•es. But Overlord's 
fantasy gameworld and slapstiCk humour 
add a level of fun to being bad. after the 
slight disappointment that was Evil Gel' us. 
•t might f•nally be t1me to dust off the scariE:~ 
robes. tw1rl the moustache and practiCe your 
best 'mwa-ha-ha-ha' laugh. 

Elves, dwarves and the like are very much 
fictional Marm1te, but you can sense that. 
after the stra1t-laced fantasy of the Age Of 
Wonders senes, Triumph's team is cutt1ng 
loose and may entrance even dedicated 
Tolk•en-haters w•th 1ts reworkmgs of fantasy 
staples. The game beg•ns w•th your 
reawaken1ng years after be1ng defeated by 
seven typ•cal fantasy heroes, who since their 
v•ctory liave been corrupted by the adulatiOn 
that followed The1r sms are the seven deadly 
ones, ranging from a kn1ght's lust to a 
halfmg's gluttony, and each of their 

surroundmgs reflects tne1r decline: 1t's a 
world where there aren't really any heroes to 
stand up to you, which ra•ses the interesting 
prospect of your re1gn of tyranny bemg 
occas onally better than what has gone 
before. Choices (stay with your loyal and 
effiC ent partner or go for her s1ster7) affect 
how corrupted you become: sow constant 

ana your armour w1ll become black and 
potn~f. your tower a dark eng1ne of doom. 

But a though the overlord is capable and 
f n :re stars are the m1n1ons brown 
tog ·ers green assassins, blue sw1mmers and 
hea ers and red f1re-throwers You beg1n w1th 
only a ·ew loyal troops, but as your evil 
grov.-s yo_ can command up to 50, either by 
ITlOVtng • cm as a group or usmg context· 
sensrt!Ve waypo nts The foes you come up 
aga n~...., reqUire different combinations 
and u;ctJCS an example shown was a rock 
g ant whiCh the overlord tempted ;owards 
h•mse f, oefore assassms Jumped out from 
h1d1ng and began stabbmg it in the back. 
You can cast va IOUS spells to help out, but 
n's only n d "stra ;s mat you'll need to sully 
your ev• hands And satiSfymgly, after 
combat or p lag ng the m•n•ons will pick up 

lnf~rno is OM of your 11101e dnmoiK spells. easily 
dedmaling peasanu' lhatched ~· your adoring 
minions gaze on ~for~ chopping down any survivors 

One of the first upgrades your minions will latch on to 
is a makeshift pumpkin helmet - funny, but also useful 
armour against hallhngs throwing rocks. And, of course. 
you get to smash up their precious pumpkin patch first 

gold and lifeforce for you. as well as any 
weapons or armour the•r defeated foes hove 
dropped for themselves, from a lady·s dress 
to a halflmg's axe. 

The animation and act1ons of the little 
cntters are what makes them so appea ng 
thf!y'll gladly run hke lemrr> 'l<JS wherever you 
po1nt, then slay, maim and rob man•acally 
before returning to you l1ke pupp1es, making 
send•ng them 1n to k,ll and rob peasants 
an absolute p easure Natural y, minions 
have other uses such as rebulld1ng your 
dilapidated tower (much hke Olimar's ship, 
sections have to be recovered from around 
the gameworld) wh eh conta.ns several 
un•que features. special ment•on to the Jester 
minion, who follows you around the tower 
belling out tnbutes based on your play 
·Destroyer of the Etven race! Admirer of 
f1ne bosoms• Homewrecker " 

You'll get to be all these th1ngs and 
more. and Overlord's world looks a fme 
playpark. The mclus•on of several online 
modes from one-on-one slaughter to 

co-op survival should lengthen an already 
comprehensive smgleplayer campaign that 
1s promised to have s1gmf1Cant leeway to 
go w1th the pleasure of b01ld1ng an evi 
emp~re. lt won't redefine the genre, but 1ts 
sense of fun and cabaret s•deshows should 
f1nd t a follow1ng bf!yond the latent 
ev1ldoers of thiS world. 

Your tower begins as a bit of a wreck. but 
the minions swiftly begin restoring some 
dastardly glory as well as incorporating any 
sections you find on your lravels. The final 
form will depend on your ~vil or slightly-less
evil choic~s throughout t~ ga~'s story 
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One of the most common 
commands is 'sweeping', 
using the right analogue 
sti<k to direct your horde 
through, ov.r and under 
locations that your larger 
magnifiCence can't access. 
This can range from simple 
puzzle applications, such as 
sending minions to wind 
down a bridge, to large· 
scale carnage. They respond 
quickly to your commands, 
and clamber and scramble 
over the environment 
rather than getting stuck in 
corners or falling oH edges. 
lt's key in terms of finding 
loot and completing tasks -
but as w1th most of the 
mteraction between the 
overlord and his minions 
it's more fun to choose a 
fleeing human for the little 
guys to chase, or conduct 
their tr8$hing of a house. 
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Sometimes it's the little 
things that set a game apart. 
and Ultimate carnage has a 
slew of crowd-pleasing 
tweaks that streamline the 
experience. A reset button 
allows you to get back into 
the race almost lmmedoately 
after a crash. and events can 
be restarted instantly 
without the need for extra 
loads. Hopefully, similar 
consideration will have gone 
towards the onllne lobby 
system. as the game's 
unranked and TrueSkill 
matching will make or break 
its multoplayer offering. 

Bugbe" has struck a good balanct bttwt tn 
realism and entertainment: the vehicles 
plough through the scenery with little effort. 
but still have heft and solid handling. and 
the 40 or more deformable paru make 
for a satisfyingly palpable damage model 
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FlatOut Ultimate Carnage 
Although practically tailgating last year's F/atOut 2 , 
this sequel claims t o shift things up a gear 

he tra)e<tor es ot tile Burnout and 
T FlatOut franch ses have a sat sfy1ng 

symmetry JUSt as Cntenon's latest 
offenng for P$2 takes Burnout back to 
basiCs, eschew1ng the fnvo ous del ghts 
of Crash mode and the p1nball physiCs of 
traffic-checkmg, FlacOut Ultimate Carnage 
prom1ses an onslaught of arcade destruction 
and man1c veh,cular mm,games. propelling 
the t1tle onto the space momentarily vacated 
by the dom1nant batt e rac ng senes. 

Deve oper Bugbear Entertainment has 
gone overboard :o make the expenence a 
vaned one. creat ng a game stuffed wllh 
enough modes and features to cater for both 
players comm1tted to senous racing and 
those seekmg crash-happy arcade act1on. 
However, rather than losmg focus in its 
attempts to be everyth1ng to everyone, the 
game has a robust career option that should 
ensure sat1sf act1on even if the other modes 
don't get you rewed up. 

As with previous FlatOut games, there 
are three veh1cle classes to choose from, and 

w1th1n each category a progressiOn of 
champ1onsh1p cups and voluntary events 
to play through. However, Bugbear has 
been carefu to av01d mak1ng the Career 
mode too punitive - rather than forcmg 
you to get a medal W1th1n each race, 
completion of a cup 1s ach1eved by accru1ng 
championship points until you are al least 
lhlfd 1n the roster of competitors. 

The addition of the table also adds 
a vaguely tactiCal e ement. as 1t's n your 
mterest to smgle out a"d e m1na:e the 
opponents who have tre most pomts 
Each of the 11 AJ cor"'lpe· ~ors has a 
un1que 1dent1ty and dnvmg style, and 
subt e rubber-band ng ma<es them 
conSIStently cha leng ng adversanes. 
wh1le ensunng that you're never left 
too far behmd the pack. 

For those seekmg more 1nstant 
grat1ficat1on, the quick races g1ve you 
the opportunity to drop stra1ght into the 
act1on, and, of course, the colourful array 
of arcade modes offer an even more anarch1c 

The tracks are varied, 
littered with dramatie<~lly 
destructible kibble and 
frequently stunning, 
although racing dtmands so 
much of your attention it's 
rtally only possiblt to admirt 
the visuals during a replay 

There's all the attention to graphical fidelity you'd expect 
from a current-gen game. with par alia~ mapping creating 
30 tyre trades through mud. and realtime reflections on 
every surfa<e. from pools of water to spolces on a hubcap 

alternat ve to the Career mode. The joyfully 
sad1stic Ragdoll Challenge returns 1n 
five d1fferent f lavours. each of which sees 
your broken, fla11ing body ejected through 
the windscreen of your car, with the vanous 
objectives of f iring it through a set of 
flaming hoops, or sktmming it across the 
pool like a pebble. 

There's also a Destruction Derby 
mode, now replete w1th power-ups, and a 
Challenge mode 1n wh1ch you compete in a 
mrxed mini-tournament of races and arcade 
game types. Marvellously, each and every 
game type 1s available 1n mult1player- even 
Ragdoll Challenge, wh1ch sees all the players 
compete Simultaneously, appeanng as 
ghosls on their opponents' screens. 

Multiplayer even adds two more 
modes: a brutal version of tag. called 
Hunter )erby, and Head-On races. in 
whiCh you turn around and race the 
reverse o' the track, guaranteemg 
mayhem as you meet oncommg racers 

Whether or not it can unseat Burnout, 
even temporarily, rema1ns to be seen, but, 
1f nothing else, the latest FlatOut .nstalment 
looks set to ra1se the bar in terms of ...., 
variety and quantity of content. ~ 
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Wltlle a few new additions to the 
game ·s btstiary art promised, 
there are going to be a few new 
additions to your arsenal too 

The additional content In which you play as 
Ada Wong. still impractically dressed for 
running about In the mud, gives you the 
opportunity to experiment with ao<ouple 
of interesting nt w weapons, and explores 
In greater depth plot points alluded to in the 
main story·arc. Including her links to Wesker 
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Resident Evil: The Umbrella Chronicles 
Capcom departs further from the fixed-camera slow-boiling horror 
of earlier titles as it mops up the remaining drips and drabs of plot 

Cheekily broaching the franchise's taboos. Umbrella 
Chronicles streamlines the settings familiar to players 
of previous games by letting you blast straight through 
the doors that used to regularly thwan your progress 

his add1tion to the Resident Evil 
series may revisit the settings of 
prev1ous games but, by virtue of the 

Wii's umque control system, necessarily does 
more than recycle old material. Originally 
announced at the Wil's first unveiling, it is 
only now becom1ng slightly clearer as to how 
Capcom w1ll approach revising the franch1se 
for the new system. 

The result of tha t gestation period looks 
set to be a highly action-oriented firstperson 
game that on first glance would appear to 
have more m common with the Playstation's 
Resident Evtl: Survivor than other RE titles - a 
game which drew comparisons with House 
Of The Dead. But, although freedom of 
movement is largely restricted, Chronicles 
distingUishes itself from a straightforward on
rails shooter by the 1nclus•on of various 
adventure elements familiar to the sePes, 
penodiCally pulhng the viewpo1nt out from 
firstperson as the character engages n an 
act1on set -p1ece, puzzle or Cinematic 

sequence. And, desp1te those familiar 
1nteract1ons, there's an IConoclastiC 
edge to the game - not least because 

FORMAT: WII 
PUBLISHER: CAPCOM 

DEVELOPER: IN·HOUSE 
ORIGIN: JAPAN 

RElEASE: MAY 31 

the t1me-honoured convention of the 
unbreachable locked door is to be blasted 
apart, literally, in a hail of bullets. 

As well as revisiting old locations with a 
new perspective, Chronicles promises to shed 
l1ght on the remaining mysteries and provide 
a full piCture of the rise and dem1se of the 

lt's not all gunplay: your cllarl<ttr's melee attacks should 
ensOKe that you're able to keep the unholy peril at bay 
tftn when your cllamWs t mpty and ammo is sarce 

Umbre 'a Corporat1on, eventually lead1ng you 
1nto the unexplored depths of the Umbrella 
stronghold. However, 1t's unlikely we'll fmd 
out a great deal more about the nature of 
the game's revelat1ons until the full trailer is 
released, due to be packaged with the ~ 
game previewed below. ~ 

Resident Evil 4: Wii Edition 
Can Capcom convince that there's more to this release than 
an opportunity t o get a sneak peak at Umbrella Chronicles? 

W 
ith a tailor-made Resident EVIIWu 
expenence already in the works 
(above) a cynic might v1ew a spec1f1C 

W1i adaptation of RE4 as a rather t1red cash· 
m. Indeed, that same cynic m1ght wonder 
how a W1i edition could be any less 
necessary, given that the GameCube vers1on 
IS compat1ble with the newer conso e (SO 

long as you have the orig1na GameCube 
controller, of course). 

But what that cynic would d1scover very 
qu1ckly is that trying to f1nd a copy of now· 
rare original is an epic adventure in Itself. 
And for those who did m1ss it farst time 
round. the game's exceptional quality sh1nes 
as brightly now as it did on release. Nor is 
this a simple port: like the PS2 version, it 
1ncludes the additional side-missions m which 
you get to play as secret agent Ada Wong, 
and the controls have of course been 
SUitably re-enVIsioned for the Wi, making 
use of the Remote's motion sensitivity for 
the act1on sequences. 

Indeed, what the game's arrival on W1i 
mostly demonstrates is how badly that 
system is still lacking truly meaty gaming 

Aiming. at least. should be mort Intuitive on the Wii than 
it was on the GameCubt, and on lowtr difficulty settings 
it's made even easier by a lastr sight that can pin·point 
rampaging parasite-Infested villagers at a great distance 

experiences. lt may not be representative of 
the core philosophy behind the console, but 
RE4's arrival on Wii is likely to show up 
current contenders- the Red Steels and the 
Rival Swords, indeed almost everythmg other 
than Twilight Princess - as lackmg in 
ambition, scale and simple excellence. 
Indeed, if noth1ng else, 1t's a perfect 
expression of just how rad1cal the W1i is: can 
you think of another successful console 
whose best looking game was 2 years old 
and developed for the previous 
hardware generation? 
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Captain Jack SparTow is a 
distinnive type, and a great 
deal of care has been taken 
over recreating his charaner 
and anions. As well as his 
various fighting moves, he 
puts Lara to shame in 
dambering around and 
putting his sword to good 
effect where simple 
athletics aren't enough. The 
other playable charaners, 
Will Turner and Elizabeth 
Swann, are similarly well 
realised, and you can expect 
to shimmy, dimb and wall
jump your way through 
sections of most levels, with 
the new industry standard 
of button prompts for 
special anions. Each system 
also has some minor 
distinctions in controls: on 
PS3, the Sixaxis will help in 
balancing your way across 
some convenient narrow 
beams, while on Wii the 
Remote is incorporated 
much as you'd expen for 
your sword strokes. 

Pirates Of The Caribbean: At World's End 
"So, can you sail under the command 
of a pirate, or can you not?" 

There's no arguing with the visual quality of At World's End: 
the characters are instantly recognisable and the detail 
on rigging, decks and even plain old walls is extensive 

Vista Games, the interactive 
publishing arm of the Disney corporation. 
but that won't change its responsibility for 
a plethora of licensed titles. lt would be far 
too easy to dismiss this as an entirely bad 
thing when the market clearly demands 
cross-media titles. and the corresponding 
developer investment is taking many of these 
licences light years away from their old 2D 
side-scrolling standards. Also, DIS investment 
is now spreading outside of purely Disney lP 
and across the games industry with the likes 
of Lumines and Turok, as well as spinoffs 
such as Kingdom Hearts and Meteos: Disney 
Edition. Whether you love 'em or hate 'em, 
Disney's characters and money are going to 
be in the industry for a very long time. 

Lots of people obviously love Pirates Of 
The Caribbean to make it a multi-billion 
dollar franchise: unfortunately, the various 
game tie-ins have ranged from awful to 
average. At World's End aims to redress this 
balance and provide a suitable counterpoint 
to the jolly pyrotechnics of the upcoming 
film, claiming to present characters and 
locations in more detail, extend the storyline 

it's an all·too·common event for a pirate to go for an 
honest drink and be accosted by uniformed thugs. luckily 
you've got your sword, but you never do get your grog 

and offer an exclusive counterpoint to the 
cinematic ending. 

lt certainly has its best foot forward: all of 
the character models are exquisitely detailed, 
from Sparrow's eyes and hair to the drunks 
that loll in town corners, and the animation 
is excellent, be you fighting. jumping or 
simply wandering around town. Whether 
you'll get tired of seeing Captain Jack 
perform the same animations again and 
again on the hundreds of identical foes that 
head his way is another question, and a 
genre problem that At World's End doesn't 
feel the need to confront. 

Effective rather than innovative is the 
watchword here. Developer Eurocom has a 
history of decent enough conversions and 
licences, but the likes of Buffy: Chaos Bleeds 
and Batman Begins don't inspire hopes of a 
radical new way of doing things. That in no 
way means that AWE will be anything other 
than an entertaining adventure, with several 
of the better elements from those games 
combined with an emphasis on the franchise 
characters for an at-times genuinely funny 
experience: the Jack Sparrow killing blow 
delivered to one boss was the old 'look over 
there' trick before a nudge off a bridge. 

DISclaims an 'adaptive swashbuckling' 
system requiring creativity, but in practice this 
equates to a perfectly serviceable combat 

You'll spend a lot of your time swordfighting and despite 
the basics being a bit, well, basic, there are a variety 
of dodges. charges and special attacks to liven it all up 

system with counter-attacks, context
sensitive buttons and special attacks. A Duel 
mode demands more sophistication than 
button-bashing, but this is saved for the well
scripted boss encounters. while levels are 
often set up by wandering around a town 
finding characters with information or 
performing various tasks. it's all relatively 
standard, but pleasingly implemented and 
never onerous. 

The one thing it does excel in is capturing 
the spirit of the films. and thanks to the 
graphical grunt of 360 and PS3 you could 
almost be forgiven for thinking that Johnny 
Depp and co have been cloned. shrunk and 
pressed into DISservice. Whether the claim 
that this will 'satisfy the pirate in each of us' 
rings true remains to be seen, and fans of 
the series looking for a less linear ride may 
want to plump for the imminent Pirates Of 
The Caribbean: Online, but those after a 
diverting swashbuckler with excellent 
production values could do much 
worse. Just like the films. really. 
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Whether or not you appreciated its brash 
aesthetics, TimeShift used to be unashamedly 
colourful. However. in an attempt to project 
a more austere fasade, this latest incarnation 
seems to have taken pointers from Gears 
Of Wals washed-out 'destroyed beauty' 
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Time Shift 
After a few false starts, Saber Interactive has tried to 
turn back the clock on its game's troubled development 

Heist 

0 
nginally expected some time last 
year, TimeShift's release date has 
1tself experienced a bit of time travel 

in order for the game to undergo an abrupt 
overhaul. Out has gone the steampunk 
aesthetics of earlier tra ilers, replaced by a 
grim, war-torn dystopia with inclement 
weather and a muted palette. The knotted 
tangle of the time-bending plot has been 
pruned, and the protagonist ditched in 
favour of an avatar that's more an extension 
of the player than a character in its own right. 

This isn't all that's changed: the game's 
graphics have been boosted in an attempt 
to make them worthy of current consoles. 
Bump-mapped detail textures, more accurate 
material physics and an improved renderer 
bring a level of graphical f idelity that was 
absent from its previous incarnation. 

However, the title's central gimmick has 
been deemed worthy of remaining largely 
untouched. Thanks to the malfunctioning 
time-travel abilities of your suit, you can 
momentarily pause, slow or reverse the world 
around you while you remain unaffected. 
The intention is to bring a new dimension to 

Rebellion, great tunes and the odd robbery: lnXile 
Entertainment lets us loose in a San Francisco sandbox 

H 
eist is about three things: bank 
robberies, classic cars and '60s 
music. Playing as Johnny Sutton, 

fresh out of jail, you cruise through an open 
world full of banks, warehouses. diners and 
freighters, all waiting to be ripped off. Your 
ultimate aim is to amass the equipment and 
skills necessary to make an attempt on the 

As ex-con Johnny Sutton (left), the De Niro·esque 
ma.stermind of the gang, you're aided by Crumb, the 
muscle with the mighty afro, and Kit, the getaway driver 

San Francisco mint. The robbery mechanic 
looks to have a pleasing level of depth: you 
can case out a target. get hints and side 
missions that help your eventual robbery 
from your Uncle Sal, and plan out your crew's 
movements before the heist using blueprints. 

Your crew is a bunch of stereotypical but 
fun crooks, from a slightly psychotic tough 
guy to a safecracker with too much of an eye 
for attractive bank clerks. These personalities 
have to be managed alongside your plan to 
ensure everything runs smoothly (greatly 
helped by headset ·based voice control lett ing 
you order your crew on the fly). This involves 
such things as prepping your getaway driver, 
looking for hostages that might trip an 
alarm, and dealing with any security that 
gets too brave. If everything goes wrong 
and the police arrive too soon, you're in 
trouble: they're far more capable than the 
occasionally Keystone cops of GTA, and if the 
building is surrounded you have problems. 

But if everything goes right then you 
head for your hideout with the loot m your 
customisable getaway car. These sections are 
classic Starsky and Hutch, with plenty of 

Jeffrey Archer lookalike Or Krone has gone back in time 
and taken over the world. Only you can stop his evil plans 

f irefights and puzzles that wou Id otherwise 
present insurmountable odds Chokepoints 
are no longer lethal gauntlets: you can slow 
time, peg it through before anyone d n get a 
bead on you, and start plugging your would· 
be assassins from beh nd. A destroyed bridge 
can be un-destroyed as you run across it. Or 
you can stop t1me altogether and examine 
individual raindrops hanging in mid-air. 

These abilities only operate for a short 
span of time, and, interestingly, all three are 
controlled by a single button, as the game 
intuits the most useful function via context. 
We can only hope that it intuits correctly. 
Because although, in terms of the effect on 
gameplay; there seems to be only a superficial 
difference between the slow and stop 
abi lities, it's conceivable that an inadvertent 
rewind might frustrate your plans. 

Hopefully, TimeShift will use this 
central conceit to great effect, integrating 
your abilities w ith each of the game's 
challenges. Although, given its stuttering 
development so far, TimeShift could still 
find itself undone if its major device 
isn't thoughtfully implemented. 

You can reward or punish your motley c:rew of criminal 
henchmen depending on their actions: for showing restraint 
with an annoying hostage, Crumb receives a high five 

powerslides, drifts, jumps and cardboard 
boxes for negotiation, while distractions 
can be pre-arranged to help you lose the 
police, from helping out garbage workers to 
organising a hippy protest between the bank 
and the police station. Such touches lend 
Heist the charm of a good crime caper, and 
the varying ways you can stage a robbery 
may be enough to make the relatively few 
central mechanics last the length 
without becoming repetitive. 
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Ninja Gaiden: Dragon Sword 
Tecmo's flagship studio throws its considerable weight at the OS to 
lure hardcore gamers to a platform associated with casual play 

f the SIX titles announced at Tecmo·s 
Q spnng press conference, half were 

for the OS Its a trend reflected 

Succ~ssfully tracing particular kanji characters will 
acllvatt a Fury mode. causing the hero to fly into a 
berserktr ra~ and automatically attack opponents 
you only nttd to poont him in the right direction 

bnng Nin)a Ga1den to the OS, a lranch1se 
that has been ass1duous m pursumg the 
bleed1ng edge of technology, sa s gn that 
the market for the console runs the gamut 
from the esotenc and hardcore to the highly 
access1ble casual games of the so-called 
Touch Generat1on. 

As head designer Tomonobu ltagak1 
mentioned in his keynote speech, Team Ninja 
had the opportunity to piCk from several 
franchises, mcludmg Dead Or Alive, but 
chose NmJa Gaiden specifiCally for its 
excess1vely masculine hardcore connotations. 
The 1ntention IS not to create a broader, 
s1mplif1ed vers1on for the lower tech dev1ce, 
but to push its unique features to the1r lim1ts. 
Indeed, the quality of the graphics and sound 
suggest that ream NinJa IS JUSt as capable of 
squeez ng the best from the handheld as 1t 1s 
developong for h1gher spec consoles 

The controls, too. are well consodered 
Hold1ng the OS like a book, the left screen 
acts as a map, wh le the touchscreen on the 
nght d1splays the game enwonment Not a 
single bunon 1s used -all movement and 
combat 1s directed w1:h the stylus. One touch 

Wii De Yawaraka Atama Juku 
Nintendo makes the smart move and 
brings Big Brain Academy to the Wii 

s one of the earliest and most 
A 1mmed1ately successful releases for 

the OS, Big Brain Academy, to give 1t 
ItS US name, might be considered one of 
the t1tles most responsible for the handheld's 
populansat1on amongst casual garners. 
And 1t's no surpnse that Nintendo was 
quick to announce B1g Brain Academy's 

The five major disciplines 
are each bolstered by four 
different minigames. making 
20 games in total- five 
more than the OS version 

transfer to the Wi1 in the early hours of the 
console's launch. 

Similar in concept to the origmal, th1s 
game invites you to prove your mental 
prowess in a series of deceptively s1mple 
m1mgames, testing you in f1ve key areas 
memory, reason, log1c. computation and 
visual recogn1t1on Although the rules of each 
m1mgame are 1mmed1ately apparent and only 
the one button 1s requ1red to complete them, 
1t would be a m1stake to think that 
completing the high 1evel puzzles IS no 
s1gn1f1Cant challenge 

Thankfully, before you rece1ve an ndehble 
and hum1!1allng score, you're free to pract1se 
any of the m1m-games as much as you like 
Then, when you feel su1tably prepared, you 
can subJect yourself to the Test Mode, 
consisting of a randomly selected game from 
each of the f1ve disciplines 

The result of your labours IS a calculated 
Bra1n We1ght, IndiCating your vanous areas of 
strength and weakness Your performance is 
tracked as you progress through the game. 
so the minigames always remam at the 
appropriate diff1cutty. 

The environments, seamlessly blending 20 and 30, really 
are something fairly remarkable for a hand held, proving 
that Team Ninja can wring substantial graphical grunt 
and finesse out of any console1 no matter how small 

on the screen will make the hero run towards 
the spot, and rapid taps will make him jump. 
Similarly, once engaged in combat, a smgle 
tap on an enemy launches a shun ken and 
sw1pes of the pen s1mulate different attacks 
with the katana, building into ballet1c 
combos and executing special attacks when 
certain kanji characters are reproduced 

Bnnging Ninja Gatden to the OS IS a bold 
statement, one that proclaims the potential 
of the console to excel m a wode range of 
genres. But t also suggests that handheld 
gam1ng has moved so far beyond a noche 
hobby 1n Japan that publishers now have to 
make efforts to recapture their ongmal .., 
core aud1ence of young male game-; ~ 

The OS vers1on allowed you to connect 
wrth up to seven others via Oownload Play 
and, w1sely, the Wii version capitalises on the 
multlplayer feature, tymg your accred1ted 
mental mass to your Mii. 

But aside from the obvious satisfaction 
of showing off your swollen cerebrum across 
the on line Wii commumty, the exact value 
of getling th1s vers1on over that of the 
OS will be determ1ned by how wet it .., 
performs as a party game. ~ 

Curiously, multi player doesn't make full use of the 
Wii, limiting the number of Remotes to two at a time, 
with the majority of games using just a single Remote 



Kyotaro Nishimura Suspense 
Hot on the trail of Hotel Dusk, Tecmo 
takes a stab at the murder-mystery genre 

W 
1th Trace Memorys critical accolades 
and Hotel Dusk's phenomenal 
domestic sales f1gures, sh1ftmg 

200,000 copies within 1ts f1rst few weeks of 
release, it was probably only a matter of t•me 
before other publish•ng heavyweights started 
f1shing around for more titles of that ilk Not 
want,ng to do ts genre debut by halves, 
Tecmo has enlisted em•nent mystery WT'ter 
Kyotaro N1shimura to supply both the setting 
and h1s own likeness for the game 
testament to the rapid rise of the mystery 
game genre from bemg a n1che market to a 
h1ghly commercial one 

The ma1n story mode weaves together 
three separate invest1gat•ons, each offenng 
different methods of deduction, but 
ultimately congeal ing mto a single 
overarch1ng plot. The OS' upper screen 
shows the location, whilst the lower screen 
shows key 1tems of Interest. wh1cn can be 
exam1ned separately. 

Whether Suspense's plot actually 
origmates from Nishimura h1mself or whether 
th•s IS simply an exercise 1n canny brand ng 
rema1ns to be seen Etther way, NtSh "'lura's 

authonal presence is determ,ned to make 
1tself known 1n what m1ght be considered 
a somewhat unorthodox feature for a game 
of this genre. Nishimura h1mself appears as 
a manga cancature in order to dispense 
hints and help to the player lt sounds 
disconcertingly E!(]Otist ical, frankly, and unlike 
Bratn Tratntng's Jauntily disembod1ed 
Professor Kawash1ma, Nishimura IS presiding 
over fictional events in which you. as the 
player, must have some investment; 1t could 
easily triviahse your sense of the story were 
1ts creator constantly appeanng to remind 
you that he wrote 11. 

However, 1t may be that Tecmo IS trying 
to strike a d1Herent tone w1th th•s game
more Bram Tramtng than Hotel Dusk - and 
needs the f gure of Nish•rnura as a means 
of uf'l '; ng !he man story mode w.th 1ts 

standalone mm -mystery puzzle mode, 
whiCh prom ses a more casua approach. In 
fact. 1t may be th1s si ghtly Jamng miXture 
of form and content that sets the game 
apart from other 1m1tators- and you can 
rest assured that there w1 now be 
many to follow 

Osu! Tatakae! Ouendan 2 
Nintendo drums up some enthusiasm 
for its handheld rhythm game sequel 

The gamtplay is made tntertaining by the enormous 
soriousness with whidl the Ouenclan, and the new 
blut·clad cheer team, approach their cheering duties, 
contrasting with the banality of the tasks being cheered 

A 
I though meeting With cult adoratJon 
at 1ts Japanese release, the ong•nal 
Ouendan was dwarfed by its 

v.esrern1sed remake, Elite Beat Agents. The 
lar.er. essent•ally a complete ref•t of the 
game, swapped out all the culturally specific 
references and replaced the tno of sombre 
black-dad male cheerleaders with sharp· 
su1ted and generally groovy secret agents. 

Ouendan 2. bnefly introduced at this 
year's GDC, tS the sequel to the Japanese 
game so the hero1c squad 1s back to dance 
peop e out of d1stress. The ong1nal trio are to 
be JOined by a second squad, clad 1n blue but 
no less bathettcally solemn than the first. 
Likew•se, some of the characters who you 
cheered to VICtory 1n the first game will 
return m need of further moral support. 

You can also expect the return of multiple 
difficulty modes, mclud1ng a tutonal, and 
multiplayer support. Up to four players can 
join each other m either 1n versus or 
cooperative modes, available VIa download 
play. Fifteen characters are ava•lable to 
choose from 1n versus mode, but VVIth the 
same number of stages available as 1ts 
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predecessor, 1t seems like the sequel 1sn't 
attempting to offer considerably more value. 
Indeed, though there are new scenarios and 
story-lines to pursue. Ouendan 2 IS not 
expected to bnng any changes to the bas1c 
format. lt wtl ensure sales over the ong,nal 
s1mply by being crammed full of the latest 
Japanese chart hits- which may or 
may not fill you with excitement. 

HY ~ 

Selecting the newspaper will zoom in to 
the print, allowing you to underline portions 
of text with the stylus. In the same way, 
you can draw the supposed route taken 
by a susptct on a map, or highlight any 
inconsistencies between two testimon~s 
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BACkWATER STORY 
Blade os trying to stkk close to reality to make Hydrophobia's 
sening and story believable. The ship is loosely inspired by the 
Freedom Ship, a concept for a floating dty, and the ideology of 
the terrorist group is based on the theories of political economist 
Thomas Malthus, who proposed in 1798 that population would 
increase faster than its ability to feed itself. The New Malthusians 
oppose anythong that is trying to artificially extend the population, 
so they strike the ship In order to destroy a company that has 
invented a way of purifying water through nanotechnology. 
"We want the terrorists to be believable, not just bozos to shoot.• 
says Jones. 
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A new beginni 
night into day and 

[] 

he curse of the perennially successful 
franchise is a struggle f or innovation. As 
the adage goes, if it ain't broke, don't fix 

it. If one were for an illustration of this 
lbrc,ti1·abl" Tom Clancy brand 

suggest itself as a good 
like each of its series churn 

•!11$!11ilrnertt at a rate of one or more per 
year, a although often of a high quality, 
t here is l ittle to d ifferentiate a game from its 
predecessors beyond a gent le migrat ion towards 
more streamlined and sophisticated play. 

Splinter Cell: Conviction, however, may be the 
game to upset this trend. lt brazenly dispenses 
with many of the series' most identifiable t ropes 
in pursuit of notions of gameplay that are 
radica lly different in t heir construction. The main 
sources of inspiration have clearly sh·fted, 
moving from M;ssion: Impossible and James Bond 
to less fantastic, grimly urban material ike the 
Jason Bourne films and Die Hard Gone is the 
sneak ng amongst the shadows; gone are the 
cat- ike acrobatics, gone are the goggles. 

• Splmter Celfs always been •dent•f,ed by the 
three dots of the goggles, • says Patr ick Fortier, 
the project's creative director. "They're just th is 
huge 1con and we had to take them out. The first 
t•me we did that it was like, well, where's Sa m 
Fisher? So we had to really find h1m." 

And where did t hey f ind him? "We w anted 
to get out of the typical military bases and 
abandoned warehouses and things l ike t hat," 
says Fort• er. No longer is Sa m infiltrating the 
m•ss1le silos, skyscrapers and secret laboratories 
of previous games, breaking terrorists' necks at 
the behest of the US government- but f leeing 
from the authorit ies through the mundane. 
urban landscape of Washington, populated by 
crowds of civilians into which he must blend if 
he is to remain undet ected. 

""*~-fM~ t o heve found more of Sa m 
- and that's not just in 

reference to his new beard. Convict ion is intent 
on evolving Sa m from wise-cracking veteran t o a 
character who is more than just a cypher for the 
player, one who can carry and justify the game's 
mechanics, rather th81'l being defined by them. 

The credits Sp linter Cell: 
f i rst step in t he 

to up the 
Sam leaves Conlktion 

more closely centred on 
t he mechanics of play. 

that t he team isn't 
especially convi abiklt Double Agenf s 
role in this process of renovat ion, particularly 
since the Mont rea l-based team conceived its 
ambitions for Conviction back in 200S after 
finishing work on Chaos Theory. 

If players remember little of Double Agenfs 
garbled story, or its cursory glance t owards Sam's 
emotional motivations, t hen ~ction's 

developers seem to recall even less. "Did Anna 
Grimsdottir even appear in DA?" Fortier asks at 
one point. But this kind of confusion is ,perhaps 
understandable given the title's f racdou5 
development, w ith the 360 and PS3lflllt>n 
handled by Ubisoft Shanghai, and teii!!11 In 
Montreal responsible for the very different game 
of the same name t hat graced ot her consoles. 

"This t ime around," says producer Dany 
l e page, "The 360 version, the PC version, the 
solo and the multi player mode - it's all done by 
the same team. lt's going to bring us a lot of 
coherence. If you played the previous version 
you'd see it w as basically two different games." 

These aren 't the only criticisms that the 
team has of the previous games - criticisms 
which Conviction addresses, t hey are keen to 
establish. Fortier talks of how the series has 
found it difficult to evolve beyond the premise 
of the f irst game. • Chaos Theory was the 
perfection of Splinter Cell: taking all the 
elements of the f irst game and making them 
really polished - t he purest expression of the 
original idea. What we wanted t o do with 
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Objects, even people, have a 
number of 'handles' which 
determine where Sa m will 
attempt to hold them. Thanks 
to the fully-fledged physics 
system, a complex object like 

a chair, for example, could lie 
on the floor at any angle and 
yet it could only be feasibly 
held and carried in one 
position - so the handle 
system allows the best-fit 

following him. When that happens it's essential that 
Sam break the line of sight with the cop, and slowly 
the bar depletes as his trail goes cold. 

"If you're doing something wrong," says Lepage, 
"you're going to get snitched on by the civilians and 
then policemen are going to investigate. On the 
other hand, if you do it right, you can use that to 
your advantage." 

Diversion and manipulation of the crowd are key 
to the game; if a situation gets particularly sticky, it's 
possible to fire off a few shots into the air, or into 
the gas cylinder of a hot dog stand, and blend in 
with the crowd as it scatters. However, the cr~wd 
aren't as simplistic or forgetful as in previous games, 
so such extreme tactics risk deplet ing the useful 
cover they offer. 

Similarly, the pol ice and security services scour the 
area for Sam in a methodical, rat ional way, moving 
from one item of interest to the next. "We want our 
NPCs to be aware of t heir surroundings," says 
Olivier Petit, an AI programmer. "They need to 
know where the hiding spots are, where the 
suspicious objects are." Anything Sa m can use is at 
their disposal also. If Sa m can vault over a wall, or 
hurl a chair across a room, or f lip a table or drag a 
cabinet in order to gain cover, then they can as well. 

Shooting your way out is rarely the optimum 
solution. "Sa m Fisher's still a good guy," says Fortier. 
"He's not going to ki ll cops. But they won't hesitate 
to use weapons on him - so he's got a handicap 
there which he has to deal with." 

Cause too much trouble and the police ca ll in 
Third Echelon troops, w ho w il l be able to identify 
you on sight and are much better armed t han the 
local constabulary. Although a t rigger-happy 
approach won't always be rewarded, Lepage is keen 
to emphasise that there's a range of game play styles 
that are possible to pursue: "If you want to slow 
things down, you want to control things, then there 
are stil l possibilities to do that at certain times. But if 
you want to go a bit faster and try things out, you 
have a lot of means at your disposal to correct your 
mistakes and not get punished so much if you get 
found out." 

There has been a t houghtful attempt to vary 
the pace of the game by breaking it down into 15-
minute chunks. " it's a key element for the rhythm of 
the gameplay," Fortier says. "it's also a reflection of 
our play styles. We're growing older as garners, and 

animations to be generated 
procedurally (above). Lepage 
is particularly enthusiastic 
about the system's benefits: 
"Imagine the number of 
animations we would have 

had to make to interact with 
all those objects. If we'd used 
the Chaos Theory engine to 
build Conviction with the 
same team, I estimate that it 
would have taken 20 years." 



it's sort of intimidating when you have that hour of 
play ahead of you and you don't have much t ime. 
So now you can have 15 minutes and still get 
something done." 

"And then go change a diaper," interjects 
Mathieu Ferland, the game's senior producer. 

"We wanted a lot more variety," continues 
Fortier. "We wanted situations where it's an all -out 
shoot ing gallery, and then another sequence where 
you have nothing and you're on the run, and 
anot her where you're infi lt rating and stealthy." 

Boxerman: •we look at all the attack handles on a character, we look at all the attack 
have, iterate through them, find the best match and use that one. So there's always a 

So, at 15-minute intervals, the variables of t he 
sandbox levels change. "There's t his notion of a 
scripted situation, unscripted solution," says Lepage. 
"We take control away from t he player and say: 
'Well, this is what 's happening: the bui lding's getting 
surrounded'. Then we give the control back. How do 
you get out of it? What do you do about it?" 

More often than not, the solution will involve 
body-slamming a few hapless members of the police 
int o tables and then slipping unnoticed into the 
throng of the crowd. The fighting system is intuitive 
- its simplicity bel ied by t he cinematic fluidity of the 
moves. As we've come to expect from the high 
production values of previous games, there appears 
to be real contact between Sa m and his foe- but the 
combinations of moves, and the speed at which he 
switches between them, are unprecedented. it's the 

substantial efforts have created natural ist ic 
behaviour is the dynamic navigation mesh. With 
so many interactive physics-enabled objects on the 
level, it's easy for paths and walkways to become 
obstructed - the mesh allows civilians and pol ice 
to f ind routes around object s on the f ly. 

"Hopefully players won't see all the mechanics 
behind it," says Fortier. "I don't t hink players are 
going to be amazed by the f act t hat characters 
don't walk into each other or don't walk into 
objects. They take that for granted. For us it was a 
big challenge. Players aren't going to care about 
that. But t hey will appreciate what comes out of it: 
these really freeform situat ions and how things 
adapt to their actions." 

The team is similarly blase about the high quality 
of Conviction's graphics. Although the game has 
superbly modelled environments and props, and 

"WE'RE USING THE POWER OF THE CONSOLE TO ACTUALLY 
CREATE A NEW EXPERIENCE. IT'S NOT JUST TO IMPROVE 

IMMERSION, IT'S TO CHANGE THE WAY YOU SEE THE GAME" 

result of a smart animation system, which itself took 
eight months to develop. (See 'Hard to handle') 

"it's looking more solid by the day, • says Eddy 
Boxerman, a physics programmer on the game. 
"Sa m rea lly looks like he's actually attacking, like 
he really understands his environment, what the 
characters around him are doing." As he speaks, his 
colleague, Guillaume Plourde, has Sam kick the shins 
out from underneath a policeman. Then, in one swift 
move, Sa m grabs t he fa ll ing body and slings it back 
into a piece of shelving. Such an action is not 
complex to execute, however, as Boxerman then 
explains: "The game analyses what the current 
situat ion is and gives the player the best result 
possible. So if you hit a certa in button you won't get 
a specific move; you' ll get a cool move on a certain 
line. it m;~kes the character look very powerful." 

it's a design strategy that is in evidence across the 
game - a sense of cinema made accessible via simple 
controls, bolstered by complex underlying 
technology. Another example of how the team's 

Gunfights look to be hectic affairs in Conviction's open and non·linear 
environments; it's easy to get flanked by your tactically astute enemies 

plenty of fancy jargonised lighting techniques, such 
as indirect lighting and ambient occlusion, Lepage 
mentions them as an afterthought: "We're going to 
have great graphics. But you've seen other games 
out there that have great graphics. We're using the 
power of the new console to actually create a new 
gameplay experience. it's not just to improve 
immersion, it's also to change the way you see the 
game itself, your environment ." 

Lepage may be overstat ing t he case somewhat, 
but it's dear that Conviction is taking the series in 
a new direction and that it really does exploit the 
capabilities of the technology to create and populate 
environments that would not otherwise have been 
possible. Whether the game's many disparate and 
ambitious features all come together in time for 
Christmas is another matter, alt hough Lepage is 
quick to point out that Chaos Theory w as in a far 
less feature-complete state an equal number of 
mont hs before shipping. 

Fans of the series will either think it admirable or 
f oolhardy that Ubisoft would be wil ling to gamble 
with the future of its flagship franchise - the title on 
which it cut its teeth as a development house. 

"We're still staying true to the essence in terms of 
finding alternate solutions to a problem and having 
the means to hide," Fortier says in mitigation of 
pot ent ial fan-fears. "The fans themselves felt it was 
time for something different, fresher. N 

Regardless of its position as the fifth game in a 
much-loved franchise, it's clear t hat the game needs 
to succeed on its own terms first and foremost, and 
w ith a team displaying considerable vision, 
ent husiasm and, indeed, conviction, that 
doesn't seem t o be mission: impossible. 

L·R: Mathieu ferland, senior producer, Oany Lepage, producer 
and Patrick Forti er, creative director, are the team behind 
both Chaos Theory and this latest instalment in the franchise 
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One particular moment in the 
sequences shown stands out: on 
the upper floor of an industrial 
plant everything is going to plan, a 
Mantel gunship hovers in front of 
you, solid slabs of sunlight point 
up the metal walkways as you 
walk forward, and there's a 
momentary lull. Suddenly the 
gunship is shot down, and at the 
same time you enter a nightmarish 
version of reality: the music jars. 
the screen darkens and the 
weather changes at an impossible 
rate to pounding rain . The enemies 
in front of you become noisier and, 
upon being shot, spurt blood and 
jerk around distressingly. And 
then, after perhaps a minute, a 
calming effect comes over the 
screen and your body chemistry 
is recalibrated. Everything returns 
to the way it was and, most 
Interestingly. the previously 
writhing enemies- in that most 
revered of FPS shorthands - simply 
fade in front of you . lt's an 
experience that, for all the visual 
quality and adrenalin. Is primarily 
upsetting- and that's not an FPS 
emotion. As these flashes Intrude 
into the game's narrative, it seems 
dear that a quality of Nectar is 
mald119 war much more like a 
videogame for Mantel's soldiers. 
How far Haze will take the Jacob's 
Ladder scenario Is unknown, but 
expect fireworks. 





As well as straightforward 
death matches (given a tactical 
bent by your allegiance or 
otherwise to Mantel) the 
multiplayer of Haze is an extension 
of the singleplayer experience. 
"The objectives are story driven• 
says·Yescombe, •we're not just 
dropping people in environments 
from the game. Things you are too 
late to encounter in single player. 
or miss. or hear rumours about, 
might crop up in multiplayer.• Haze 
will support up to fourplayer co-op 
online. which will necessitate some 
superlative AI troops as well as 
genuine innovation in objectives. 
Unlike Timesplitters: Future Perfect 
it won' t feature a mapmaking 
option, but the Free Radical 
pedigree should ensure maps of 
rare quality- unfortunately, no 
official announcement has yet 
been made on the survival or 
otherwise of the AC -10 award. 







D 
f half the battle of launch ng ar> 
onganal game IS nam ng 1t, then 
LucasArts and Day 1 Stud os are 

a ready halfway to VIctory w1th Fract1.1re " The 
game was probably the most diffiCult to name 
I've ever been mvolved With, conf1des Day 1's 
affable, sharp-eyed pri!Side'lt, Denny 
Thorley. but the end resu • . a ,.,u1t1purpose 
market1ng dream Not on y does Fracture 
possess the requ s te duosyl ab1c snap, 1t 
suCCinctly sums p everyth g that makes th1s 
amb1t1ous new act on ep c- revea ed here for 
the f~rst t1me, due 1n the summer of 2008 -
markedly d1fferent from the run of the mill. 

The f1rst and most Important fracture in 
Fracture 's geo og cal Many games have 
called themse es ground-breakmg, but 
Fracture a a tea c a1m to the term: 1t lets 
you brea t e g ound And ra1se 1t. and 
depress a d dr e sp kes up through •t. and 
burro oc ets beneath t, and gather 1t up 
m to bou ders t at gouge troughs through t as 
they rot T rs a t rdperson shoote n wh eh 
a most every weapon you possess ea deform 
:he te ra a d 'lOt st n the destructNe 
sense Cover can be mooed at 

The second fracture JS of a nat1on, and of 
ideolog1es. Set on Earth n 2161, Fract1.1re 
port•ays the outbreak of a war 1n the US 
bet\.veen the east and west coasts, and the r 
respective allies, over the use of technology 
The AtlantiC Alhance of eastern Amenca and 
Europe outlaws the genetic engineenng 
beloved of the west coast and Asia, and 
conflict flares between thelf respectively 
cybernetically and genetically-enhanced 
troops. The game's hero, Mason Bnggs, is a 
demolition expert on the Atlant1c Alliance 
side, whose adventure begins at the war's 
flashpoint: San Franosco. 

These two aspects of Fracture- the terra n 
de"ormat1on that saturates 1ts gameplay and 
the surpr s1ngly serous and deta led hard so-f1 
that s the backdrop for ts plot - a e s k ng 
n tune"" th the 'lliSSIOI'I sta·e:ne • se· OU11as• 

'f€ai by a "'s g.,. t lucasArts and d ussed 
E 156 s cCNe• feat e last ye Gameplay 

n ava· &·oug tee nolog!Ca nova on 
a ~ a cc~ ·-.er. · · o ncher narratw n 
g,:;-es a e _ cas~r..s ha marks of old t'lat the 
co~:Ja a ts ·o pu· back a· the centre of 
rts osoom 

lt's such a :1t feet fi t on paper that 1t's 
a ~er """" •n oP :eve Fracture had 1ts genes1s 
o --;s.oe Gee ge ucas' campus 1n San 

Franosco. But it was Day 1, the Chicago
based developer of the MechAssault Xbox 
games for Microsoft and also of the console 
vers1ons of FEAR, that made the pitch after 
develop1ng the 1dea and the technology 
internally. As Thorley says, it was a meeting 
of minds "When we went and met Peter 
[H1rschmann, LucasArts' vice president of 
development]1t was like we could complete 
each others' sentences, 1n terms of what we 
expected. lt's kind of a drearT' from a 
developer's standpoint. because lucasArts has 
g en us t ;: t mE and the fmanoa resources 
to aea•e someth ng p etty speCia • 

Our f rst n·roduct on to Fracture os what 
Day 1 descr t>es as a 'playground', an open
pion free-orm sandp t - htera ly - that 
f ncuons as a demo ano des1gn ;ool S1m1lar 
p aypens Wl be mcluded m tl'e fma game. 
poss bly ntegrated m to the campaign, 
poss1bly as standa one toys Here we're shown 
the weapons that mark th1s game out 'rem 
every other of 1ts type. start1ng w1th the two 
fundamental, game-def1n ng tools. tectoniC 
and subson c grenades 

TectoniC grenades ra1se a steep mound of 
earth, affectionately called a 'loaf' by the Day 
1 team Drop one 1n front of you - not too 
close, to avo1d getting caught in the blast 
rad1us- and you can use it as cover. Drop one 



Fracture began life as a firstperson shooter, and only recent ly 
made the switch to thirdperson; the aiming is yet to be tuned, 

but worked well enough, especially in the de rigeur 
~---... zoomed-in over-the-shoulder view. "If it's been in 

development for 18 months, it was firstperson for 
16, maybe?" says Perkinson "There are gameplay 

reasons for it and story reasons for it. If you 're 
going to have a hero character to connect 

with it helps if that character's on the screen, not just a pair of 
hands and a gun. Also, with terrain deformation, Day 1 found 
t hat it allowed greater freedom to get greater situational 
awareness. You can do more dramatic things if you're not always 
occluding your view of the battlefield." Kimmich agrees: "In 
firstperson you'd spend a lot of time staring at the ground and 
not seeing what was going on over the other side of your hill. In 
third person you get that over the top perspective." 

under a broken gantry and you can climb up 
to it. Throw it at your enemies' feet and they 
will be hurled into the air, but be careful, 
because a short throw resu Its in cover which 
they can - and will - use. "If you throw a 
grenade and miss, you're essentially making 
your job harder," says eager design lead Jeff 
Gregg. "But you have other tools to fill that 
hole up or make that situation advantageous 
to you." Enemies will, of course, have their 
own terrain-deforming weaponry. 

The subsonic grenade is the tectonic's 
opposite. lt too has a conventional explosive 
effect, but it also punches a deep pit in the 
ground that can be used as a foxhole, to dig 
under walls, or to block off enemy movement. 
Both can furthermore cause physical 
disturbance and destruction to objects in the 
game world. 

They're s1mple to use and their effects are 
smooth, fast and among the most potent and 
predictable 1n the game. Already they have 
as much, 1f not more, 1nfluence over your 
environment as any shooter weapon s1nce 
Half-Life 2's gr<Mty gun, and have more 
serious tact1ca1 applications too. it's likely 

they'll take up permanent residence 10 two 
of the four grenade slots on the D

pad. We only see two other 
grenade types, but a comment 
from Day 1 to the effect that 

you'll have to p1ck and choose 
indiCates that there will be more. 

The other two grenades we see fall 
into a second category of weapons to 

be found 1n Fracture: spectacular, 
arguably gimmiCky, almost 
unbalanced, dehberately chaotic. They 

appeal to something that producer and 
Microsoft veteran Jon Kimmich identifies as 

one of three core elements of a 'Day 1 game' : 
"A sense of exaggerated power, really 

incredible dynam1sm and over-the-top 
effects. When I pull the trigger, when I 
do something in the game, it's a huge 
moment." (The other two elements 
are accessibility and multiplayer; Day 

1 isn't ready to speak about the 
latter yet, beyond an admission 
from Thorley that it represents a 

sizeable technical challenge.) 
The spike grenade thrusts 

a tall crystal spike out of 
the ground that can I ift 

The Pacificans' genetically engineered suits give them 
a threatening. alien appearance quite common to 
shooter antagonists. The storyline and dialogue 
will, however, progressively humanise your foes 

heavy objects or propel the player to high 
areas, and will shatter into dangerous shards if 
it hits the ceiling. The vortex grenade creates a 
tornado of energy that sucks nearby earth, 
objects and enemies into a whirlwind that 
intensifies if you fire into it, before explc:>d ing 
messily. Sequences of vortex grenades can 
even be used to hurl Briggs around the map at 
speed; one of several examples of a weapon 
being used in a way Day 1 didn't foresee until 
playtesting, but have been embraced since. 

"As soon as we create something, we find 
five ways that it ea n be used that we never 
intended, which we're really enamoured 
with," says Thorley. Despite Day 1's traditional 
devotion to high-impact armaments, Fracture's 
randomness, fluidity and huge scope for 
player improvisation has necessitated a shift in 
attitude. "One of the things we've found out 



"AS SOON AS WE CREATE SOMETltiNG, WE FIND FIVE WAYS rT CAN BE 
USED THAT WE NEVER INTENDED, WHICH WE'RE REAUY ENAMOURED 
wrTH. ONE OF THE THINGS WE'VE FOUND OUT IS THAT CHAOS IS FUN" 

plaYJng the game IS tnat chaos IS fun We 
really had to get away from things we'd 
learned from other shoote~ that we've been 
1nvolved w1th, and go to a little bit craz,er and 
more chaotJC level. • 

Fracture's firearms are shghtly more 
conven\lonal and down-to-earth than 1ts 
grenades, w1th one notable except1on. but 
they all st1ll have terrain deformatiOn effects. 
You'll be able to carry two at a time, the 
ubiqUitous des1gn lift from Halo that does 
make sense in Fracture's context. The freedom 
of choiCe is so broad in th1s game that you 

won't explore its possibilities fully Without a 
little hm•tation. 

The Bulldog 1s a machine gun that ch1ps 
away at terrain, allowing you to carve steps 1n 
a steep slope or a firing po.nt in your cover. 
The Invader is a shotgun that ra,ses terra1n 
slightly and has a slow, ricochet,ng round on 
secondary f1re that explodes when you release 
the trigger, mak.ng it possible to shoot round 
corners. The Black Widow can accurately plant 
several subsonic mines and then detonate 
them simultaneously, 1deal for booby-traps or 
quick trench-digging. 

The Bangalore is the Vortex-style spectacle, 

with a terrain-deforming rocket on pnmary 
f1re and a torpedo that tunnels underground 
on secondary, explod1ng when you release the 
trigger w1th a dramatiC slow-mot1on effect. 
But the unh1nged h1ghl1ght •s the unofficially
named 'boulder gun' Th•s ludicrous, 
enormously enterta.ning weapon sucks the 
earth up .nto a man-h1gh boulder and 
launches 1t forwards. knock.ng down 
PaCiflcans hke sk1ttles. And 1t can be 
detonated like a huge bomb, by shoo\lng it. 

The boulder gun •s still a prototype, a 
rough 1dea sketched out by a des,gner that 
has was 101tially thought a bit silly at Day 1, 
but has simply proved irresistible in practice. 
it's a great example of the sudden enthusiasm 
for free-th1nk1ng design at the technocratic 
developer. prompted by its terrain deformation 
concept. Alongside the enormous demands of 

FriKTIIre is S@riously loud and 
frantic. and the visc~ral impact 
of !he weapons is hu~. But Day 
1 is k~n to point out that the 
game can be pi~ in a mar~ 
'contemplative' styl~. ~pending 
on how you liS@ the terrain 
deformation. it will also include 
exploration·baS@d achleve~nts 
to encourage non· combat play 
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Terrain deformation throws up constant 
problems for Day 1's designers as they 
attempt to work around the violence the 
player can do to their environments without 
artificially restriC1Ing it - an example being 
the landing area for a dropship: what if the 
player raises the ground there? "The old· 
school thinking would have been to put a 
big slab of concrete there. so you can't 
deform the terrain at all." says Kimmich, 
but what they've actually done Is give the 
dropship its own deformation weapons. 
"We're all about empowering the player," 

says Gregg. •Any time we find ourselves 
constriC1ing in that way, and we've had 
numerous design meetings and discussions 
where we find that we're constraining 
because something we've allowed to have 
happen is hard to control on our end - the 
philosophy has been, let's pump up the 
strength, let's find a way to adopt what 
we're trying to accomplish, and allow the 
things we see the player doing to exist as 
well. Nine times out of ten, if the player 
is trying to do something, it's probably 
something cool." 



the terra in deformation and its knock-on 
effects (on AI and animation in particular), Day 
1's engineers have worked hard to produce 
tools that will allow its designers to improvise 
as much as, it's hoped, players will. 

"These weapons that you're seeing, the 
first iterations were done on some of those by 
a designer before a programmer even got 
involved. The boulder for example," says 
Mike McDonald, technical chief as well as 
director of its second studio near Balt1more. 
"lt didn't run as fast as it does now we've 
done it in code, but it gave them the ability to 
prototype that stuff out. That's huge in the 
discovery and innovation process, to not have 
a bottleneck of two or three engmeers. If the 
tools aren't easy to use. if they're not fu -
featured enough that they [the artists and 
designers) can just do everything they want to 
do with minimal engineering support, then .... e 
consider we've failed." 

In our very own playtest, the boulder gun 
also provides a perfect illustration of the 
happy, unforseeable accidents constantly 
thrown up by Fracture's riotous arsenal, and 
how admirably open Day 1 's design team is to 
them. At one point in the first level you're 
required to warp the earth to allow you access 

to the first floor of a concrete bunker, 
defended by a squad of Pac1ficans. Having 
constructed a sort of scooped ramp from the 
ne1ghbouring hillside, 11 was imposs1ble to 
res1st trying to bowl a rock down •t and mto 
the bunker and the wa.t•ng Pac•' cans. On the 
th1rd attempt 1t entered- and, to howls of 
de · ght from all present, : stuc" n the back of 
tne corndor, cutt,.,g o" the e'lerr: es' ex•t and 
some of the1r covet 

"1'\e ne•er seen anyone try ;ha; be'ore. • 
sad Gregg. VIS bly exc ;eo by tne fae< h s ga'Tle 

Although absolutely not confirmed as part of the final release, Day 1 does have co-op up and running in the game. it's used 
for AI prototyping. with Thorley playing villain to Gregg's hero as a way to work out consistent and entertaining behaviour 

Day 1 's proprietary 
technologies were 
already too far down 
the road to use the 
physics and animation 
systems LucasArts has 
licensed. But despite his 
company's scepticism of 
middleware, McDonald 
declared hilll$tlf very 
illlpn!ssed by dun 

could stu surpnse h1m. "What went through 
my head was. uh. I don't know 1f that AI is set 
up to know that that's blocked, and 11 just 
worked. ''m going to design areas around that 
now. I'm no gemus - I see stuff like that and 
I'm smart enough to say, we're going to work 
that •n. that is awesome." 

This attitude is important because 
Fracture's design has a diff1cult line to walk. 
Notwlthstanding the influence and creative 
freedom it affords the player- and the fact 
that 1t consequently plays out over a broader 
field than usual - th1s •s stil a sculpted, 
channelled shooter 1n the modern mould, with 
a distinct story arc to follow. lt is a game of 
carefu lly-construded set -p1eces 1n which 
anything can happen. 

The early sequence we play tasks Briggs 
with destroy•ng two anti-aircraft batteries. 
covenng a dropship landing, f ighting through 
a complex and raising a sabotaged bridge. lt 
runs from trght f1refights to open skirmishing, 
from na•rgation and puzzle-solving to almost 
surrea phys1cs games. and plays out in a 
dned-out San Francisco bay, the Golden Gate 
bridge towering eerily high above the scene. 

The anti-aircraft guns are destroyed by 
planting tectonic grenades beneath them to 
rarse them into the shields they're surrounded 
wrth. Invader rounds are bounced around 
the 1nside of a bunker. Hyrdras- spooky, 
Bangalore-wielding Pacificans who can leap 
huge distances and only attack from high 
ground - are dealt with by riding a grenade 
spike to their level. Platforms are created by 
placing tectomc grenades under crates. the 
bridge fixed with a gigantic version of the 
spike that enemies wear down w•th their 
weapons. In one sequence you're attacked 
from the top of a slope with large, bouncing, 
explosive hydrogen balls- a ludicrous weapon 
that justifies its existence purely by being so 
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Asked what the biggest challenge was for 
Day 1 's engineers - terrain deformation, or 
the consequences of terrain deformation -
McDonald says: "A little bit of both. Or I 
should say, a lot of both. The terrain 
deformation itself, how we're doing it, is not 
something that would have been possible 
on a previous generation box. There's a lot 
of computational power that goes into 
doing it in a smooth fashion. When that's 
happening, how the Als can path in that 
environment. and obviously all the physics, 
are being affected, and have gotten way 
more expensive. We couldn't have done 
stuff we're doing now on a previous 
generation box because now we have to 
take that physics load and spread that over 
multiple processors too. That multi-core 
architecture is definitely key." They haven't 
been tempted to buy in solutions rather 
than engineer their own, though. "My 
experience has been, when you're trying to 
eke that last bit of performance out and you 
look for your glitches or your hitches or 
whatever, inevitably it's some code that you 
had to purchase or that you don't have by· 
the-balls control of," says Thorley. 
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much fun to deal with in context. You can use 
the Black Widow to pit the slope and disrupt 
their path, tectonics to create a ramp to send 
them over your head. or (in Gregg's favoured 
method) spikes, to start a gigantic, deadly 
game of pachinko. 

lt can be an unreal world that Fracture 
presents, the better to exploit the chaotic fun 
of its terrain deformation. But it's one that Day 
1, under LucasArts' guidance, is working hard 
to ground it in recognisable themes and 
thorough detai l. Cinematics director Peter 
Krygowski (Thorley prefers to call him the 
'emotion director') is the man tasked with 
humanising its pop-up playground. He's 
worked out a careful future history to get us 
from here to there, including an opinion
dividing genetic eng1neering d1saster towards 
the end of the 21st century, and a cycle of 
climate-change disasters that inspire the 
technology and create the familiar-yet-alien 
US landscape that the game plays out in. 

"Wikipedia 's a lot of fun," says the 
studious Krygowsl<i drily of his research into 
the weapon technologies. "The Bangalore, for 
instance, is based on liquefaction tech~ology. 
The terrible earthquake that hits the west 
coast of the United States is a horrendous 
blow to the US, but they learn a lot from it 
about how earthquakes work, about how 
sound works, about how liquefaction actually 
makes the earth soft underground." 

"I kinda geek out on thinking about how 
this stuff could really work," agrees art 
director Josh Nizzi. 

If all this detail can be communicated 
alongside Briggs' traditional (and as yet under 
wraps) personal narrative, it could give 
Fracture's world the scope and tone of literary 
sci -fi rather than fi lm fantasy; a rare feat in 
games. it's already provided, if the re-imagined 
Bay Area is anything to go by; some striking 
locations: "We use both familiarity and 
unfamiliarity as tools," explains Nizzi. 



As much as LucasArts producer David 
Perkinson likes to stress how strong his 
company's emphasis on story and character 
is. and how closely it's working with Day 1 in 
this field. it's where Fracture currently has the 
most to prove. The setting is fascmatmg but 
the presentation is a rather conventional 
dystopian future, all stressed concrete, 
dustbowls. hulking Atlantic vehicles 
contrasting with organic Pacifican te<h. 
Fracture doesn't play like any other shooter 
but it looks like quite a lot of them: can 1t 
really meet LucasArts' president Jim Ward's 
demands for massmarket access,bil1ty when, 
outwardly, it seems aimed squarely at the 
infamous 'core gamer'? 

"Certainly those are discuss1ons we've 
had a lot throughout the development of 
the game." confirms Perk1nson. "We're very 
sensitive to making the game appeal to too 
narrow an audience. We are cons-..antly 
charged with keeping the expenence open 
to all levels of gamers and just last week, 
Jim sa id: 'I will not shtp th1s game •f I can't 
finish it' ." 

A strong, distinctive self- mage IS what 
Fracture needs if it's go1ng to cap1ta 1se on the 
irrepressible innovation in its gameplay, and 
do what LucasArts wants and needs tt to do: 
give it a major success in ong naiiP to s1t 
alongside its priceless but overworl<;ed movie 
properties. "There was a percept1on that we 

do lndy and Star Wars. And there are peop e 
there who feell1ke the company s ab e to do 
a lot more 1nterest1ng thmgs, • sa/s Pe' nson 
"George has made t very c ear t'1a: ~..JcasAn.s 
is going to be one of tre ma n ptstons + r ng n 
the engine for generat ng revenue for h s 
company, and the best way to do that 1s for us 
to have new lP j)at s gong to generate a lot 
of interest 

Thorley 1s unsuror s ngly full of pratse for 

"WE'VE WORKED wmt PUBUSHERS THAT WOULD REALLY CLAMP 
YOU DOWH TO MILESTONES. Ja WCASARTS FT'S UKE, YOU'VE 
GOT TO INNOVATE, INNOVATE, INNOVATE. rTERATl AMD HAVE RJN!" 

The one area where Day 1's te<hnitians had to draw a line under ambition and say 'no' was water. I! was simply too difficult 
and demanding of processing power to make it respond believably to terrain deformation. Just as well2161 is an arid time 

hts new paymasters. "We've worked with 
pub 1shers that would really clamp you 
down to m1 estones, got to have th1s, got 
to ha\e that At LucasArts it's a little bit 
d fferent. 1t'S ke. you've got to innovate, 
nnova:e. mnovate. Iterate and have fun! 
A so. because they do less titles, it gets 
more focused at a much more sen1or level. 
t s k1nd o' un1que because it's really good 
feedback when you've got people like 
0 eter or even Jim that can give you really 
\nab e mput." 

• Our organ1sat1on is pretty flat," agrees 
Perkinson. "So we will present individual 
story btts all the way up to the president of 
the company. Mr Lucas has made a few 
comments on the game," he adds. "How 
cool is that? That is so cool," bellows Thorley. 
"it's also pretty scary," says Perkinson 1n a 
small vo1ce. 

As much as this sounds like corporate 
back-slapp1ng, there is clearly an unusual 
rapport between Day 1 and LucasArts. The 
publisher's cons1derable financial backing 
and insistence on technical and design 
innovation has set this developer free to 
really start rifling on its simple, earth-moving 
idea, and the sense of excitement and of 
liberated conceptions is palpable in Day l's 
offices. Fracture, with over a year left in 
development, is looking remarkably solid, 
playing well and setting itself apart from 
its rivals and Day 1 's past games. But it's 
still f lexible enough to accommodate the 
good ideas that are still being dug up, on a 
daily basis, from its ever-shifting, 
gloriously unpredictable landscape. 
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The first few minutes playing a new game have ta be 
magic ar yau'U want your money back. Haw do games 
ensure you keep your finger off the eject button? 



D 
t's said that we form opinions about the 
things around us incredibly quickly. 
Blink, they say, and we've come to our 

conclusion, even 1f we can't yet consciously 
define how. 

Videogames have known for years about the 
importance of the formative moments players 
spend with them. The simplicity of classic arcade 
game design isn't just due to hardware 
restriction, but the need to communicate how 
and why a cabinet should be played before the 
punter has walked past it. 

Though the audience for home computers 
and consoles could be considered a little more 
captive, it's still the subject of a mult1tude of 
other entertamment opuons that cont1nuously 
compete for attention. The1r opening few 

GONE IN 60 SECONDS7 ~ 

minutes of play have taken the place of arcade 
games' attempts to lure players in with their 
attract modes. And with each of the new 
generation of consoles offering a constantly 
updated selection of games and demos for easy 
down load, the pressure to impress fast is 
stronger than ever. 

But as games attempt to tell ever more 
complex narratives, utilise ever more complex or 
inventive control schemes, and exhibit more 
intricate game designs, they' re making the job of 
introducing themselves well in that short t ime 
harder and harder. 

And they need to do so much Ex-LucasArts 
designer Hal Barwood might make it sound 
simple when he says: "Grab the player early and 
hard, give them an immediate challenge that's 
fun, demonstrate the game's parameters and 
make the prospects intriguing." But in these 
principles lie the complexities of the need to 
teach the player the controls, set up the storyline 
- show characters' desires and needs, the forces 
working against them and what's at stake - and 
somehow make it all fun and compelling. 



GOLCE NEYE 
007 
1'164, Rare 1997 

lt'5 a sobering thought that 
today, GoldenEye's first level 
would probably never get p•st 
testing. Many of its features at 
the time of release were recent 
or new concepts - new guns, 
aimin~. complex mission 
objectives - yet GoldenEye 
drops new players straight 
into the action without so 
much as a tutorial. 

But as a taster of the larger 
game, it's superlative. lt 
demonstrates an array of 
different environments, from 
open spaces to t ight corridors. 
Though the first level was set~ 
a dam because the game follows 
the plot of the film. Rare used 
the opportunity to show off the 
rendering power of the then 
new N64 with vast v1stas lt was 
also an environment that made 
best use of one of the new toys, 
notably the sniper rifle, which 
Rare made available within 
seconds of starting "There was 
also the feeling that if you give it 
to the player early enough 
they'll experiment with i~ • s.-ys 
GoldMEye eo-designer Do•k, 

The dam level also 
demonstrates a variety of 
different enemy behaviours, 
such as the man in the area 
with the truck making a run for 
the alarm as soon as you enter. 
"He's got t he most ridiculously 
long run for the alarm- even 
the worst player will prob• bly 
shoot him." says Ooak. "But th~ 
was deliberate, to show there 
were characters that didn't JUSt 
shoot you.• 

The challenge was to keep 
the level easy whilst lending 
a sense of complexity and 
activity through the movement 
of the truck and the number 
of enemies. In fact, the two 
soldiers in the very first arn 
can't actually see you until 
you're right next to them. "lt 
meant that at the very start of 
the game you could mess 
around and not be slaughtered, • 
says Ooak. 

But though thos aspect of 
the level might have been e~tsy. 
the way the mission objectives 
work are somewhat 
uncompromising. A 'covert 
modem' must be precisely placed 
on a rather arbitrary screen- fail 
to place correctly and you have 
to restart. "lt's terribly badlf 
designed, but ten years ago 
people tolerated that!" 

God Of War 11 puis a similar trick to its pred«essor, p1tchong 
Kratos into a boss battle with the Calossu5 of RllociH Within only 
a few minutes of~ ll's a startling brut fr- tt. 110fftl 

A popular method IS the spectacu ar set
o e<e a >CQuer'lce o' graph ea showmansh p and 
decept vely 'renet c gamep ay that can be grea: 
at establishng plot and character motiVat•ons. 
and giVe opportumty to tutor the controls Thrnk 
God Of War. Wlich opens With payer character 
Kratos contemplating sorctde on a c rff A 
vorceover begons explaining why, and the scene 
flashes back to Kratos rn the mrddle of a battle 

"David Jaffe and company nailed th•s one on 
so many levels." says ex-Naughty Dog creative 
director Daniel Arey. "Bear in mind this all 
happens in 30 seconds and you are pushing 
buttons by the 31st second. There ts no slow. 
overly worded exposition here - Kratos frghts. 
player gets some fun, and in one minute 20 
seconds for the average player, they get the ' rs: 

ydra smashes through 
have a boss · ogt:· A boss f•ght 

rn one m tr' 's a grea- ::nece o: work. • 
But With sue ambltJOn comes ~he danger 

that ·he rest o' the game doesn t quote live up 
to '!le promiSe that the open ng sets. As 
Barwood says "That t rst rmpressron will carry 
the player through another hour, and then the 
desrgner must have someth•ng else up their 
sleeve to deepen the pleasures and the mysteries 
of any game" 

"A first impression will carry the player 

• 

through an houlj and then the designer 
must have something else up their sleeveu 

Barney, an old face from Ha/f.Life, appears in disguise during 
the opening of HU and provides Freeman with his trademark 
crowbar. changing play from passive experience to combat 

Others go for a more subtle approach. such 
as Half-Lde 2, whrch grves control to the player 
after mrnomal cutscene exposition. Wrthout 
weapons and other distractrons. the sequence 
a lows them to walk freely :hrough a carefully 
orchestrated envrronment, soaking up the 
atmosphere and learnrng how things work from 
scnpted behav1ours of non-player characters and 
from the envrronmental design. 

Other games are tnckster, such as the 
opening to Metal Gear Solid 2, which manages 
to foolrts players about the character they'd be 
playrng the main game as wrth an extended 
playable prologue. Setting the actron on a ship 



in a storm - a familiar and symmeu1cal 
enw onment - IS suitably dra~NtiC yet p OYJdes 
an easy introduct1on to ts play style And t even 
1ncludes the game's great set-p eces- t e holds 
filled with soldters - and g1ves them a loo~ at 
Metal Gear even before the ma1n cred ts are 
over. it's blockbuster stuff, yet holds a hght to 
the Metal Gear senes' playful nature 

D1fferently tricksy is Dead R1smg, whtch g ves 
control to the player dunng the open1ng 
cinematic by allowing them to photograph 
zombie-mfested streets from a helicopter 1n a 
clever subversion of an on-rails shooter lt 
teaches nothing of how you'll be play1ng the 
game- or even what k1nd of game Dead R1smg 
1s- but it bnll antiy sets up the player character 
and the game sett1ng. 

Dead R1smg exposes another aspect of game 
open1ngs, too. Many players' f1rst expenences 
w1tn 1t weren't actua Jy w1th the full game bllt 
w1th 1ts popular demo. wh1ch was made 
ava !able over Xbox l1ve some months before 
re ease. Set 1n a closed secuon of the game's 
mall, t gave 15 m-nutes of freeform zomb e
bash1ng before 1t ended Such freedom rather 
confused prospective players. who found the 
main game reqwed them to adhere to tts rather 
stnct plot t1metable to expenence the full game 

lt was a Similar story to how the Crackdown 
demo was received, wh1ch a~owed over 30 
m1nutes of freeform play. Though a great 
showcase of the full game's qualitieS, many 

Meraf Gear Solid 1 players were 
wrongfootod by the game's 
opening st<tion. as the bulk 
of the game was played as 
an entirely different character 

GONE ' b ~E'CONDS ~ 
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Dead Rising players want to be 
in the mall hitting zombies with 
a park bench, but the game 
r;1tions out this viscer~l glee 
in its opening hours using 
cutscenes and its save system 

players ~ound the demo's accelerated 
development of the player character's abiht•es 
inmally made it more focused and fun to play. 

Some games drop the•r players nght into 
the act1on in a kind of trial by fire, such at 
Restdent Evil 2, which surrounds the player with 
zomb1es in a constncted enVIronment. Openings 
to sequels like this almost seem as 1f they're 
expecting their players to have played the 
previous games to have the skills and experience 
to get through them. Though a standalone 
game, Eternal Darkness went for a Similarly 
disconcerting first few minutes by putting the 
player into a no-win fight aga1nst multiple 
enem1es before the character wakes up to find it 
was all a dream. These examples, both strongly 
narrative-driven, communicate the game's 
attitude right from the start. 

Similarly, Castlevania. Symphony Of The 
Night opens With the player controll•ng RIChter 
Belmont in a '•ght With the game's end boss, 
DracUia. ts actually a repnse of the close of the 
preVIous game m the senes' overstory, Dracula X, 
comp e~e wnh a s milar rend•t10n of 1ts HUD To 
mit•gate the diff culty of thrust•ng the p ayer 
stra ght n~o a c maa c battle, the player 
character s made mvmc be ' he d1es, but the 
sequence dramaucally estab 1shes the game in 
the context of 1ts predecessors. 

n one of SOTN's many appropnatiOns of 
Metro d game des gn, the open•ng also features 
the ma n character, Alucard, los1ng h1s powers 
with1n a m1nute of entenrg Dracula's castle. His 



losses are restncted poweriul attacks rather 
than actual ab1ht1e!', but 1t s a ha mar!< of •he 
Metrord senes th t Sa us Ara spends the very 
f1rst part of the game Wit ab ttes s eh as rer 
morph ball, m1SSl es and g a pp e beam before 
Ios ng them a a d spe d g m1..1ch of 1he rest of 
the game locat g them aga n t s iJ des1gn filled 
w1th tens1on wh t • affords a chance to get a 
taste of (and tuto• as n some of your ab I t1es 
and a su tably gr pp ng fa .from grace, 1t's a so 
frustw·ng to sudden v be parted from them 

Without a strong story to sweep the 
player , o· g the f~rst few moments of play in an 

Years before God Of w.tr, CastlevlliM: Symphony Of The Night 
started with a boss fight, albeit one from -ther game and 
time. lt used Melrolds tridc of removing your Mlilitles, too 

''What matters is how long it takes to 
understand the game. 111en it's about how 

your game is different from others of its type" 

Metroid Pnnw ~ase< 
players by having them 
fully tooled·up at the start. 
then snatching their toys 
away from them for later 
rediscovery and utilisation 

a cade-styfe game are probably even more 
er tiCa How long t takes to ensure a Xbox Uve 
Arcade deMo s upgraded mto the full game 
d ffers from t t e t< · t P, bllt as Geometry Wars 
des g er Stephen Cakebread says "What 

t ers s how ong t ta~es to u~"derstand the 
ga e ~hen 1t's about how your game IS 

C!ifferen: from others of 1ts type.· 
The arcade game expenence also tends to 

extend beyond play1ng the game 1tself and .nto 
the menu systems and scoreboards it's a lesson 
that 81zarre Creations, developer of Geometry 
Wars and Boom Boom Rocket [see page 88] 1s 

earr ng "W1thl1mds1ght. m Boom Boom Rocket 
we could have ~n better about teach1ng the 
o ayer 1hat1t sn t about do ng each of the levels 
and you're f1n1shed, 1ts abOut replay<ng each one 
so songs echo 1n your br.:un every t me you play 
t , aga n and ag.a ., try 'lg to pertect your score,· 

says B zarre·s Ben Ward 
"Part of that~~ 1he Jser Interface,• says 

Cakebread Man_y peop e say the Ul, ke the 
!eve se ect screen. IS a meta-game runn ng on 
top o' the game, so t's about making sure 
tnat the Ul te players how to approach t • 

Even • ny th ngs, ke ·ne detau t pos tJon the 
menu ta es when you restart a game, can 
n· uence the 10111al1mpress10n a fast·paced 
arcade game leaves 

Arcade games' simphc1ty usually means 
payers can learn the controls as they play, but 
for games like Splmter Cell and Black And White 

GEOMETRY 
WARS 
~ 200312005 

The big challenge for design ing 
the first couple of minutes for a 
single·level arcade shooter like 
Geometry Wars is balance. lt has 
to ease new players into the 
game and yet provide an 
experience that won't bore 
players on their eighth, 50th or 
1,000th replays. 

"We initially de<ided to focus 
Geometry Wars on hankore 
gamen. but we d idn't want it to 
be exdusively for them, so I 
went for a start that was quite 
e.y and smooth,· says desitner 
c.kebread. ·Some people 
pillying the game probably don't 
gat past the 10.000 points, so lt 
- necessary for them.• 

The contrast between 
~ry Wars' quiet opening 
and the spectacular intensity it 
reaches just a few minutes later 
can be a shock. "In retrospect I 
could have been more aggrwsslw 
Ill the start. perhaps. and mort 
lenient as to when I say, 'This 
person is good; let's accelerate 
the game'. But I don't think lt 
was too bad. • he says. 

A player's first minutes of 
playing Geometry Wars are 
spread over several games, 
surviving a minute, then an 
extra few seconds, the n a few 
more - learning the different 
-ies as they'ne introduced, 
one by one. Without help text 
or tutorial. Geometry Wars is 
Its own unambiguous teacher, 
letting experience teach the 
mategies and skills ne<essary 
to survive longer. 

Crudally. however. to 
~one apart than the 
supernaturally good playen. 
Geometry Wars will always hit a 
poin t at wl\i<h the action ruches 
an intensity they'ne unable to 
cape with. In other words, the 
game's first two minutes un feel 
just as chaotic to a new player es 
later stages can to a better one. 
Sudl scaling is the measure of 
Geometry Wars' success as an 
arcade game: it communicates Its 
essential qualities right from the 
wry first go. 
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Most narrative-based games 
swt with a mountain of 
exposition, putting plot, 
dwracter and setting into plac. 
Mfore finally handing control o- their players, who then 
have to go through the proc
of !Nrnlng the interface. lt can 
be gruelling experience, one 
common even to many of the 
g.-t early-'90s LucasArts 
adventure games. 

Far. Of A tlan tis bucked the 
trend, though, by giving the 
player control from the start. 
Opening in what looks like relk· 
filled stone tomb with lndy 
1elllng you that he's looking for • 
statue, the sequence progreues 
when you click on tiMI right bit of 
scenery and lndy falls through eo 
a room below. Oicking on a rope 
leading through a trapdoor 
~ him to fall once again, 
and- rulise he'l actually In an 
Mlllve. A couple of pratfalls 
le-. and lndy's in the~ 
with his statue to be finally 
found In a locker. 

Interspersed with credits _.. 
featuring a MIDI rendition of 
John Wllliams' Indiana Jonn 
tlleme, Fate Of Atlantls' opening 
elegantly fuses all that a non· 
lntllractlve animation would 
with a gentle introduction to the 
point-and·dlck Interface. "WW 
wanted to establish the INisls of 
1 Jonny story, and the plot. 
cooked up for the Immense, 
Russlan-novel-size requirement~ 
of game-stories, had some 
complexity. so we thought it 
better start immediate ly without 
MY fooling around, • says profect 
IHd designer. Hal aarwooct. 

1"- following clnemMic. 
which sees the statue's con1ant1 
stolen by a dastardly Nazi. Wll 
originally going go on to 
Introduce the heroine, SopNa 
Hapgood. but LucasArts found 
the exposition too heavy. "So we 
sliced it to the bone and rude it 
nominally interactive,· says 
Barwood. He and eo-designer 
Noah Fahtein this time 
Interspersed conversations and 
-gentle puzzles between 
short clnematic.s that flnh out 
the story in themselves. 

The result is a subtle and 
entertaining teaser to the 
game that neither doylngly 
handholds nor dully expounds, 
yet communicates both a 
complicated back-story and the 
game's llght-hearted attitude. 

Ecco The begins in peaceful wat8t$ full Cif ,our podlllates 
who gradually introduce you to the Medl8nlcs of aiiiiiOI 
underwater, betore a stann a~ercilessly sweeps a-_, 

the burden of teachil'\9 them is heavy. it's 
common for a storm of pop-up text boxes and 
demands for specif1c actions to obtrusively 
punctuate the first mrnutes of a new game "it 
always amuses me because they feel hke 
hardcore garners trying to explain someth1ng 
to casual garners, and not rea ly knowmg what 
to say to them. • says David DoM of Free 
Rad cal Des1gn. 

1'1 some games th1s rnethod can Ja( w1th the 
overall mood, such as VIVa Pu'iata. whoch assaults 
1ts playe< With a blizzard of tops, awards and 
onstruaions m its ' irst half hour. Not only can 1t 
be confusing, b utot also belies the maon game's 
relaxed play1ng style. 

Many games make the player character a 
new recru1t ·equ nng tra nmg. an mcreasongly 
cloched way of putt ng the player through a 
borong bOot camp too. Call Of Duty 2's elegant 
soluuon IS to allow the boot camp to a·so say 
somethong of the Russ an so doer on Stahngrad's 
expenence by shoWing how ramshacklethe 
operat1on 1s - you ha~e to throw potatoes dunng 

~-----~-~~· 

''Tutorials feel Uke han:lcore gamers trying 
to explain something to casual gamers, and 

not really knowing what to say to them" 
Some games have a more shrewd approach. 

Halo famously asks whether a player wants 
inverted controls from w1thon the game's story by 
having a technician character tell Master Chief to 
look up and deriving the answer from their 
action. Half-L1fe 2, too, teaches some of 1ts 
controls and introduces its physocs by hav1ng a 
belligerent station guard tell the player to piCk 
up rubbish off the floor and throw 1t mto a bin. 

The exterior of Super Mario 64's cast le. a large playground 
full of the kind of dips and architecture that are perfect for 
t rying out your new camera. as well as wall jumps and stomps 

the grenade tutorial - and how green these 
soldiers were: a German attack quickly ends it, 
throwing you 1nto an intense battle. 

But wh1le contextualising tutorials into the 
game's narrat1ve can make them less jarring to 
go through, they can st1ll be ~rntatmg for many 
players. After all, few control schemes are 
markedly d1fferent from those already burned 
onto experoenced players' synapses. Yet even Halo 
demands that its players Jump through hoops to 
get through the first few m1nutes. 

"They JUSt have this lowest common 
denominator expectatoon and everyone has to 
do the same thong, • says Doak. "Really, what 
they should be 1s like a good teacher; they 
should look at what you're do1ng and tell you 
how to do th1ngs you're struggling with. The 
best thong would be to have something clever 
that works out what you're doing, but of course 
cleverness can be 1ts own downfall.· 

One of the most beautifully paced tutorials 
m a game is that in Civilisation, which doesn't 
need to be clever at all. it uses the structure of 



the game - the slow, measured progress of 
your civilisation - to do the teachmg for it. 
The complex1ty of what you're do1ng mcreases 
as your knowledge does, scaling from the ms 
and outs of estabhsh1ng your f1rst settlement to 
managing entire cit1es and armies. Crvillsation's 
seem1ng y effortless solution to mtroducing 
tself IS to let play, w1th a few po1nters here 
and there to expla1n the deta1ls, diCtate those 
f1rst minutes w1th 1t. 

lt's a characteri~tic Civilisation shares w1th 
Super Mario 64 and Ecco The Dolphm. which 
open m a playground n which players can 
develop the1r sk1IIS at the r own pace Both 
games had a lot to teach the'r players on 
release because they were both, 1n their own 
ways, d vergent from the~r contemporanes. 
Ecco's dr ft1ng sw&mmmg style and tncl<s had 
to be mastered before enter ng the Spike
Infested passages &n the rest of the game. 
And Super Mario 64 managed to successfully 
teach its players how to play games 'n a whole 
new d'mens&on 

Though these examples are all of games 
created over ten years ago, their freedoms still 
have much to teach modern ones And as Doak 
SdyS. perhaps our &ncreas&ngly mformat,on-nch 
word 1s making them even more relevant· "The 
1nternet generat on IS very good at very quiCKly 
p1Ck1ng up information from someth1ng that 
seems chaotic." he argues. "I often wonder 
when I play through those plodding tutorials 
whet er they' re bemg vvntten by old men." 

So maybe v1deogames should do a little less 
ha ndholdmg and trust m the1r players more? lt 
m1ght not make the challenge of designmg 
those opening mmutes any eas&er, but there .s 
nothng more compelling about a game ~ 
than the expenence of s1mp y playmg 1t. ~ 

Call Of Duty 1 took the decision not to open with the usual storming 
of a D·Day buch, onstead setting •tll the start of its thord chapter. 
~by then had amassed enough skills for them to M able to 
tackle a sequence that was as leth'l " the scenario should lw 



Edge's most played 

42 All Time Classics 

lt's when you start having 
arguments about the finer points 
of Koi-Koi that you realise that 
the train-journey time-killer has 
become an everyday obsession 
OS, NINTENOO 

Final Fantasy XII 

Bread? Water? The staples of hfe 
are now licence boards and gambot 
systems. ,And pretty, pretty colours 
Remember when lunch hours had 
something to do with eating? 
PS2, SQUARE ENIX 

Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion 

If only the game offered some kind 
of distinct conclusion it might just 
be possible to stop playing. Thank 
Sithis that Bethesda will not be 
releasing any more expansions 
360, TAKE· TWO 

Wherefore art thou Mario? 
Why he's so much more than a mascot 

ead a review of a Marto 
spin-off, and you're more 
than likely to find a run-

down of his famous careers- an 
increasingly tired laundry hst 
racing driver, plumber, doctor, 
umpire, etc. etc And th s month, 
with three Mano games on offer 
(Super Paper M a no, the OS sequel 
to Mario Vs Donkey Kong and the 
Wii's Mario Stnkers), there's more 
chances than ever to dust that list 
off and add another line. 

But just as familiar as that list is 
the assumption for the reasoning 
behtnd that 200-strong catalogue 
of cash-in t1tles. Nintendo puts 
Mane 10 games because it helps 
them sell. Consumers know and 
trust him, so hos presence, however 
incongruous. is a seal of quality. 
it's simple, rapacious profiteering 
by a company smart enough to 
know that if 1t wants to keep 
milktng Its cash plumber, it'd better 
take good care of the games it 
exhibits him in 

But what if that's looking at it 
backwards? What if t he big 
difference that Mario being in a 
game makes isn't to us consumers, 
but to those designers? Imagine 
just how much would change 
about your design document if 
Miyamoto wandered in and 

changed that one word about your 
game's hero, scormg out the name 
you'd g•ven hom and writing in 
those five magiC letters. 

Just hke that. your game is 
lumbenng under a crushing weight 
of expectatiOn Just like that there's 
an encylopaed•c cast of characters, 
rulesets and •n-Jokes to draw on. 
Just hke that, the simplest action 
has to deliver the k•nd of infectious 
happiness that Mario brings to 
moving through his worlds. Just 
like that you know how everythmg 
must look. Your sound effects: 
bomgs. your currency: coins. Just 
like that you're des•gning for one 
of the most varied demographics in 
the world. Just like that you have 
to measure every inch of your 
game against the best ever made. 

Of course, that's rarely, if ever, 
the way round the decision gets 
made. Nmtendo is far too savvy
and that tnitial analysis far too 
close on the money- to be making 
impulsive decisions about where 
to deploy its single most valuable 
asset. But rather than wondering 
how many B·list games have 
tarnished Mario's reputation for 
players, we should perhaps be 
wondering how many 0-list games 
his presence has elevated 
much closer to greatness. 

84 Super Paper Mario 
Wll 

86 Prince Of Persia: 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

92 

93 

93 

Rival Swords 
W1i 

Mario Strikers: 
Charged Football 
Wil 

Boom Boom Rocket 
360 

Mario Vs Donkey Kong 2: 
March Of The Mmis 
os 

Tomb Raider: Anniversary 
PC. PS2, PSP 

Shadow Hearts: 
From The New World 
PS2 

Honeycomb Beat 
os 

Final Fantasy Fables: 
Chocobo Tales 
os 

Cooking Mama: Cook Off 
Wll 

Superbike World 
Championship: SBK-07 
PS2, PSP 

Edge I SCOflllg Sj'$tem exp a ned 
I • one 2 • I'M! 3 = three 
4 a four. 5 • ft\e. 6 • SI~ 7 a SE!\·en, 
8 • ~ognt 9 • n ne 10 = ten 
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A small ele~Mnt of the urtfully timed 
action moves from previous games' 
combat is retained in style points. 
awarded for waggling the Remote as you 
land on an enemy's head, and in the 
power·up techniques for items (above) 

84 

fter years of pat1ently expla1n1ng to 
fnends that 1t 1sn't a platform game, 
fans of the Mano RPG series are 

faced with a new challenge. While Super 
Paper Mario may f1rmly belong to that 
lineage that started on the SNES and has 
evolved through prev1ous Paper Marios 
and the Mano & LUtgl handheld offshoots. 
the tw1st 1n •ts ta e 1s that 1t 15 a platform 
game. And an RPG And a puzz e game 
And an act1on game. Starnng Mario. And 
Lu1g1. And Peach And Boswer Set m the 
Mushroom K1ngdom And outer space. And 
alternate d1menS10ns. In 2D And 3D. W1th 
conventional controls And motiOn-sensing 
controls. Perhaps fans of the senes are facing 
more than one new challenge. 

Super Paper Mano's ma1n evolut1on 1sn't, 
as you m1ght expect for a game that started 
on GameCube and graduated toW '• 1n 1ts 
controls. Instead, the real shift 1s tn 1ts 
combat. Where the ser es once took RPG 
conventions fa,rly seriously, reqwmg Mar o 
to line-dance. wa1t h1s turn and pick hts 
attack off a menu. 1t now lets him return to 
his head-stomp1ng instmcts. Although ttems 
and temporary stat-boosters can be called on 

it's a game w1th literal hidden depths. 
as digging down into the hub city of 
Flopside reveals a minigame palace 
(above). as well as side-quests like a 
Pok~mon·inspired card capture system 

The 20/30 switch means that what look like identical pillars 
(above) are revealed as a set of statues (top). Use the 30 
footholds to get to the top, and then swap back to hop across 

from h1s Inventory. run-and-jump basiCs 
preva1l But tf 1t doesn't quite feel like an 
RPG any more. nor does it quite feel like a 
platform game SPMs centra 1nvemion -
that 1ts 2D levels can be skewed 1nto 3D. 
pulhng the camera round beh1nd M a no to 
et you look ahead rather than just stde-on 
-makes 1t a game of cunous exploratiOn 
and lateral thmkmg rather than l1ghtn1ng 
react1ons and pixel precision But 1t 1sn't qu1te 
a puzzler. either: although it takes much 
longer for the wow factor of the perspective 
shift to fade than you mtght th1nk, there's 
little need to move beyond the bas1c rule of 
thumb that sees you sw1tch1ng to 3D 
whenever you seem stuc~. 

And that hodge-podge of styles 1s 

they feel mismatched - a rag-bag of styles 
lackmg a coherent VISIOn 

A similar theme runs through the 
gameplay. SPM's story. which pokes wry fun 
at the Mario trad1t1on by seeing Bowser 
kidnapped alongs1de Peach, and the pnncess 
summarily rescued by an unseen hand and 
dropped at Mario's feet, calls for four heroes 
to save the day. These can be swapped at 
w1ll, and each has a spectal abthty, h<e 

~ The game throws caution to the windsJ with cubist 
"-"'11111111111 enemiesJ monochrome dimensions with Spirograph 

starsJ Bbit nostalgia and equations in the sky 

reflected m the visuals. The last Paper Mario 
game, the GameCube's Thousand Year 
Door, was stunningly beautiful in places. 
tak1ng a slightly avant-garde approach to 
Mane's trad1t1onal settings, but Super Paper 
Mano throws caution to the w1nds, With 
cub1st enem1es, monochrome dimens1ons 
wtth Sp1rograph stars, 8bit nostalg1a and 
equations 1n the sky. Each artistiC 1ndulgence, 
m and of tself, IS laudable -1t's a rare treat 
to see games shake themselves free of 
tradttion w1th such abandon. But together 

Peach's umbrella float and Bowser's ftre 
breath. Whoever you play as. you're always 
accompanied by a little flying advtser, a Pixl 
called Tippi, who can offer adv1ce and clues 
as to where to go next Po1nt the Remote at 
the screen, and she becomes a spotJ,ght, 
freez1ng the act on as she expla,ns about 
enemies or ObJectS on-screen, and reveals 
h1dden blocks and 1tems. Nor IS she alone 
your journey unearths more Pixls, whose 
abthties let you float, stomp, bomb or 
hammer your way around levels, helping you 



it's been 20 years since game graphics ustd strooght bladt 
lines with such abandon. These spare frames (above) 
transport Mario to areas that even his giant. star·pc>Wfftd 
8bit self (right) couldn't reach. And the viswol joltes don t 
end there, as the bedroom of uber·geek Franos shows (left 

solve puules and tackle enem es t s cl 

flexible system. 1f a •ather cumbersome one. 
as you dip mto the menu to swap characters 
and then back m to swap Pixls and then 
again to swap back. it's rare for these 
adjustments to work as more than lock-and
key puules, although combat offers a ncher 
opportunity to improv1se. Indeed, the f1nal 
result IS almost more remmiscent of a Zelda 
game t!'lan a Mano adventure 

What IS 1ntact from previous versions 1s 
Paper Mario's w1t. it may have lost a little of 
its impact smce the delight and amazement 
of Superstar Saga's f luent iconoclasm, but it's 
stdl a treat to find such artful d1alogue and 
shameless gag-making, translated as ever 
woth except1onallla1r. The story •tself is a l1ttle 
flatter, start1ng to show the stra1n of how 
many t•mes 1ts been retold, even ·f •t's done 
with a knowing wink and a cheesy smile. 
But, cruc1ally, there's still no way of predictmg 
where you're going to go next, who you're 
go•ng to meet and what cheerful lunacy 
they're go•ng to spout. lt's what's always 
prov1ded the sense of adventure 1n a game 
wh1ch 1s otherwise gentle aAd welcom1ng. 
Stand1ng 1n front of the door to a newly 
opened world remains tangibly exCiting. 

S per Paper Mano wears 1ts hentage on 
ts s eeve there s no m1stak1ng the challenges 
t faced a ong the way in rts development 
the need to outdo a nch senes of games 
wh1ch had already outdone decades of Mano 
evolut1on. the long gestation and the 
resultong over-abundance of ideas. the late 
sw1tch from one console to another. But, 
Wh1le ot's a her.tage that'S produced 
someth1ng that sa I tt e rough around the 
edges, t's also produced someth1ng that's 
genuinely, wonderfully unique. Desprte how 
familiar its elements are, there's never been a 
Mario game qu1te like SPM. Indeed. there's 
never been any game qu1te hke 1t Charmrng, 
1rrepress•ble and invenllve, the fact that 1t 
never manages to blend 1ts ongred1ents 
smoothly together doesn't stop 1t bemg a 
toothsome p1ck 'n' mix of playful puules, 
famil1ar faces and unrestrained wh1msy. [7] 

<-~•11. wkQ1 do 40u 1hlnk? 
Con "fOU bre..a'th& no"'t? 

REVE~~ 

Jump, man 

For all its charms, there are a few 
elements of Super Paper Mario 
that are just plain bad. One is an 
unavoidable product of putting 
the game's paper cut-out, 20· 
style characters in a 30 space. 
Side on, they show up as 
awkward black slivers, and the 
game offers no rationale for why 
20 enemies are visible in 30 
space, but not vice versa (most 
enemies only pose a threat in 
their original dimension, but it 
still causes confusion). Another 
problem is that although nearly 
all the platforming challenges 
take place in 20. some are 
soluble - clumsily - in 30. Which 
means that, even if the game 
never requires it, you may have 
to deal with the momentary 
horror of playing a bad Mario 
platform game. 

Some of Super Paper M aria's simplest visual 
ideas are its most successful. The Tile Pool 
(below), manages to make a tranquil watery 
paradise out of the plainest coloured blocks 
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Falling for you 

'·.·.·~····. · ,, ''1t [;.-· 
r1:r f 

.:~.·: 

Many platformers have us~ the 
trigger buttons to centre the 
camera behind the player. Rival 
Swords doesn't, but more often 
than not you'll still find yourself 
squeezing the Nunchuk's Z button 
out of instinct when you want to 
change the view. This will, in fact. 
drop you from any ledge you 
might be hanging from at the 
time, sometimes killing you. lt's 
an indication of the control 
problems Ubisoft's designers 
faced on the Wii, and when 
coupled with the overly punitive 
fall damage, often serves to create 
a perfect storm of frustration." 
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olld, 1f formulaic, Prince Of Persia: 
The Two Thrones retained the series' 
strengths as a platformer with 

unusual poise and elegance. Parted to the 
W1i as Rival Swords, and taken as an 
1nd1cator of how N1ntendo's machine is 
cop1ng with 1ts regular d1et of refitted PS2 
and PSP titles, however, the overall effect IS 
slightly concerning 

And the matn problems are nght there 
1n the player's hands. After spending three 
games reftn1ng 1ts control scheme on 
standard JOypads, the Pnnce's flips and wall 
runs have a bumpy land1ng on the Remote 
and Nunchuk. For the f•rst few hours of Rival 
Swords. irritat1on rules the controls seem 
needlessly complex, and the odd mJX of 
gestura I and more trad1tional button input 
makes for a schizophrenic expenence that 
takes a surpns1ng amount of lime to get 
used to. 

Wh1 e 1t never fully clicks, 1t does 
eventually settle into a ktnd of familianty. But 
that can't solve the game's newly found 
camera problems. Mapped to the D-pad, 
w1th honzontal control also available by 

twisting the Remote Itself, the developers 
have done the best they can 1n the 
circumstances, but it's clear that the Wu 1s 
desperately lacking a second analogue stiCk, 
and the results rema1n counter-1ntUJt1Ve 
throughout the game. 

Combat, too, IS a chore While stealth 
kills feel far more v1sceral w1th the Remote 
than they ever d1d as OTEs, elsewhere the 
senes has traded button-mash1ng for a 
vanety of sw1ngs and shakes that can quickly 
descend tnto arb1trary fla I ng around Desp1te 
a engthy move I st, the best optiOn IS almost 
always to mtndlessly ratt e both controllers 
and hope the ba let c v1olence that ensues 
doesn't send you pranc•ng over the edge of a 
nearby cliff 

RIVal Swords certa nly •sn't broken. and 
there's still a lot of fun to be had from 
scurry1ng across Babylon's rooftops and 
leap•ng from p•llar to p1llar. But the Wi1 offers 
little ent•cement for a fresh playthrough, and 
1t's hard to ignore that the two years s1nce 
the release of Two Thrones have not been 
partteularly ktnd on 1t graphtes·w1se. There's 
also no avo1d1ng the fact that the game is 

now fairly unwieldy, and that death •s often 
a result of grappling with the tnputs rather 
than the enemies or the enVIronments. For a 
series tha t puts so much stock in grace and 
composure, the lack of an intuit1ve con trol 
scheme is hard to overcome. The Wii is tailor
made for Nintendo's new vocabulary of 
pokes, swings and spins. a natural eccentnc, 
it's at times like this. when it tnes to act 1n a 
normal fash1on, that it starts to look rather 
odd and out of place. [4) 

Wall·rvnning is as pleasing as it ever was, and button and 
gestura! input respond well to context. Beneath the 
controls. the game remains well·crafted and often clever 



ur European enthusiasm for football 
makes Mario Strikers: Charged 
Football a much more stgn1f1cant 

release than ·t m1ght otherw1se have been 
For starters, tt's that rarity from N ntendo, a 
European debut, With NTSC release dates st I 
unconfirmed And there's an even b1gger 
knock-on effect: wtth Pokemon Battle 
Revolution still unreleased outstde Japan, thts 
powered-up cartoon four-a-s1de soccer game 
becomes the first online W game m the 
western world. 

But for all th1s unexpected Eu•cxentr sm. 
Mano Strtkers (developed n Canada by Next 
Level, as was tts GameCube predecessor. 
known tn Europe as Marto Smash Footba '/) 
remains a defiant North American1sat1on of 
the sport: an aggressive, crunchy grudge 
match, all crash pads, exaggerated spec1al 
moves and double-f1gure score-hnes Th1s 
version goes to even further extremes by 
introducmg the Mega Strike. 

The captains' sidekicks-Toads, Shy Guys. Koopas and Boos 
to name but a few- all possess elaborate and funny single 
strikes to match the captains' Mega Strikes, as well as useful 
feints. They are well-balanced, but inevitably overshadowed 

Team captams- Mario, LUtgi, Bowser, 
Peach, Donkey Kong and co- can now 
launch a volley of up to six balls in a smgle 
aer al strike by holding down the B button 
for se~eral seconds Thts tnggers a m n1game 
nterlude f rst the str ker selects the number 
of ba Is and shot strength on a me:er, then 
the receiVer ta~es the part of the goal e. w1th 
a chance to block some or all oi the balls 10 a 
ftrstperson react1or> test, po nt ng the Remote 
at the screen to d rect h s hands 

On the plus s1de, the Mega Stn e does 
introduce a greater element of ns for the 
stnker, and a shot at survtva for the recerver, 
compared to the seemingly 1nev•tabie success 
of the one-shot Super Strike tn the 
GameCube original. lt also bnngs amazmg 
last-gasp recoveries within reach But tt's so 
powerful, and has such a dramattc effect 
on the score, that it comes to completely 
dom nate the game as well as breaking 1ts 
:astJ!OW\ng rhythm. There are plenty of 

other use'ul and enterta n ng tact1cs- ball
cnarg ng to ncrease acci.lracy, for example 
bu it tnto the game. bUI the Mega Strtke 
renders most of them pointless, and puts 
too great an emphasis on the team captam 
character This would be less of a problem 
if the automatic player selectton and AI 
formations weren "t so disastrously 
unpredictable, a shame in an otherwise 
polished and punchy knockabout 

Mano Strikers is a more balanced game in 
multtplayer, •t's true, especially w1th the very 
welcome optton to have two players per stde, 
both onhne and offline. it wasn't posstble to 
test the onhne mode before gotng to press, 
but use of the Friend Code system. regton
locked random matches and a global ranktng 
system have been conf1rmed. and there·s 
little reason not to expect a robust servtce. 

The eventful. mmutes-long matches and 
frantiC to-and-fro make Mano Stnkers a 
suttable curtain-ratser for onhne gammg on 
the Wii, but a balanced and deep extreme 
sports game this is not, lacktng the fine 
checks and balances of. say. EA's NBA Street 
it's a decent tnvestment for mult1player 
enthusiasts, but as Nintendo's hes1tant toe
d•ppmg n the online ocean goes, Mano Kart 
OS was a far more auspicious start. (6) 

As well as tackling with the 0-pad, you can 
hit players with a shake of the Remote. the 
joke being you can actually hit the player next 
to you on the sofa. A nice idea. but as with 
goal-saving it's another forced application of 
motion·sensing. and not responsive enough 

Strike one 

Although it's a much less 
appealing prospect in 
singleplayer, Mario Strikers: 
Charged Football does offer a 
reasonable amount of interest 
across two modes- the Road to 
the Striker Cup tournament 
career, and an engaging but too
small collection of character
specific challenges. The former 
features fairly extensive round
robin tournaments topped by 
knockout stages - still quickly 
despatched, considering the 
brisk matches, while that latter 
presents a variety of scenarios 
(first to score, come from behind 
to win, or win by a certain goal 
difference, sometimes with a 
man down or a dizzy goalkeeper) 
that also serve as introductions 
to the various captains, useful 
since you can't change teams in 
the cup campaign. There's also 
a good training suite, but the 
versus mode would have 
benefited from the ability to set 
up multiplayer tournaments. 
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Viz o visualise ' ' . 
' 

Those looking for an alternative 
source of musical psychedelia to 
Jeff Minter's Neon will be pleased 
to discover that Boom Boom 
Rocket includes an excellent 
visualiser. The options are slender, 
but considering the simplicity of 
what it's working with - rot ating 
explosions in different colours 
its timing and overall dynamic 
response are superb, and it's 
colourful without being brash. 
it's balanced by the pointless 
Freestyle mode, wh ich not only 
doesn't let use your own music. 
but enforces the original rocket 
patterns, only giving you freedom 
to detonate at will. A hybrid of 
these two would have been a 
truly excellent visual toy. 

~ 

\ ~ here was a fizz and crackle of 
' excitement around Boom Boom 

Rockers fireworks some time before 
they were let off. Here, at last, was a brand 
new Live Arcade game, not a port. with a 
pedigree that wasn't two decades old; here 
was Bizarre Creations' follow-up to the 
download service's scintillating opening 
starburst, Geometry Wars: Retro Evolved. 
Expectation quickly swelled that we would 
see the first second-generation Live Arcade 
title or, at the very least, an all-new 
scoreboard sensation to finally match early 
releases like Mutant Storm, Hexic and Marble 
Blast. Live Arcade, whilst hardly moribund, 
has been an enclave of retro reworkings of 
late, and strong original games with universal 
appeal have been in al l-too-short supply. 

Boom Boom Rocket does at least step 
into one of the less-exploited genres on 
Arcade - rhythm action. A simple DDR 
variant, it asks you to press face buttons in 
time with music, to detonate colour-coded 
rockets when they reach a line at the top of 
the screen. Good performance charges a 
bonus bar up to a 4x multiplier, at which 
point a temporary 16x bonus run becomes 
available, which, like Gurrar Hero's star 
power, will need to be carefully ttmed to 
maximise score. 

Endurance mode loops a song, speeding up as it goes. lt effectively shows 
that Geometry Wars' 'endless' design doesn't work in rhythm action and robs 
the song of its structure. which is what motivates the player in the first place 
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Rocket can be played with just the face buttons and thus one 
handed, although a two-handed approach (doubling up on the 
0-pad) might be advised in higher difficulty levels. Both of the 
360 pad's digital input options are a little too vague, though 

lt's an extraordinarily simple game, the 
only twist in its tail being the cunning 
exploitation of changing rocket speeds and 
parabolas to fool the eye. A .., ce touch, but 1t 
can't make up for the •ack of truly mterest•ng 
patterns or worse, •a'l lrv ngstone's awfu, 
music. Hollow. synthes sed class ea -uance 
'rem1xes' may very well be par for the course 
at '•reworks d1splays, but they have none o' 
the catchiness or the rhythmic snap and 
bounce good rhythm act1on games need, 
and most batter the life out of the:r t1meless 
original melodies. 

Of all genres of game, rhythm act1on is 
the one you would expect to des1gn itself, 
but a by-the-numbers example like Boom 
Boom Rocket proves that 1t IS nuances of 
scoring, pattern and structural design - all 
of which are metronomKally basic, or in the 
case of structure, entirely absent here - that 
set the good ones apart. Those and a good 

Ironically, Geometry Wars was by far the better firework 
display. That's partly because Rocket saves itself for the 
Bonus Run that smears light and colour across the sc.reen 

tune, obviously. Boom Boom Rocket gets 
plenty right: the three difficulty levels are 
perfectly pitched, scoreboard support is 
good, the inclusion of splitscreen multiplayer, 
endurance mode and a visualiser make it 
decent value, the sound effects are great and 
there's just enough visual gratification. But 
Boom Boom Rocket is marking time rather 
than feeling the rhythm, and that's not 
enough to set Live Arcade's skies alight. [5] 



oading up this sequel to the GBA's 
elegant original, you're braced for a 
little brand fatigue. And you're not 

disappointed: surprise is, the brand in 
question isn't Mario, it's Lemmings. 

Although the two games share the same 

goal- guide a troop of tiny toy Marios to the 
exit - they take a very different approach. 
Whereas the GBA version gave you control of 
Mario, and let him lead his effigies out, the 
DS version gives you control of a stylus, and 
lets you poke and stroke the toys into action 
directly. A sweep to the left or right will start 
them walking in that direction. a flick up will 
see them jump, a sharp tap brings them to a 
halt. Your task is to smooth their way 
guiding them away from enemies, into lifts, 
over spikes, through coins and finally to 
safety. But once you've started one up, it 
won't stop until you stop it, marching blithely 
into the jaws of death or off the tops of 
cliffs. So the challenge is one of rationing 
your greed. Will you play it safe - minimising 
your score- by chaperoning each mini-Mario 
to the door in turn, v1a the safest, shortest 
route? Or will you let each level's Intricate 
clockwork play out, and set your charges off 
on their journeys all at once, skippmg from 
one to another and timing their ex1ts to 
maximise your bonus multiplier? 

it's that lemming-like determination that 
gives the game its tactical edge and its 
potential, (or agonised frustration. Not least 
because it's contagious: lose track of one 
mini-Mario. and he may wander in to another 

Managing switchable water levels calls for a clear head 
and a fair bit of trial and error. Although pipes behave as 
you'd expect in a Mario game, it can be frustrating when 
one leads to an unexpected off·screen exit, causing a few 
frantic seconds' scrolling as you search for your charge 

you had prev1ously safely stopped. The 
col rs1on wll start them both moving 1n 

tandem, and whatever hazard you were 
trying to protect the solo Mario from will 
qu1ckly claim the pair. As levels become more 
intncate - colour coded switch puzzles, 
variable water levels, sticky walls and ceilings 
the Marios can climb - the potential for 
catastrophe becomes all the more real. But 
every level has a perfect solution lurking 
Within m, and the task of first uncovering 
that sequence, and then of successfully 
implementmg it, is continually alluring. 
Not, of course, that there's any need: all 
that's required to finish a level is to march 
one Mario home - no matter if the rest 
are squashed, shattered or drowned. But 
the fewer you rescue, the fewer will be at 
your disposal for the boss battles at the 
end of each stage. These repetitive and 
tiresome minigame-style encounters are 
the weak link in an otherwise extremely 
accomplished game: smartly thought out, 
handsomely presented and perfectly 
showcasing the combination of quick 
thinking and quick reactions we so often 

claim videogames encourage. (71 

The opening FMV gives the traditional Mario storyline a 
sly little twist. At the debut of their new toy lines. Donkey 
Kong takes rather a shine to the buxom brunette opening 
the festivities. When she falls for Mario instead, he 
retaliates by kidnapping her. Well, what else could he do? 

The Dowser-beating minigame (above) which 
waits at the end of each world is the only bit 
of the game that feels like a bolted-on os 
extra. The game's main levels (left) do little to 
betray their GBA heritage, in looks or controls 

Block building 

-------~ ~ ~ A 4 A ~ ~ ~ a • 

There's no disguising March Of 
The Minis' class, from the crisp 
practicality of its menus to the 
generous way each level's clock 
doesn't start t icking when you 
start looking around, only when 
you start playing around. Indeed, 
it's exactly what you've come to 
expect from Nintendo's own 
software. But an adaptable and 
well-presented level editor 
especially one where the results 
can be shared over wifi - is the 
kind of bonus you've come to 
expect to be absent from 
Nintendo's games. But here it is, 
offering as ever the harshest of 
game design masterclasses, as 
your own efforts prove again 
and again to be ham-fisted and 
fragile where those that ship 
with the game are as robust as 
they are elegant. 
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Bad manors 

As with Legend. the Crofts' 
stately home is available as a 
combined tutorial and bonus 
level. Cleverly, areas of the 
building that appear in Legend 
are still under construction in 
Anniversary's version - but the 
scaffolding and packing boxes 
make for as good an assault 
course to hone your skills. 
Unfortunately the unfinished 
nature of the house is mirrored 
by a large number of glitches and 
bugs - Lara will clip through walls 
and encounter invisible blockades 
- often frustrating your attempts 
to solve an already cruelly 
difficult puzzle. 
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en years pass, e~eryone gets a lot 
older and a hnle WISer. Except Lara 
Croft who, very w1sely. hasn t aged 

at all. Pay1ng heed to the cnt1C1sms that have 
dogged the franchise over the mtervenmg 
years. Eidos has tried to recapture those 
halcyon days before Tomb Raider became 
diStracted by motorcycle chase sequences, 
before the focus of the series was diluted by 
a larger arsenal and leg1ons of armed foes, 
and before it drifted away from the cool, 
method1cal thrill of exploration. 

Taking the engine used for Tomb Raider 
Legend, E1dos has revisited Lara·s very first 
outing, remodellmg the environments and 
bnngmg the graph1cs up to a standard 
comparable w1th •ts closest PS2 competitor, 
Pnnce Of Pers1a The effort is commendable 
even for last-generatiOn technology; the 
chunky cubo d-heavy world that we found 
so evocauve n 1996 has been transformed, 
return1ng to 1t a sense of g oomy grandeur as 
you scale and penetrate the ancient halls of 
dead civilisations. 

However, t's immediately apparent that 
beneath the graphical enhancements the 
ong1nal game remams to a large extent 
unaltered and surpnsingly, despite ten years 
of increasmg expectations. 1ts charms are 
mtact. Perhaps we haven't come as far as we 
like to think. The story, just as it was in the 
onginal, is certainly no less sophisticated than 

the p1tu1tary nonsense of Gears Of War. 
Equally, 1n terms of the adual mechan1cs of 
play, Legend's emphas1s on physics-based 
puzzles has been eschewed to no ill-effect 
in favour of the platform challenges of the 
original. Anniversary relaxes into a more 
pens1ve pace than recen t Tomb Raider games 
- to describe it as quaint would sound 
derogatory. but the sense of taking on the 
enwonment, alone but unint1midated. is 
something rare amongst today's adrenaline
addicted b1g-budget releases. 

Lara's repertoire of moves IS a little 
expanded over the ong1nal, and the 
challenges are su1tably tweaked to 
mcorporate them A grappling hook IS one 
such addition. but unlike the others 1ts 
mtegrat1on feels unnatural and faulted lt's 
not the only fly 1n the Ointment - the enemy 
AI 1S as bas1c as ·t has ever been. and wh1le 
there 1s a certam nostalg1c delight •n the fact 
that they are httle more than mob le hazards. 
stand1ng on a small ledge JUst out of reach 
and shootJng them for mmutes on end never 
becomes especially sat1sfy1ng 

lt 1S, however, in keep1ng with E1dos· 
rem1t to loyally recreate the ong,nal 
expenence- a miSSIOn statement announced 
in the deCISIOn to return Lara to the costume 
and proportions that first made her an icon 
Perhaps this is where 11 all went wrong - a 
preoccupation with fleshing out Lara Croft 

The plot-llea.y cutscenes return. this ti!M in~ngone and 
loolcing all the better for it. In addotion. Anmversary 
introduces cinematic action sequences wflido require you 
to suddenly press a particular button to escape from peril 

that failed to recogn1se that 1t was what Lara 
d1d, rather than who she was, that made the 
game spec•al. Anmversary may not ra1se the 
bar, as Tomb Ra1der d1d upon its release, but 
•t does make good on the mistakes of 
prevoous t1tles and revisits the ong1nal game 
on a way that recaptures much of what 
established it as a gaming milestone. [7) 

Although l<lra's attire and proportions regress from the 
more credible form they took in Legend, her facial 
animations maintain the sophistication of the later game 



fter two crit•cally encourag•ng, yet 
commercially stagnant games set 1n 

the dark gothiC locale of early 20th 
century Europe, Shadow Hearts developers 
lllaut•lus must have been desperate for a h t 
So for th•s. the th1rd and probably 1 na ) 
game in the ser es, •t's out With the old and 
•n with the Nevv World Uke the P lgnms 
before them, they've dec1ded to be9 n 
afresh, and so th1s ep•sode cu ':S a most a t es 
to the characters from 1ts prequels The dark 
edge is gone, and the oddball humour has 
been brought to the fore. The desperauon 
for success is palpable, and other RPGs have 
been ruthlessly stnp-mmed - the lead 
character Johnny; a 16-year-old a -Amencan 
has more than a touch of the T 1dus about 
him, the Stellar Charts nodal upgrade system 
resembles Final Fantasy Xs Sphere Gnd, and 

h•ghlmediumllow attack zones have been 
borrowed from Xenosaga 11 (although they're 
better Implemented here ndeed, apart 'rom 
the Judgement Rmg ere reactiOn-based 
batted a tnars a na "'la' o· ~e ser es) 
the·e really s ~ery In e on the sur. ace to 
dlsungu si\ thJS resolu:ely old scnoo and JUst 
pia old- t was :lrSt releaseo ~ 2005 n 
Japan >?PG from mnef, :-nore a :not ous • t es 

That sa o Nevv War. a IS a c ""IC t game 
;o os ,e E\ef)-~ g a::JO .. t ! screa:ns 
affab lrty - ra·ely o ""Ku:. easy to play, argely 
gr nd-'ree and pac ed Wltn o- tre wa 
humour Wh e t has an unden ably cheap 
•eel :o t ( ocat ons are sma and often 
repet.tve. CG 1s used spanngly. monsters lack 
1mag•nat1on, and at 25-30 nours rs 
surpns ngly short tne•e's a:~ abundance of 
charm as 1t sp1ns 1ts biZarre ta e of flame-

Losing your mind is a CODSlant problem. After each ba«le 
round your sanity iSP) count drops by one. Once at zero. 
your character goes beseri: and be<omes uncontrol!.ble 

TM fluible combo systtlft enables you to a .. t• and 
execute devastatong atudt plans. lt works well. although 
the ondt.ss amount of c:ustom1sation options for your 
nng. mag•c and ab1h1tes can be<ome a li« le wearying 

throw1ng Manach1s, b1sexual bikers, UFOs 
and a n1n1a called Frank. A real-world (albeit 
alternate· history} 1920s setting certainly 
makes a nice change from the usual sci-fi or 
fantasy trappings, and desp1te its gleeful 
anachron•sms (one belt IS descnbed as havmg 
a Bnt1sh punk rock look tn the game) 1t 
manages to capture the atmospher cs of 
locat•ons such as New York, the Canbbean 
and Rosv.e I, New Mex•co 

its a most patholog•ca ly unpretent•ous in 
1ts Jo.f1 good cheer, and the game's humour 
and brev~ty mean that almost anyone will be 
able to make t to the end Admittedly, this 
may not be enough for RPG fans spoilt 1n 
recent t mes by Square-En•x mega
blockbusters such as Dragon Quesc VIII and 
Fmal Fantasy XII; by companson Nevv World 
seems like the v•deogame equivalent of a 
d~rect to DVD effort. But somet•mes it's 
worth g1v1ng thanks for the smaller games in 
life From The New World is certainly no 
turkey, and you'd need to have a cold heart 
mdeed not to enjoy a game where you get to 
see a giant cat using Drunken Master kung 
fu to break AI Capone out of Alcatraz. [6] 

REVIEW~ 

Mechanics wise, things are much IN! SliM as 
in Covmant - in battle. your moves have to 
be activated by stopping a meter as it passes 
over the Judgement Ring dial. The closer you 
get to the red, the more powerful your atudt 

Cot Coin Cinema and 
Big Foot Bullets 

Every character in New World 
has their own side-quest which 
will level up their abilities - hero 
Johnny has to take photos of 
bosses, shaman Shania has to 
collect statues. and Mao the 
gangster cat has to collect Cat 
Coins (in order to fund his 
movies at Purramount Pictures). 
Best of all, Native American 
Natan upgrades his Gun-Fu by 
trapping mythical beasts in urns. 
Once he's found a spot where he 
thinks a beast might be hiding 
(illustrated by a meat icon), he 
must lay down the appropriate 
bait to attract his monster. Once 
the monster arrives (like the 
invisible sasquatch that isn't 
pictured above) it must be 
defeated in battle and stored in 
an urn. Only then can it be taken 
to spirit leader Nvwoti's tepee to 
exchange it for an upgrade. 

9 1 



here's a point that comes in 
OS ownership, a po1nt after 
whteh you'll never feel qu1te 

the same about the machine again. 
For some tt came with One Line Puzzle. 
for others wtth Brain Training's 
memory tests, and for some 11 may 
come w1th th1s: 1t's a game that 
teaches you what the end of your 
stylus tastes like. 

Honeycomb Beat is an age-old 
puzzle proposition. Tapping a hexagon 
causes 1t, and the circle of t1les that 
surround •t. to fhp, chang1ng colour 
The goal, as ever tn the homogenous 
world of videogames, is to get the 
colour to match. The devil1s in the 
chatn reacttons that the interlocking 
circles of tiles produce- it's all too easy 
to end up chasing one rogue tile all 
round the board, ruining your hard
won progress as you go. 

The game comprises a Puzzle 
mode, whtch faces you off against 
dozens of prepared conundrums. each 
with ~ hmtted number of moves 
avatlable, and a Survival mode. Thts is 
more Tetris-inspired, asking that you 
clear the filling screen line by line. 
Jumping into the latter wtthout 
spend,ng tome tn the former ts hkely 
to result tn almost instant defeat. 

Although this may look to share a 
great deal tn common wtth countless 
other colour-match puzzlers. your four
sided insti nets count for little in this 
six-sided world. But spend too much 
ttme in Puzzle mode and you're I kely 
to emerge wtth a headache, as wel as 
the nasty tang of chewed stylus tn 
your mouth. The harder puzzles are 
f1end1sh, looking straightforvvardly 
1mposstble at first. second and often 
tenth glance, only yielding to painfully 
careful thought or exhaustive tnal and 
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The dozens of pre·prepared puzzles can be 
fiendish enough in themselves, but the option of 
dragging modifier icons on to tiles. changing the 
pattern with which they flip. enables high scores 
just as surely as it does enormous headaches 

error. The tntroduction of speoal t.Jes, 
which automattcally change colour 
after a certatn number of taps, or 
modifiers, which make the flip chatn 
reaction spread out tn stra ght I nes 
rather than circles, only ups the stra n 
But once your bra n starts see ng the 
patterns that Puzzle mode teaches. 
progresstng beyond an rtadvertent hne 
or two tn SuMval mode becomes an 
attatnable goal 

Sadly, Hudson's efforts to liven up 
what's an inevttably stenle-lool(lng 
game have faoled badly. The top-screen 
visualiser tS somply ugly and the tweaks 
to background and ttle-colour are a 
nice touch but don't add any chansma 
Honeycomb Beat remains a 
proposition that's satisfying but 
flavourless- something you may find 
yourself thtnktng about your stylus. [5] 

lt's a long way from beong a pretty game, but a 
range of biKI<drops ond a choice of tile colours 
and top-screen vosuahser at least offer some 
variety of uglintis. Your early efforts are likely to 
be rewarded with a brain rating of a fly- a rather 
cruel take on Professor Kawashima's comparisons 

Developer Hand sometimes goes for melodrama, 
inducing just slightly fewer cringes than the gags. 
There's none of Nintendo's in-joke deltntis Mre 

hocobos have always seemed 
somewhat unnecessary. 
fhghtless birds bred mostly for 

transportation in a world that has 
wtdespread access to atrshtps Games 
where chocobos occupy the lead role 
tend to be Similarly unneeded -
additions to genres done to death and 
back, reeled out for quick cashflow tn 
Square's qu,et penods. 

Chocobo Tales makes a more 
substanttal effort. The look -a 
combtnatton of Fmal Fantasy Ill's cheery 
polygons and crayoned- n pop-up 
book spntes- appeals instantly. as 
does the musocal score: a medley of 
tunes 'rom familiar series entnes. 
rejlggered and resynthesised for 
maxomum tweeness. it's all a ntce 
address towards one's inner child, at 
least unttl the minigames start 

Taking thetr names from fa try tales 
(The Boy Who Cned Leviathan, Mont 
Red Rtding Hood). these mtnigames 
are built around the inane tasks that 
charactense the lower tiers of OS 
development. Too often, the 
minigames in Chocobo Tales are 
nothing more than crippled forms of 
better games. Titan and the Beanstalk 
is Kirby. Power Paintbrush. mtnus the 
speed, the precoston, and the fun. The 
Three Lrttle Ptgs rs Pac-Man Without 
walls: a textbook premise for an 
unpleasant time. 

The pretty basic minigames (above) are bland, 
and the worst, such as Pot Luck, are based on 
blind, dumb chance. So are the best. sadly. 
They're fun with four peopl., but what isn't? 

lt's a shame, because the Card 
Battle subgame. whtle s1mple. tS 
actually QUite a btt of fun. Cards, 
collected around the map, are used to 
send Pokemon-esque monsters into 
battle. it's sadly under-utilised, coming 
up only rarely, and only after marathon 
minigame tedium. The story, while 
botchtng all attempts at humour 
("pretty fly for a whtte mage, • 
anyone'), ts cute and mostly 
unpretenttous. The multiplayer, which 
ts great fun in Card Battle mode, is 
enough to make a few of the 
minigames worth playing. 

Mtntgame collecttons make great 
stagtng grounds. At thetr peak, games 
such as WarioWare and Rhythm 
Tengoku shoot off new game 
mechanics ltke model rockets, 
watching carefully what works and 
what falls back to Earth. Each attempt 
is a reach outwards towards somethtng 
unexplored The m1n1games here have 
none of that dnve. though. They're 
content to lie around and bury the 
finer elements unttl the game feels as 
inessential as its lead [4] 



ome will find the very idea of 
Cookmg Mama: Cook Off 
diStasteful, offering as it does 

more m1n1games, more of Wii at 1ts 
most basiC, and more distance 
between Nlntendo's new aud1ence 
and 1ts old one Though Friends And 
Food Of The World, a new t1me 
challenge event w1th a multinational 
cast of competing chefs, adds some 
spice to the ong1nal DS version, it's 
s\111 a stunnmgly straightforward 
game whiCh would happily sit next 
to Wil Sports or Play as a primer for 
gestura! control. 

W1th each of the SS d1shes broken 
1nto obv1ous preparat1on and cooking 
stages, there's little sense of 
contnvance 1n the m1mgames 
themselves. Depending on the rec.pe 
you m1ght have to pour, chop, crack 
open or peel the ingredients before 
working a pot, pan, whisk, oven or 
microwave. None of which IS 
particularly complicated- the s1mp er 
tasks are performed ent1rely as you'd 
expect, the more multifaceted 
reqwing you to perhaps t1.1rn a hea; 
dial up and down on demand, add 
ingred1ents by chckmg 1cons or arrange 
the ingredients so they don t spo I. 

From the humble to the demanding, Cook Off 
brings together a world of dishes. The techniques 
are often the same, but every so often you'll stuff 
a sausage. grind some meat or pound some rice 

Each stage IS scored and graded for 
speed and 'accuracy' oe'ore •~e very 
Engnsh Mama de e-s ner '.na vera et 

Cook Offs bold colours a no neavy 
f1es mean that t looks c~ee-:y no 

matter how :.s e..,ed w"etre• a 
componen~ .!SOp or cornoos te sme ly
VJSJon, the game has an e'"or-Jess 
charm, though tha: sn t recessar ly a 
good th1ng The supreme d ocy of 
Mama·s k.1tchen, for examp e. wr.ere n 
valuable time can be soerl cra:Jklng 
out fake foods Wlth W s oe:.~e olas-.JC 
cosh. makes thiS a terw.:t :-~g :xosoeG 
for both 'h€ ~ery young and 'or lovers 
of the Japanese ecce ~" But Cook 
Off lacks •ne \~ ; :o .. eep e1ther 
aud ence em.erta ned 

Too many of 1ts d1shes are mere 
rem1xes of the same simple techniques. 
Too many of 1ts taut t1me trials founder 
because of some quirk of the Remote. 
And too much of 1ts feedback 
compnses scores and grades where 
p1ctures- a massacred moussaka, 
perhaps. or crappy croquette - would 
at east have rased a chuckle. [5) 

Twoplaytr gamH sound great but often collapse due 
to • smgle miiNp St•rring's • particvlarly unreliable 
encif,a•our a bny top of the hand bringing it to a halt 

n the real world, the 
Superb '<e senes IS the slightly 
ess g amorous cousm of 

MotoGP_ and now, 1n the wtual 
wor d the Suoerb ke senes looks to 
be the slightly ess glamorous cous1n 
of MotoGP. The companson of a new 
kid on the block to such an established 
old boy might seem unfair, but SBK-07 
1s obv1ously unafraid of a head-on 
collision - lifting everythmg from the 
twin-stick control method to the 
appearance of cornenng arrows from 
its venerable competitor. 

Unfortunately, 1t often shows 1tself 
up m the comparison The career 
mode demands that you approach 
each trac< as a professional, mean1ng 
four practise sess ons plus a 'Superpole' 
paS1tlon deader oefore the warm up 
even beg1ns MotoGP at least offset 
th1s w1th the relat1ve anarchy of 
Extreme mode's street racmg, so 1n 
contrast SBK-Ol's alternat1ve of a 
simple quick race seems a little 
inadequate. lt makes the centre of the 
game tiring, to say the least, and the 
repet1tion over the relat1vely few tracks 
w1ll surely d1smay many poss1ble fans 
WhiCh makes 1t the greater pity that 
SBK-Ol1sn't all that bad once you're 
actually rac1ng: the tw n-stick handl1ng 
lends a degree of f1nesse to your 
constant braking and accelerating 
around the licensed tracks, wh1le the 
h1gher levels of AI provide a speedy 

REVEW~ 

58K.07sometimes can't dedde between the 
trackside dollybirds and the licensed riders- the 
main menu opts for a 50/SO split. And although 
the riders are fairly detailed, surroundings veer 
from an accurate Brands Hatch (left) to bland fog. 

challenge (despite sticking like glue to 
the r racmg lines regardless of your 
position). And bemg a l1censed game, 
1t may make the d1fference for fans to 
know that all of Superb1ke's riders, 
motorcycles and sponsors feature as 
well as unlockable umbrella girls and 
extra tracks. 

The fact that Milestone has a five
year licence for the Superbike senes 
(and 360 and PC vers1ons will follow 
later this year) encourages hope that 
this unspectacular but sound 
foundation will lead to a more 
substantial future effort. At the 
moment the experience certainly isn't 
awful, but nor IS 1t m any way 
exceptional - and up agamst the 
accomplished compet•Uon, that s1mply 
won't be good enough. (6] 

Needless to say, the bikes can look stunning from 
the appropriately dramatic replay angles, which 
allow you to relive inspired manoeuvres. The only 
minor flaws are the tyres which, compared to the 
chassis and driver, are bland and underwhelming 
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NIGHTS INTO DREAMS 
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As alive as everything else 
in its world, the soundtrack 
in Nights thrives on an 
amount of player input. 
The result of early 
experiments in dynamic 
game environments, the 
music that loops 
throughout each stage is 
influenced by the apparent 
mood of the various 
creatures (known as Pians) 
that populate them. 
Governed by an early form 
of the A·Ufe system found 
in Sonic Adventure, the 
Pians' mood causes the 
music to be chipper and 
upbeat if they're safe and 
happy, and the opposite if 
they're in frequent danger. 



As a 1996 Christmas present 
distributed on magazine 
covers, Nights was released 
as a substantial demo called 
Christmas Nights. lt takes 
the Spring Valley stage 
from the original game, 
adds a new course, and 
covers it all in snow and a "'""= ~
~~Ymber of unlockables 
some of which are 
dependent on your Saturn·s 
Internal dock. lt also 
includes a link Attack mode 
in which it is theoretJCally 
possible to keep a link in 
the Frozen Bell stage alive 
forever so long as your 
thumbs don't fall off. This 
was perhaps the most pure 
release for the obsessive 
perfectionist the game 
could offer. 



THE MAKING OF ... 
NODES OF YESOD 
lt's no surprise to discover that one of the oddest games of the '8os 
was created by teenagers with a penchant for sleeping under their desks 

FORMAT SPECTRUM/C64 PUBUSHER. ODIN COMPUTIR GRAPHICS DeVELOPER IN-HOUSE ORIGIN UK RHEASE DATE 198S _____ _ 





In a story that's become something 
of '80s coding folklore, the original 
Nodes Of Yesodwas rumoured to 
have been lost in a Microdrive crash. 
fotheringham (above right. with 
Odin director Marlc Butler and their 
work area below) recalls: "Colin, 
Paul Salmon and I had been working 
for days on maps and layouts. Paul 
had already started work on Robin 
Of The Wood so Colin and I had the 
task of completing the 256 screens. 
We worked like dogs for a week or 
so and then had a final push to 
meet a development deadline. We 
stayed up all night and finished the 
screens. it was about 4am and we 
were reviewing the maps and 
playing them though when the 
Sinclair Microdrive went nuts and 
ate the tape. We tried the backup 
but that was gone too." 

After this calamity the 
Microdrives were binned and the 
team moved onto Spectrum Disciple 
Drives with all the data uploaded to 
BBC development systems as an 
extra precaution. Although the 
entire map layout had been lost, 
Fotheringham and Grunes 
remembered much of their 
topography and spent the weekend 
doing the entire thing again. But 
Grunes notes ruefully, "I recall 
feeling the new version just did not 
live up to the levels that were lost. 
Stuart and I are the only ones who 
actually played them. • 



HEART OF YESOD 
Shortly after Odin's demise, 
Wetherill proposed a third 
instalment to the Yesod series, but 
much like Jet Set Willy 3 (or The 
Mega Tree) it came to nothing. All 
that's left of the proposal are three 
roughly typed sheets of paper 
setting out the premise for the 
game. Clearly inspired by The lion, 
the Witch and the Wardrobe and Mr 
Benn, it sees hero Charles 
Fotheringham-Grunes exploring 
distant lands via a portal In his attic. 
With four costumes to change into, 
incl uding his trusted spacesuit, 
Heart Of Ye sod was going to be a 
vertically scrolling platformer with a 
greater variety of enemies and 
environments and oblique 
references to other classic games 
such as Manic Miner and Heartland. 







One huge advantage possessed by Epic IS iu Integrated Partners Program (I PP). This 
makes full use of the engine's features and modularity by enabling smaller 
middleware companres to integrate their smarts into the Unreal Engine, creating a 
seamless production process for cltenu who choose to buy those extra componenu. 
As part of the deal the technology partners also have to make sure that they keep 
up-to-date with new versions of the Unreal Engine. making the process relatively 
painless for clients, as well as providing a huge commeKial opportunity for the 
smaller companies. To that extent. the success of Unreal Engine means the IPP has 
become a valuable secondary sales channel. 

At present there are 11 companies in the Integrated Partners Program. 
Technologies on offer include networking (Quazal's Render-Vous and Spark). physics 
(Ageia's PhysX), AI (Engenuity's Al. implant and Kynogon's Kynapse), facial 
animation and customisation tools (OC3's FaceFX and Digimask's Digimask). realtime 
lighting (Geomeric's Enlighten) and procedural content tools (IDV's SpeedTree and 

Allegorithmic's ProFX). Other included technologies are Bink video playback and 
Fonix voice recognition. 



Rein (above) is often annoyed 
that people think the Unreal 
Engine 3 is only good for 
making firstperson shooters. 
"People used to say we were 
just a FPS engine, but 
following Gears, at least 
we're a first and thirdperson 
engine. • he jokes. 

But his point is a sertous 
one. "People still say to me, 
your engine's not that suitable 
for our game, • he adds. For 
that reason, one cute onternal 
project at Epic saw a rough· 
and-ready golf game created 
using the Unreal Engine and 
assets from Gears Of War. 

·we were talking to a 
Korean publisher about using 
Unreal to make casual 
games," Rein reveals. "So we 
got an animator to make a 
golf swing for Marcus [FenixJ, 
and then a programmer took 
one of the Gears levels and 
added some mounds and stuff 
to make a course. Before you 
teed off, there was a preview 
of a hole just like Tiger Woods 
and then the camera went 
back to Marcus with his dub." 

Neatly, the game's 
grenade launching mechanic 
was used to aim and hit the 
ball. "lt was all done in 
UnreaiScript without changing 
any source code, and only 
took a day to do, • Rein says. 

Similarly he hopes games 
such as Artificial Studios' top· 
down melee title Monster 
Madness and Naked Sky's 
Xbox Live Arcade game 
RoboBiitz will start to stretch 
the imagination of publishers. 
"You can use Unreal for a 
puzzle game. a sidescroller or 
a golf game. Midway's using 
it for the next Mortal Kombat. 

I think that will help break 
the mould." 



Y
esterday, I finished Space Giraffe. That 
is to say, I finished all the Space Giraffe 
gameplay. A hundred levels plus bonus 

rounds all in and working. In reality though 
we've still got a few weeks' work to do on all 
the auxiliary stuff that's needed to get the 
thing through certification and actually out 
there, so it's probably going to be at least 
another six weeks to two months from the 
time of writing this until the game actually 
appears for clownload on XBLA. 

In truth it's pretty much all there -
leaderboards work, pause mode brings up its 
relevant menu and all functions behave as they 
should, you can quit to Arcade like you should, 
and such - anyone looking at the game would 
1>ee it for what it is, a completed and fully
working XBLA title. But the scrutiny needed 
to get through the milestones of Microsoft 
certification is much more pernickety than just 

At some point in the next few weeks it'll 
go up on Partnernet, where all the upcoming 
XBLA games go to hang out for a while (which 
is how I was playing the jetpac remake while 
people on the net were still only speculating 
as to the possibility of its existence) and that 
will be an interesting time for me to be 
watching the leaderboards, as at that point a 
lot of other developer' and journalists will be 
able to get their hands on my precious baby. In 
fact, leaderboard-watching is going to be a 
source of some fascination, not only at that 
time but also when the full game goes out for 
real. Really wrinpng the best scores out of the 
giraffe demands from players an understanding 
of how the game work,, and specifically an 
understanding that it is not just Tcmpe$t all 
over again, since Tempest techniques don't 
really get you a lot of points, whereas the new, 
Giraffe-specific one' do. It"ll be intriguing to 

You have to trap out every eventuality, even those where yo 
might think: 'But surely no id1ot would ever try doing that! 

a few goes and an acknowledgement that it 
~eems to be OK - there are documents which 
detail hundreds of specific behaviours to which 
the title must conform; and so the next two or 
three weeks will be spent by us studying those 
documents in minute detail and making sure 
the game is properly compliant in all respects. 

Then there's beta testing to be done, and 
checking for bugs (of which, thank Coat, I 
don't think we have too many seriow, ones; 
neither I nor any of the alpha team has seen 
a genuine crash bug in several week~ of 
gameplay), so hopdully anything that does 
~how up will be along the lines of minor 
tweaks and fixe~> rather than de'>perate and 
gnarly debug runs. 

see how quickly players cotton on to that. 
I've never had the opportunity to be able to 
observe live and in realtime how player., all 
over the world are doing on a newly-released 
game. Really looking forward to that bit. 

These next few weeks are probably going to 
be simultaneously the worst bit and the best 
bit of the development - worst, becau'e te<;t 
and certification are never particularly fun, 
given that you basically have to submit your 
game to people who will scrutinise it and 
nitpick at every little detail; the creative work 
is over and now you just have to deal with 
people effectively moaning about all ~orts of 
little things. But that's just normal when you 
work on a console. It's not like on the PC 

where you can just chuck out a file in any 
~tate you see fit. Con~ole titles have to behave 
flawlessly despite the fact that they might 
have a button-mashing clueless idiot holding 
the joypad. You have to trap out every 
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eventuality, even those where you might think: 
'But surely no idiot would ever try doing that!' 
because you can be damn certain that some 
idiot out there definitely will try doing that. 
All those checklists and requirements aren't 
just there to provide hassle to the 
programmers - it's because Microsoft knows 
full well that someone out there will try 
holding down three buttons whilst holding 
their breath and simultaneously unplugging 
the network cable and their memory cartridge 
whibt standing on one leg on the third 
Tuesday of the month, so your game better not 
fall over when they do. 

For all that this part of the process is 
largely comprised of Mress and tedium in equal 
measure, it's also quite a good place to be, 
because you know that the real challenge -
that of actually designing and implementing 
the game - is over now, and tllis last I ittle 
period of intensity signifies the proximity of 
the end, of actually being completely finished, 
reaching the goal that through month~> and 
months of development just seemed like some 
distant time somewhere in the future, never 
sure when exactly it would be. 

It's a nice time of year to be finishing a 
project, too. It's just ~tarting to turn a bit 
spring-like, and the promise of a few weeks 
of no work and no pressure, and being able 
to just sit outside with the sheepies and 
enjoy the sun and the lowly countrysidt- of 
Wales is very appealing after months and 
months spent trogloditic and hwKhed over 
a compiler. 

]<[( Minttr is-the,.......,fo-u-nd-. -, o""'f_U_K-cc:>dtshop llamaso{r. "·hose 
mon rtcent projeft wos XOOx 360 ·s onboard audio visualiser 



WHEN WORLDS COLUDE 

A t a Second Life event in mid 2005, I 
attended a virtual party. On one virtual 
wall was a live video feed from a real

world party in a San Francisco building that 
looked t he same. In the real world, a video 
screen played the image from the virtual event. 
Virtual worlds are entering a new phase, coming 
to grips with the realities of commerce and 
industry. At the same time, as real -world 
business gets to grips with virtual worlds, the 
two seem to be drawing closer - in ways like 
the virtual and real party, or the World Of 
WarCraft fan who wired up a treadmill via USB, 
so to run in his gnome shoes he had to move 
forward in the real world too. And now, for the 
first time, a full graphical virtual world can be 
accessed from a mobile phone. 

Sulake Corporation, which developed the 
virtual world Habbo Hotel, had planned a 
mobi le Habbo client almost from the beginning. 

members. By some measures, Habbo is one of 
our largest virtual worlds, with 74 million 
characters created to date, in 2.9 countries on 
five continents - and an enviable revenue of 
€28.5 million(£ 19.3 million) in 2005. Right 
from the start of development in 2000, they 
began mobile development alongside the PC 
client and their micropayment system, but it 
wasn't until 2003 that they realised Nokia's S6o 
platform was capable of a more complete Habbo 
Hotel client. "In 2004 we developed two 
prototypes for S6o in which we solved most of 
the user interface and network communication 
issues. But unfortunately S6o smart phones 
and Habbo's target group don't match very well. 
Teens don't have these fancy phones. And you 
can't do a virtual world with mobile Java and 
low-end phones, Karjalainen told me. 

Now, though, the terrain is changing, with 
lower-end Java-capable phones almost at the 

The next phase in the early growth of virtual worlds seems to 
be to re-integrate the real, to bring the two more closely into line 

In 1999, two Finnish friends, Sam po 
Karjalainen and Aapo Kyrolii, made a web
based application called Mobiles Disco for their 
friends' band, which proved popular beyond 
their expectations. In partnership with the 
Finnish ad agency Taivas, the pair began to 
work on a commercial project, launched in 2000, 
which they christened Hotelli Kultakala - in 
the UK, Habbo Hotel. It was an isometric 2.5D 
world, where users could hang out, swim, dance, 
drink, attend seasonal and celebrity events and 

- crucially for their teen market and the profit 
margin of the company - buy furniture through 
micropayments, including mobile phone billing. 
By the end of 2004 there were 16 Habbo Hotels 
in four different continents and 160 Sulake staff 

point where they can support a mobile virtual 
world client. The quest ion remains, t hough, 
whether such mobile access points to virtual 
worlds were needed or desired. When we're 
moving around, we need to pay more attention 
to the real world. In that situation, do we need a 
window into our new connected electric lands? 

"One thing about virtual worlds remained a bit 
of a question: Are virtual world as desirable on 
mobile phones as on PCs?"Karjalainen says. 

"Mobile phones are usually used in situations 
where there's other things around you begging 
for attention. And mobile apps are used for 
shorter periods. On the other hand, realtime 
virtual worlds require full attention. Your 
attention can kind of be either in first life or 

second life, not in both. So question is how 
does the change of context affect the use of a 
Habbo-like virtual world?" So, in December 
2006, Sulake released Mini Friday, a Habbo 
Hotel-style client for a mobile phone. At the 
moment, Mini Friday is still a reduced version 
of Habbo. You can buy a drink, dance, sit and 
chat, and that's about it. 

Still, as an experin1ent, Karjalainen sees it as 
an early success. Without any Mini Friday 
promotion, in three months they have 10,000 
registered clients. To solve the problem of Mini 
Friday's overpopulation, there is a basic room 
system, with each visitor allocated to a random 
numbered room; you can ask the bartender to 
tell you which room a friend is in. By my own 
straw polls, most are from nort hern Europe and 
Russia; l spoke to three Russian web developers 
on the Mini Friday danccfloor. 

Our journey into virtual worlds so far has 
been about conquering geography, replacing it 
with something that more closely fits our 
desires. The whole initial purpose of virtual 
worlds was to ensure t hat where you were in the 
real world didn't matter. The next phase in the 
early growth of virtual worlds seems to be to re
integrate the real, to bring the t\v-o more closely 
into line - and mobile virtual worlds may be 
crucial to this shift. "I think virtual worlds are 
becoming really mainstream;' Karjalainen says. 

"Sony's Home is one example of this. There will 
be more browser-based casual virtual worlds as 
well. Virtual property economy will expand. 

"At the same tin1e the novelty value can wear 
off. The actual motivations for using them and 
what you do inside them will become more 
important. I think the boundaries of real and 
virtual worlds can mix. If augmented reality 
technologies move forward, virtual worlds can 
truly mix with the real world." 

Tim Guest's book about virtual u:orlds, Second Li..,es, will Jx~ 
publishtd by Hut(hinson in April. Visit him or rimguesr.ner 



A
wise man once said that nothing ever 
la~ts for ever. Admittedly, he also said 
"C-c-c-cucumber, c-c-c-cabbage, c-c

c-cauliflower, men on Mars, April showers, oh 
oh oh oh': so maybe he was in actual fact a 
semi-literatl' knob-end. Nevertheless, change is 
at hand, and you'd better get used to it. 

VVho, back in 1992, could have predicted that 
the glorious Sega empire wouldn't last a billion 
years? Who, back in 1979, would have believed 
that within a decade Atari would be all but 
hobbled, or that home computers would stride 
past consoles as the gaming format of choice? 
Who could ever have foreseen the hilarious fall 
of Commodore, or the formerly glorious 
computer giant's inept attempts to shore up its 
failing business with a series of increasingly 
desperate fumbles for the zeitgeist' 

But that's the games industry for you. The 
ont' con!>tant is that it's constantly shifting. The 

also have something ever so slightly to do with 
the fact the "r('cord-breaking" PS3 hasn·t exactly 
set the gaming world ablaze as they'd hope ... 

Now, I'm no business expert - in fact, I'm 
some sort of big, drunk, idiot - but I've always 
felt that the games industry was run by people 
who didn't really know what they were doing. 
I'm not going to pretend for a moment that 
I'm some great gamin!( guru, but in most cases 
I've found it pretty easy to predict when we 
were on the verge of another epoch-making 
balls-up. The reason I've found it pretty easy 
is that the people who run the games industry 
keep doing really stupid things. In fact, there's a 
heritage of incompctencr that stretches from 
Atari suing Activision, to the 32X. pa:.t the 3DO, 
right up to the mbtake~ of the modern era. 

Couple that to the fact that hardware and 
software is rendered obsolete ~ery five or six 
years, and you're faced \\ith an indu~try built 

'Nith the costs of developing for the new super-consoles so high, it's 
unrealistic to make a single format title and expect to make money 

balance of power moves and, from time to time, 
there's a mass extinction event wherein lots of 
people lose their jobs. Or, at lea!>t, are bought 
out by ~oftwarc giant~. and get forced at 
gunpoint to make cheap and cheerful collect 'em 
ups based upon lacklustre animated movies 
starrin~-t. l dunno, anthropomorphic pies. 

As I write this, business pundits are 
predicting that the next collapse of the games 
industry is imminent. Indeed, SCEE has just 
informed its btaff to expect redundancies as it 
prt•pares to face up to the challenges ahead. 
Specifically, the challenges presented by 'a 
period of transition where some of the 
fundamental~ of our business are changing: 
Although, y'know, it might probably, at a push, 

upon a bedrock of boom and bust. Part of the 
problem is that there seems to be a collective 
madness among the console giants - the hard
won, quiet dignity of Nintendo aside - to be the 
biggest, the noisieM, or the most expensive. 

The race to have the mo:.t powerful hardware 
has always struck me as not merely a game of 
willy-waving one-upmanship, but actively 
counter-productive from a business perspective. 
I mean, Sony and Microsoft arc losing hundreds 
of pounds for every console they st-11. Who 
would be stupid enough to enter into a market 
where that happens? 

Admittedly, when you've got a& much money 
as they have you can afford to take risks - and 
we shouldn't forget that, unlike previous market 

leaders, neither Sony nor Microsoft have all 
their eggs in just the videogame basket - but 
the people who suffer, much as they did the last 
time the market crashed, are the foot sol~icrs; 
the developers, and the small publishers. 

To wit: the people who make the games to 
play on the consoles that Sony, Microsoft and 
Nintendo have made. 

With the costs of developing for the new 
super-consoles so astronomically high, it's 
unrealistic to develop a single format tit le 
and expect to make money on it. For most 
developers and publishers the only way forward 
is multi-format strategy - as demonstrated by 
the all-too-familiar brands in the PlayStation 3 
launch line-up - but that just renders a multi
format market utterly pointless. 

'Jot only that, but it makes for a very 
insecure development environment. The only 
people \vith the security to develop innovative 
titles - step forward LittleBigP/anl.'t (it's 
innovative, yes, but I'm not convinced it'll be a 
breakthrough, format -defining hit) - are the 
ones nestled within the bosom of the hardware 
giants. And I don't know exactly how healthy 
that is. 

The PlayStation Network, Nintendo's Virtual 
Console and Xbox Live Arcade are doubtless 
the early blossoming.~ of the future of software 
distribution. Hopefully it'll grant some smaller 
operations the ability to release some novel, 
low-risk product that can keep them afloat 
while the big boys battle it out, but I'm certain 
that we're years away from a point where 
physical product is entirely done away with. Jt 
just isn't yet practical with the incumbent 
generation of systems. 

Still, Sister Change is the handmaidcn of 
the games industry, and there's no point me 
weeping about it. 

Mr Biffo eo-founded Digiriser. Chann•/4 ·, Tclrrtxr·bo~ed 
ddeogom~s S«tion. and nou· ~·ritts mainh-' for teoleodsJ'on 



ON ,JNE OFFLINE 
Choice cuts from 
Edge Online's 
discussion forum 

( bl no 
Anyone else interested in thi• 
one? It 's part Oblivion and also 
part WOW/ Guild Wars- it has 
a separate MMO segment. 
Oblivion has been the one to 
beat, I wonder if thi.~ will take 
it~ crown? 

More ore• and goblins? \Vhen 
will developers learn we're not 
all emo u-year-olds? 
l •tp 

I'd rather have more ores and 
goblins than more generic 
futurhtic FPSs. 

Personally, I'd rather have an 
'ores and goblins' game than 
yet another genericJRPG with 
the same old gameplay they've 
had since Final Fantasy I. 

~-, . 

\Vhy i• everyone saying I'd 
rather have generic gante 1 

(ores) than generic g;tme 2? 
My point is that I'm tired 

of cliched characters, which 
accounts for about 98% nf 
titles in devdopment. 
f ( 1n 
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Did Andrew Howlett and M arcus 
Waldock (E175) actually read Alex 

Westworth's letter (E174)? Because I 
think they missed the key issue that Mr 
We~tworth was raising: the Xbox 360 
isn't better than the Wii because the 
games look better. 

It's something I hear on a near day
by-day basis and it grinds on me too. 
Games consoles should be about the 
games. That's the reason we're here, 
that's the reason we bought our first 
console; we want to play games, good 
games that we'll play over and over! 

mailbag has agrt•ed wth Andrew 
Howlett than Leanne Bayley. Ht>re's 
hoping A lex Westworth stirs up as 
passionate a re~ponse in his pttpils 

• 
I can't go anywhere now without 
drawing little loops around trees. 

It's impossible to look at cherry 
blossom anymore without conjuring 
imagery of life erupting from the 
ground in tsunamis of vibrant colour. 
The ni~t sky has renewed significance 
as stars beckon "ith concealed patterns 
and the possibility of secret powers. 

"I can't go anywhere without drawing little loops 
around trees. The night sky has renewed significance 
as stars beckon. This is what Okami has done to me" 

OK, Mr Westworth did ~om~ hatin~ in 
his letter but he was illustrating his 
point (and ranting). The fact that this is 
the part of the letter you decided to 
focus your comments on render' your 
argument~ (as Mr Howlen state,) 
"childish insult hurling~ 

Personally I think Nintendo ha\'t' the 
right idea with the Wii, focusin!! on 
innovative gamcplay (they're certainly 
not clinging to the past). Keep it in 
mind that the Wii and PS3 are both new 
con~oles and have a lot of gro\\ing up to 
do. Give them a year and then see how 
big a 'market leader' the 360 is. 

I'm sure that Mr Westwonh wanted 
to get this off his chest in Edge because 
he was under the impression he would 
be among mature and knowledgeable 
readers. Instead his remarks were 
greeted with the same disregard you 
would expect of"stick thin pre
pubescent males~ 
Leanne Bayley 

It has to be said, in the int<'rest of 
balanced debate, that more of our 

This i~ what Okami has done to me. 
And this Is the first game in years my 
wife has expressed any interest in. 
Thirty hours into t he game, we're still 
booting up the PS1 with an air of 
anticipation. Stories unfold within 
stories, characters deepen, new 
challenges emerge - and it never feels 
forced. This is simply the most 
elegantly designed game I've played. 

It's really made me realise how lazy 
games have become. Sim after sim, gun 
after gull - suddenly these pursuits feel 
desperately immature, heavy-handed 
and Jacking in intelligence. Are most 
gan1es simply substituting real-world 
intelligence for the sake of better A 1 
and graphics at the cost of genuinely 
imaginative entertainment? 

I've played more than my fair share 
of shooters, jumpers and adventures -
but Okami is the first game I've ever 
played that's inspired a sense of hope. 
Amaterasu's quest to spread happiness 
and love while eradicating evil may 
sound a little lame in the current 
political climate, but in a world of 

people who sometimes appear to be 
losing sight of the simple joy of 
existence, Okami is a beautifully 
executed and gentle reminder of how 
games should be. Just a game? 
Dr Barry J Gibb 

There's no doubting Okamls place a~ a 
mile'>tone - giving a sense of hope for 
the evolution of games, if nothing !;'!se 

I've done a lot of bad things over 
the years in vidcogames, from 

shooting innocents in Splinter Cell to 
decapitating people with a single 
uppercut in Mortal Kombat.l've never 
questioned my actions in videogames 
until recen tly though. and it took a 
largely blood- and gore-less game for 
me to do it. 

I live in Japan, and largely that 
means following game plots is pretry 
difficult. I can play Zelda with a 
dictionary since the dialogue is all in 
text, but when it comes to Japanese 
voice-ovcrs, I can understand every 
fifth word if lucky. I generally find that 
most 360 game• come with the English 
language on disc, so with that in mind I 
bought Tomb Raider Legend. 

As it turns out, TRL doesn't have 
the English language on disc, just the 
Japanese voice-over dubbed on. Still, I 
reasoned, it doesn't take much to 



understand Tomb Raider, and I can st ill 
take in the platforming fun, surely? 

I was proved wrong about five 
minutes in. The first NPC Lara 

encounters in the game is a man 
walking around wear ing black. And I 
was told to kill him. In no uncertain 
terms, the tutorial in the HUD told me 
how to lock on and shoot him until he 
was dead. Even though it's something I, 
and most peop le have done cotmtless 
times in games, here, largely (I hope) 
because I didn't grasp the opening cut
scenes properly, I was left with a bunch 
of ethical questions. The !!3ffie wanted 
him dead. I couldn't choke him 
unconscious, or even knock him our 
with a kick, because you don't learn 
that until level 2 for some bizarre 
reason. With a heavy heart I did the 
dirty deed, but have found it difficult to 
come back to the game since. 

It's odd. Games have definitely 
become more graphic in their 
depict ions of violence, but if my 

Chrhtopher Charlton point.• out that just 
b«au•~ Tomb Raider Legend i>n't gory 
doe~n~t mean it ~hould be exempt from 
makins: a t"a'ie for the va1idity of its violence 

For all tht• talk of violence in games 
and the importance of context, it'~ 
amazing how often this simplt• litmus 
te t lS o~erlooked - and a reminder 01 

t I well worth this month's OS 

Compulsive lister that I am, I 
recently compiled my own top 

100 videog.ames for n o reason other 
than to keep my, elf entertained one 
aftc.omoon. The usual suspects wert' 
thc.ore (do an) Edge readers not have the 
~t>4\ Hol) Trirlity somewhere in their 

"Music, and creating music, appeals to a base instinct 
in the human mind. Games are in a position to 
exploit this. They can make the talentless talented." 

experience is anything to go by, more 
complicated ethically too. Back when I 
played any number of Ikari Warriors
esque shmups, the caveman 'me good, 
them bad' approach was enough, b ut 
now, I need something more. Splinter 
Cell Double Agent gets kudos for at least 
trying to ask important questions to 
test our tnoral fibre, although it really 
just boiled clown to basic resource 
management in the end. 

I don 't know. Am I not alone in this, 
or am I about to join jack Thompson on 
his moralis tic crusade battle bus? 
Christopher Charlton 

Barry Cihb finds a sense of hope in Okami, 
but will other games be able to build on it? 

top 30?), but of more interest were the 
number of games that in some way u1>e 
music as an in1portant theme. I always 
knew I was a bit of a rhythm action 
ju nkie, and a ~ure fire way of making 
me part with my ca~h is to stick the 
words Q Entertainment some\\ here on 
the back of the box, but the whole 
exercise did make me wonder why I 
love these games so much. Would 
Lumines, Rez or even SSX3 be half ,h 

enjoyable if music wasn't ~o hil:hly 
in tegrated in their make-up? 

Of course not. Music;, and creating 
music, appeals to a very base instinct in 
the human mind. Every culture, no 
matter how remote, has created sounds 
and arranged melodies to entertain and 
enlighten their communit ies, and also 
to create a sense of connectivity. Came~ 
are in a unique position to exploit thb 
desire. They can make the talentless 
become talented. 

As a child, I was e ncouraged to play 
a mu.,ical instrument but I always gave 
up after a number of weeks. Lumines 
enabled me to perform a techno 

Topic:: Augment<"<~ rc.11it) and 
it'~ gamin"' : c 

1 attended a tech demo 
presentation of augmented 
reality yesterday, and started 
to think about gaming 
applications. 

In the everyday world this 
can be used as a point and 
click device, you point a 
camera -enabled I'DA phone 
and it tells you how far away it 
is, what it is, if its a pub you'd 
get opening time~ etc. 

The idea of augmented 
reality is to superimpo<" 
graphics, audio and other 
sense enhancements over a real 
world environment in reahime, 
thus augmenting the u<er's 
perception and interaction 
with hislher surroundings. By 
viewing the world through an 
AR system, it i• po"ible to sec 
a building on a street before it 
was built, identify location• by 
their virtual labels, tour 
ancient ruins with a virtual 
tour guide. The equipment 
could be worn with the image 
beamed onto the inside of your 
glasses, or you could se a 
camera enabled POA point and 
click set up. 

It's the glasses 
environment that excite• me. 
You will still see the normal 
world in perfect :wh o but AR 
can be superimposed using 
CPS accuracy. Imagine the 
gaming po . .sihilities when 
coupled with motion-sensitive 
devices? 

Have you pla)ed GRAW? 

' 
Never mind GRAl~ there's 
already games out there u'ing 
this tech. I've seen a mobile 
phone game that u"!S the 
camera and you shoot aliens 
that appear by moving the 
phone. I al<o think there's a 
Pac-Man style game that uses 
CPS and the camera. 

Pretty interesting stuff, but 
think its a while off before we 
see proper games. 

I wonder why it hasn't b«n 
taken further? 

When you think about, if 
you build a film set, and give 
people blank- firing round<, 
it's the ultimate FPS. 

r2 

concept album to a crowd of millions 
without missing a beat. Rhythm Tengoku 
graced me with the ability to be ftyJkier 
than Bootsy Collins. FreQuency, by 
placing the discipline in a score attack 
arena, has finally given me the patience 
to learn a musical instrument. 
FreQuency gave me in~tant results, a 
goal to aim for and a lovely award for 
achieving it , either a wondrous light 
show, a higher number, or the joy of 
being part of creat ing an Orbital track . 

Vvhich is why I think it\ a bhame 
that many games studio~ are ignoring 
this. Harmonix, and I can hardly blame 
them after the phenomenal success of 
Guitar Hero, seems to be moving away 
from creating music and toward~ 
performing music; a subtle but 
important difference. My heart skipped 
a beat during your recent interview 
with Mizuguchi when he buggested he 
might move away from games and into 
music proper. Even worse, arc the large 
number of games using licensed tracks 
without investi!13t ing how these t racks 
integrate with their play; ~ticking them 
in because its what the kids like. Cames 
have the power to make u~ aU feel like 
we're part of something .,pecial. It's a 
shame that so few seem loathe to do so. 
Jason Scott 

The OS remain> a stron~hold for thil., 
with Band Bros, Eh•ctroplankton and 
guitar-sim jam Ses.~ion~ on the way 

I would like to comment on the 
letter by Mr Piers in regards to 

used game sales from E174. His 
argument that pre-owned stock is so 
dominant in gaming, unlike other forms 
of entertainment, is flat out fal~e. In 
fact, people run businesses on the sale 
of nothing except used books, DVDs or 
CDs. They're everywhere and this is 
proven by t he fact that even major 
motorway services carry used DVDs 
and CDs. You'll also find that the 
gaming industry, by far, complains 
about used product sale more than the 
other entertainment industries. 

Gaoling's bigge~t problem is that it's 
low on variety and innovation while 
being high on bleeding edge technology 
and safe -bet game design. To most 
people GRA W is not that differ~nt from 
Halo and Virtua Fighter is Tekken's twin. 
Combine th at with pr ices rising with 

) 
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each generation and it 's no wonder 
most people don't see the value in 
gaming and choose to pick entertaining 
that requires less effort and less money. 
As long as the industry continues down 
this route it will never be more than 
teenage boy entertainment that most 
people will never take seriously and 
deservingly so. 
William Baer 

But when was the last time you saw a 
second-hand rack in Waterstones 
selling books for 90 per cent of the 
price they would be brand new? 

It's nice to see the quality of 
writing in games/games as art 

debate is still raging on, despite little 
evidence that there's any progression
at least, not from where I'm sitting. 
Your article Play-Pen (E175) ended with 
the statement: 'As games progress 
further in developing their own 
unifying creative voice, it's likely that 
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'J 
The ZX Spectrum is 25 years 
old. St iU got the functioning 
rubber keyboard in my loft, 
actually got it out and got it 
working a few month" ago. 

Bring.• a tear to my eye. 

My best mate recently brought 
up his Speccy •3 and a huge 
box of original games from his 
parents. You could sense the 
excitement in the air as we 
wired it up to the TV, 
expectant minds impat;ent to 
~live glorio<L' memories and 
heroic deeds. 

T hen w~ inserted a dL..c 
into it~ drh-e which made an 
unplehant grinding sound and 
reru.ed to work ... 

That nearly brought a tear 
to our eye.. 

both sources of inspiration [film, and 
literature] will prove equally important.' 
Shame then, that these influenceb seem 
to be drawn from mediocrity, at least 
insofar as the results would indicate -
we have a long way to go before garners 
get to experience the moral dilemma of 
the likes of Raskolnikov in Crime And 
Punishment, or traversing the 
di ... orientating, psychological labyrinth 
of The Trial. At best, video games 
attempt to emulate the personality 
traits and inflections of their li terary 
counterparts, while character 
progression is often Jacking. Threats 
and dangers to the player arc physical 
entities, and one's progress through the 
game is achieved through dexterity, 
timing and puzzle solving - rarely 
intellectualised or tempered with 
emotional resonance. 

But it's perhaps more than that: 
in turning to films and books for 
inspiration, game writers seem to miss 
the true potential of the medium of 

games, in which the player becomes the 
arbiter of the character's fate through 
actions which, osten.,ibly at least, 
should reinforce or alter the mor~l 
compass of the character. In that sense, 
it's all very well to draw on cinema and 
literature for aesthetics and 
characterisation, but given the 
interactivity of games it would be 
foolish to derive a sense of narrative 
and structure from these mediums as 
well - for games to truly shine as a new 
and unique art form, they must 
transcend the existing conventions of 
storytelling to accommodate the 
player's desire to guide and shape the 
outcome themselves. 
AndyDilks 

Send us email (edgeOfuturenet.co.uk), 
but be sure to use 'lnbox' as the subject 
line. Or send a letter to this address: 
lnbox, Edge, Future Publishing, 
30 Monmouth Street. 
Bath BA1 2BW 
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